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FOREWORD

At present nuclear power accounts for approximately 17% of total
electricity generation worldwide. Given continuing population growth and
the needs of the third world and developing countries to improve their
economic performance and standard of living, energy demand is expected to
continue to grow through the 21st century. The proportion of energy
supplied as electricity is also expected to continue to increase. Although
fossil-fuelled electricity generation is the option preferred by several
countries for the short term, there are rising concerns over climatic
conseqeunces caused by extended burning of fossil fuels as a result of the
demands of a fast expanding world population. In this situation nuclear
electricity will become more and more important and the known reserves of
uranium would be consumed quite quickly by thermal reactors. It would be
possible to sustain a large nuclear programme only by introducing fast
reactors. One can conclude that there are strategic reasons for pursuing
the development of fast breeder reactors.
It will become desirable
essential, to have this technology available for introduction.
The experience of the various prototypes presently in operation has
confirmed the operability and benign characteristics of the LMFR and has
given ground for confidence in the future. Current fast reactor designs
offer very large margins of safety and by virtue of redundant and diverse
safety systems the potential for an energetic core disruptive accident or
for fast reactor core meltdown has been essentially eliminated.
Several international forums reviewed the current trends in the fast
reactor development. The view was reaffirmed that fast breeder reactors
still remain the most practical tool for effective utilization of uranium
resources for the future energy needs. Achievement of competitivity with
LMRs is still the first priority condition for the future deployment of
this type of reactor.
The recycling of plutonium into LMFBRs would allow "burning" of the
associated extremely long-life transuranic waste, particularly actinides,
thus reducing the required isolation time for high level waste from tens of
thousands of years to hundreds of years for fission products only. This
additional important mission for the LMFBR is gaining worldwide interest.
In the framework of disarmament of nuclear weapons and the utilization of
the nuclear material for peaceful purposes a role for fast reactors can be
also considered.
Over the past 25 years, the IAEA has actively encouraged and advocated
international co-operation in Fast Breeder Reactor Technology. At the
present time the Working Group on Fast Reactors is the oldest and one of
the most active groups in the Division of Nuclear Power.
The present document contains information on the status of fast
breeder reactor development and on worldwide activities in this advanced
nuclear power technology during 1991, as reported at the 25th jubilee
Annual Meeting of the IWGFR in Vienna, 27-20 April 1992. The publication
is intended to provide information regarding the current status of LMFBR
development in IAEA Member States and CEC.
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FAST REACTOR DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME IN FRANCE DURING 1991

M. Asty *
CEA, Centre d'Etudes de Saclay
Gif-sur Yvette, France

1. GENERAL SITUATION
In 1991, the total electrical power consumption in France, including line losses, was
374.5 TWh, a 7.1 % increase as compared to 1990. The exported power was 53.4 TWh and
the energy used in pumping was 5.4 TWh, leading to a total national production of 433.3
TWh. 72.7 % of this energy was produced by nuclear plants. Two 1300 MW nuclear plants
started industrial operation in 1990.
During the whole year 1991, both PHENIX and SUPERPHENIX were kept shut down.
Despite all efforts, it was not possible to give a complete explanation of the negative
reactivity incidents which occurred in PHENIX three times in 1989 and once in
September 1990, leading to automatic trips. In addition, tests were performed to assess
and further improve the situation in the case of a total loss of all secondary circuits.
Finally, defects were detected in some welds of the secondary circuits and the repair
work was carried out.
SUPERPHENIX was kept shut down for technical and political reasons. Among the
technical reasons, were the construction of the new Fuel Transfer Station replacing the
former Fuel Storage Drum and the repair of the roof above one turbo generator : this
roof had collapsed in December 1990 under an unusual weight of wet snow. On the
political side, the decree for restarting SUPERPHENIX was cancelled by the "Conseil
d'Etat" because of a vice of form. The plant management decided to await the
availability of the Fuel Transfer Station before requesting a new authorisation for
restart. It should be noted that according to the French law, any nuclear power station
which did not operate for a period of two years cannot operate again unless the
complete authorisation procedure is done again : in the case of SUPERPHENIX, this date
is July 1992. At the date of issue of this report (April 1992), the plant is technically
ready for operation, a positive advice was recently issued on the restart and the final
decision from the Safety Authority is awaited.
France has given the highest priority to fulfil the requirements from the Safety Authority
in order to be able to restart both reactors. This unplanned support may have been
detrimental in some cases to the progress with the EFR project.

* with contributions from Messrs. Lacroix and Dubouis, EdF, and Messrs. Berger, Carre,
Elie, Lions, CEA.

2. PHENIX
The reactor was shut down on September 9, 1990, when a automatic trip was initiated
by a negative reactivity incident. This incident, a priori similar to the three which
occurred in 1989, had led to the joint decision of the operators and the Safety Authority
to defer operation. After the three incidents which occurred in 1989, it was concluded
that the most probable scenario was an entrainment of argon through the core. Several
modifications had been implemented in the reactor to prevent gas accumulation. After
the September 1990 incident, an ad hoc committee was formed with the participation of
British and German experts and it was given the following goals :
- to examine or re-examine every possible cause,
- to assess the results of the tests performed after the 1989 incidents,
- to propose an explanation for the 1990 event and countermeasures to prevent
further occurrence.
2.1. Description and analysis of the events
The signals from the neutron chambers located under the reactor vessels were recorded
and showed a good coherence in amplitude and time history. As shown in figure 1, a
typical signal appears as a double oscillation :
-

a power decrease (which triggers the trip),
an increase to a value lower than the initial power,
a second decrease in power,
a second positive peak, slightly higher than the initial value,
a decrease to zero power (effect of the trip).

The second positive peak occurs 200 milliseconds after the start of the phenomenon.
The transfer functions of the different instrumentation devices were controlled after the
incident and it was confirmed that no distorsion was introduced, neither in amplitude
nor in frequency content.
The signals recorded during the 1989 events and in September 1990 showed a
remarkable reproducibility in time although variations in amplitudes were noted.
The pressure of the argon cover gas was measured every second and an overpressure of 1
millibar was detected on a single measurement. It was shown that a shock on the sensor,
a pressure wave or a vibration could induce similar variations.
Some methane was detected in the argon cover gas (about 80 vpm on September 9, 8
vpm two days later) but also in the argon cover gas of the storage drum. This led to
identify all possible sources of oil or carbonaceous compounds. As an example, 20 to 50
grammes of oil would be enough to produce about 10 litres of methane. No anomaly was
detected in any part of the reactor. A visual examination with a periscope showed a
clean primary sodium surface. The most probable explanation was thought to be a
reaction of sodium with grease on the air-lock of the fuel transfer cell. Nevertheless, the
direct relation of the presence of methane with the reactivity incidents could not be
completely excluded.
After the 1989 incidents, a fast recorder had been installed to record among others, the
signals from acoustic sensors, sismographs, core outlet thermocouples, vibration sensors,
thermocouples in the roof region, position sensors for the diagrid and for the secondary
pipings, etc ... It was most unfortunate that on September 9, the tape on the recorder
was being changed when the incident occurred.
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2.2. Did reactivity variations really occur ?
The very short duration of the signals and their remarkable reproducibility in time led
to question the reality of the reactivity variations. During the summer 1989, tests had
been performed to assess the sensitivity to electromagnetic spurious signals : the
conclusions were that the neutron chambers and the data acquisition systems were well
protected. Further tests were performed in 1990 in particular with micro power cuts and
very high frequencies. No effect was detected. The final conclusion was that no confirmed
indication was in favour of a spurious signal being the origin of the trips.
2.3. Possible origins of the reactivity variations
2.3.1. Void effect
Several scenarios involving a partial drainage of the core were identified, without
prejudice to the possible initiators. All had in common that they required larger volumes
(200 to 500 litres) as compared to the 1989 incidents : this was due to the larger
amplitude of the signal detected in September 1990 and also to a better knowledge of
the reactivity effect of sodium voiding.
It was concluded that scenarios involving a void effect were physically unlikely,
especially as no long term pressure variation was detected.
2.3.1. Geometrical effects
If no voiding of the core occurred, such reactivity variations were shown to be
compatible with the following events :
-

relative movements of the core and the control rods,
radial expansion/contraction of the core,
axial expansion/contraction of the core,
or any combination of the above.

Calculations have shown that the first negative peak could approximately correspond to
-

the insertion of all six control rods by 32 mm,
a radial expansion of the core radius by 4 mm,
the insertion of a single control rod by 190 mm,
a 10 mm axial expansion of the core (without control rod insertion).

The most probable initiators are those which lead to relative vertical movements of the
core and control rods, or to horizontal displacements of subassemblies with an
expansion/contraction of the fissile zone.
2.3.2. Effects due to moderators or absorber materials
Such reactivity effects could have their origin in the ingress in the primary sodium of oil
or other materials from some core components :
- liquid oil or calcium hydride (present in some subassemblies) should be
eliminated as potential initiators as they would have induced a positive
reactivity peak. Moreover, large quantities would have been necessary to lead to
the 300 pcm variation in reactivity which was measured in September 1990,
- carbon or boron carbide could in principle give rise to reactivity variations, but
unrealistic quantities would have been necessary (300 kg of carbon or 1 kg of
boron carbide).

For these reasons, such scenarios were not further considered.
2.4. Analysis of the neutron chambers signals
The signals from the instrumentation and from the control rod position sensors were
analysed, leading to five important conclusions :
1. the recordings of the power decrease which were made during the last two
events (September 9, 1990 and September 14, 1989) did not differ significantly
from the one which is usually obtained during a normal control rod insertion.
This means that the reactivity oscillations were nearing completion when the
control rods were inserted. In any case, without the automatic trip, no power
excursion would have occurred.
2. the core reactivity excess, which is measured either on the occasion of a new
criticality or continuously when the reactor is operating, did not show any
anomaly in the days and weeks before any of the reactivity incidents : on each
occasion, the measured reactivity level was in agreement with the expected
value, within the accuracy of the calculations (30 to 40 pcm),
3. the signals recorded on September 14, 1989 and September 9, 1990 had identical
time histories, although the primary sodium flow was 15 % lower on the
occasion of the latter event : thus, the pseudo-period of these events seems to be
independent from the primary sodium flow,
4. the signals have a clear and simple frequency content. If present, higher
frequencies would have been recorded by the equipment,
5. the first part of the power oscillation appears to be almost linear. In terms of
reactivity, it implies an acceleration in the decrease, with a very sharp onset of
the event, hinting to pulse type mechanical phenomena.
2.5. Proposed model
The ad hoc committee proposed the following explanation to the four incidents which
occurred in 1989 and 1990, if these were actually due to negative reactivity variations :
Because of a rather low energy impulse (of the order of a few kiloJoules), a "flowering"
movement of the core may have occurred, followed by a spring-back effect which
brought the core back to the initial geometry or to a geometry close to the initial one.
This was the situation at the end of 1991. Since then, other possible scenarios were
identified and the corresponding studies initiated.
2.6. Possible initiators
2.6.1. Possible energy sources in the core
The first hypothesis was a rearrangement in the core array, spontaneously triggered or
not, as some thermally bowed subassemblies were suddenly released. It was confirmed
that the stored mechanical energy would be of the right order of magnitude. The general
movement of the core would be triggered by a local impulse not necessarily located in
the centre of the core.
A second hypothesis was an energy release inside a subassembly. In order to initiate a
"flowering" movement, the energy would have to be transferred out of the subassembly
to the Above Core Structure where it would dissipate, for example by the expansion of a

gas bubble. As no clad failure was observed, the fissile and fertile subassemblies would
not be involved in this process. A careful examination of the control rods and of some
core components was initiated.
2.6.2. Phenomena related to the cold pool
It was thought that the triggering event might be "upstream" in the reactor, i.e. in the
cold pool.
A first initiator which was compatible with the presence of methane, was the ingress of
oil from a primary pump bearing. The oil would be quickly transferred in liquid form to
the lower part of the diagrid. The pressure drop and the increase in temperature through
the core would induce a fast evaporation, leading to an energy release inside
subassemblies. The energy in such an event would be of the right order of magnitude,
but it would be necessary to suppose an evaporation fast enough to generate a pressure
peak under the Above Core Structure. Besides, the scenario for the transfer of oil to the
pump seems highly hypothetical.
Another initiator would be the entrainment of about 10 litres of argon through a
primary pump : the gas being compressed and then transferred through the diagrid,
would quickly expand in the core, leading to previously envisaged scenarios.
2.7. Rejected initiators
2.7.1. Mechanical initiators involving the structures
Several large structures of the reactor have resonance frequencies close to the frequency
content of the measured signals or close to the first resonance mode of the
subassemblies. Detailed studies were initiated, the most critical components being the
roof, the suspension rods and the conical shell.
The conclusion was that the transmission of mechanical energy to the core had a poor
yield. Also, it was not possible to identify potential sources for storing enough energy.
Tests were performed during an isothermal temperature variation of the reactor up to
400°C and back to 250°C : as no anomaly was detected, it was concluded that such
initiators were quite improbable.
2.7.2. Initiators involving the core support structures
A considerable amount of energy would be required to transfer dynamic excitations from
the conical shell or the strongback structures to the core. These structures are very stiff
and their resonance frequencies are high. No initiator could be identified in this
category.
2.7.3. Sodium hammering effect in the diagrid
In principle, a sodium hammering effect could lift one or several subassemblies and
generate a pressure wave in the interwrapper gaps. Among several initiators which were
identified, none was compatible with the whole set of measurements as they would have
induced secondary effects : in particular, it is highly probable that they would have been
detected by the instrumentation in the primary pumps.

2.8. Rejected scenarios
2.8.1. Scenarios related to a voiding effect
Scenarios based only on a voiding effect would have involved large quantities of gas, of
the order of several hundreds of litres. A variation in the cover gas pressure would have
been observed.
2.8.2. Scenarios involving vertical movements
In order to explain the signals which were recorded, such scenarios would have involved
the coherent movement and bouncing of about a hundred subassemblies. Moreover, the
time for the free fall of a subassembly is significantly higher than the duration of the
reactivity variation. Thus, scenarios only involving axial movements were rejected.
2.8.3. Other scenarios
Several other scenarios, among which those involving Magneto-Hydro-Dynamic effects,
were envisaged, but for one reason or another, they were rejected.
2.9. Conclusions reached by the ad hoc committee in 1991
From the analyses and tests which were performed after the September 1990 negative
reactivity incident, the ad hoc committee concluded the following :
1. it was shown that no power excursion would have occurred if the trip had not
been followed by an insertion of the control rods. The best estimates of the
reactivity values after the events were calculated as + 40 pcm in September 1990
and +15 pcm in September 1989,
2. the hypothesis of spurious signals could not be eliminated,
3. it was shown that a voiding effect alone could not have generated the reactivity
variations, without excluding that argon entrainment might have been at the
origin of the phenomena which have been observed,
4. if the signals were real ones, a plausible explanation was a "flowering" effect of
the core, the initiator being of the impulse type,
5. the initiator could not be clearly identified,
6. core movements coherent with the observed reactivity signals could not have
their origin in the structures of the reactor and in particular in the core support
structures,
7. it was shown that core movements could not lead to unacceptable positive
reactivity insertions, even supposing an energy pulse of a much higher value or
located in a different place,
8. in order to proceed with the explanation of these events, it was concluded that
it was necessary to restart the reactor, first at zero and very low power, then at
a significant power. The analyses which were performed showed that the reactor
could safely operate and valuable information would be gathered, especially if a
new incident would occur.
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2.10. Restart tests
At the end of the first quarter of 1991, the ad hoc committee recommended in its
conclusions to resume operation in order to further investigate the possible origins of
the incidents. In parallel, the implications in terms of safety of these events were
assessed by the plant staff and on February 26, the authorisation for a test programme
was requested, first at very low power, then at a power of 350 MWth.
The next six months were devoted to numerous complementary studies requested by the
Safety Authority, and to the analysis by IPSN of the reports which had been established
in support of the request. As a conclusion, the test programme was approved on
September 20.
The reactor went critical on October 9 and the programme was performed as planned. It
started with a thorough verification of the state of the reactor and with the qualification
of the new instrumentation and recording equipments. In particular, an under sodium
ultrasonic device had been built (with an accuracy of 1 mm in isothermal conditions)
and installed in order to detect a possible radial movement of the subassemblies.
The low power programme was not completed by December 31. It should be emphasised
that for all the low power tests preformed up to now, the pre-calculations and
interpretations were in complete agreement. This confirms the absence of any important
defect in the core and core support structures.
2.11. Other work
In parallel, during the whole year, the welds in the secondary circuits, in particular
those in 321 stainless steel, were non destructively tested as some defects had been
detected in the past. New defects were detected which led to a repair programme which
was not completed on December 31.
Detailed investigations were carried out on the Decay Heat Removal capacity in case of a
loss of all secondary circuits. Several methods were tested to increase it : an injection of
helium in the intervessel gap and the partial removal of the insulation on the double
envelope vessel. Both methods, still being assessed, gave promissing results.
3. CREYS MALVILLE POWER PLANT

The reactor remained shut down during the whole year.
The first months in 1991 were devoted to tests in relation with the air pollution of the
primary sodium. These tests aimed at explaining the measurements made at that time
and at assessing the residual concentration of sodium oxide. Also, some other repair
work was performed.
In May 1991, the restart of the plant was scheduled for the beginning of July. But, the
decree authorising the plant operation without the Fuel Storage Drum was cancelled by
the "Conseil d'Etat" because of a vice of form. The plant management decided not to ask
for a new decree but to await the availability of the new Fuel Transfer Station to request
the operating authorisation. This resulted in the Fuel Transfer Station becoming on the
critical path.
Also, work was pursued to repair the roof of the turbo generator building which had
collapsed in December 1990 and to perform the associated expertise and refurbishment.

3.1. Consequences of the air pollution of the primary sodium
At the beginning of 1991, both sodium purification integrated units were operating at
350°C. The plugging meters indications were difficult to interpret in terms of oxide
concentration because of deposits which had occurred at higher temperature (metallic
impurities, ternary oxides, ...). For instance, the duration of the plateau at 110°C (time
for the plugging meter flow to decrease by a factor of 2) was measured at different
temperatures over the year : at 350°C, its value was less than 1 hour and after 5 days at
300°C, it increased to 18 hours, the latter value being an indication of a very low oxide
concentration (less than 1 ppm). Such a behaviour was observed for all temperature
changes all over the year.
In parallel, the thermal exchanges were noted to decrease in the cold traps and this was
interpreted as being due to impurity deposits in the intermediate temperature regions of
the traps. Several isothermal washing tests were performed but did not improve the
situation. It is thought that only a full power operation of the reactor will lead to a
normal operation of the cold traps : during the reactor operation, the deposits in the
heat exchangers of the traps mostly occur in the lower part and on the surfaces at the
temperature of the cold plenum. Thus, the deposits which are on the hot plenum
surfaces will be eliminated.
Other actions were undertaken during this period :
- replacement of the NaK safety valve protecting the argon circuit against
overpressure, which had been polluted by the air ingress,
- sodium washing of the vapour traps,
- replacement of the cartridges in both primary purification units,
- installation of a gas chromotograph to monitor the impurities (especially
nitrogen) in the primary argon atmosphere,
- inspection with a periscope of the primary sodium surface and of the adjacent
structures : no anomaly was detected,
- inspection with an endoscope of the annuli around the rotating plugs and
requalification of the in-vessel fuel handling mechanisms : again, the results
were satisfactory.
3.2. Other Work carried out during the shut-down period
The secondary loops were drained to perform X ray controls and to fit some auxiliary
pipes with leak detectors.
Also, two modules for the detection of pin rupture were discharged to be modified, as
they showed an unsatisfatory operation.
3.3. Work with the Fuel Transfer Station
At the beginning of 1991, the first large components of the Fuel Transfer Station (see
figure 2) were being installed. Work continued throughout the year, but the initial
schedule (operation by the end of 1991) could not be fully met. At the end of the year, a
global qualification test was successfully performed in which a fuel subassembly was
transferred from the secondary ramp to the water storage facility (APEC).
Two other tests are foreseen in 1992 : the introduction of a fresh subassembly and the
transfer of a subassembly from the reactor core to the ramp and A frame.
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3.4. Work in the turbo generator building
After the necessary dismantling work of the roof covering the A line and of the
associated equipments, the two electricity production lines were completely isolated one
from the other : this implied welding operations on the water/steam circuits and civil
works.
At the end of the year, the new roof structure was being installed. The repair operations
still to be performed include strengthening the roof over the B line and the repair of the
degassing devices which were damaged. The end of the repair work is foreseen for mid92.
3.5. Consequences of the PHENIX reactivity incidents
All possible scenarios and initiators which were identified for the incidents which
occurred in PHENIX were assessed taking into account the specific design of
SUPERPHENIX. It was concluded that none could lead to an unacceptable situation from
a safety point of view.
4. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

In addition to the R & D support to the EFR project, preliminary studies were jointly
initiated by CEA and NOVATOME to assess the potential of advanced options for EFR or
future reactors.
4.1. Self actuated shutdown system
The Consistent Design of EFR includes two shutdown systems, ie. 24 Control and
Shutdown mechanisms + 9 Diverse Shutdown mechanisms. It has been envisaged to
include a third shutdown level especially devoted to Beyond Design Basis situations. The
principle of the system under study is to trigger the introduction into the fissile zone of
boron carbide granulates by the fusion of a metal sheet. Such a device would allow to
passively insert antireactivity into the core. Several designs are under development and
the studies are aiming at determining the response to different situations such as slow
ULOF and ULOHS.
4.2. Decay Heat Removal via the Steam Generator Units
In the EFR project, the Decay Heat would be removed by sodium/sodium and sodium/air
heat exchangers, with penetrations in the roof. In Beyond Design Basis situations, such
systems could fail and it was felt necessary to study diverse solutions. It was shown that
about 25 MW at a temperature of 650°C could be removed in forced air circulation
conditions through the outer shells of the Steam Generator Units. A low cost solution
would be to have an air gap between the outer shell and the insulator.
4.3. Storage of fuel subassemblies
In the EFR project, the irradiated subassemblies are stored in water after being washed
and the case of open ruptured pins should be considered separately.
An alternative option has been studied, consisting in storing the irradiated subassemblies
in containers filled with lead (or a low melting point alloy, provided it is compatible
with air and sodium). In this solution, no washing would be necessary as the sodium
would float on the liquid metal. In addition, lead would provide an efficient radiological
protection directly around the subassembly. It was shown that this solution would allow
an in-air storage of the subassemblies, would be interesting from an economical point of
view and would be compatible with a short fuel cycle (about 2 years).

4.4. Increasing the potential for the inspection of the reactor block structures
Because of the presence of sodium, inspecting the reactor block structures is a difficult
task. This is particularly true of the structures supporting the core (strongback and
diagrid). Studies were initiated to design these structures in such a way to increase the
potential for inspection, either by providing an easier access or by designing
dismountable structures. The solutions developed up to now do not allow a full
inspection of these structures to be performed.
4.5. Heat conducting solid roof
This study aimed at the preliminary assessment of a solid metallic roof for the EFR. As
compared to the all welded box structure of the Consistent Design, the advantages
would be the suppression of the lower plate, thus contributing to reinforce the primary
containment, and a simplification of the cooling circuits which would be located on the
outer part of the roof. The EFR designers are considering incorporating this advanced
solution in the Consistent Design.
4.6. Low void core studies
Several low void designs are currently being studied, such as core designs incorporating
moderating materials or radially heterogeneous designs. The aim of these studies is also
to assess the overall safety behaviour of such designs.
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Status of Fast Breeder Reactor Development in Germany
G. Heusener
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe

SNR 300: A Political Termination

The German Minister for Research and Technology (BMFT), Dr. Heinz Riesenhuber, announced on March 20, 1991 that SNR 300, the fast breeder power plant at
Kalkar, shall be abandoned. This message followed a top level meeting between
BMFT officials and senior managers of Siemens, RWE, PreuRenElektra und Bayernwerk. BMFT, vendor Siemens and the three utilities had carried the interim
finance costs of DM 105 million yearly since 1989.
The licensing procedure had been obstructed during a long time by the responsibile authorities. For several years the licensing process for the last permits on
nuclear operation of KKW Kalkar had been held up by the government of the state of North Rhine-Westphalia (NWR). Licensing of nuclear power plants is the responsibility of the states, according to the German Atomic Act. The state of NRW
turned against the SNR 300 project when the Social Democratic Party (SPD) started questioning nuclear power in 1985. Until then 17 partial licenses for SNR 300
had been granted, each time including an ovall project approval.
SNR 300 was started in 1973 with the support of the SPD Research Minister von
Dohnanyi. Four more Federal Reserach Ministers of this Party (Ehmke, Matthofer,
Hauff, von Bulow) continued their support for the project. Between 1982 and
1985, now under the leadership of Riesenhuber from the Christian Democratic
Union Party (CDU), the project was completed. Since then all work was focused on
gaining the operation license - in vain. From 1978 through 1982 an enquiry commission of the German Federal Parliament investigated the project in detail and
finally voted by two thirds to recommend a continuation of the project. Further
studies with a positive result were performed in subsequent years by the Rector
Safety Commission and the (Swiss) Motor Columbus Ingenieur-Unternehmung
AG.
One of the consequences of the demise of SNR 00 was that Interatom GmbH, a
subsidiary of Siemens AG, has been integrated into the division KWU of the Simens AG on 1 October, 1991. For SNR 300 the turn-key contracts to the supplier
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company (INB) were cancelled by the operator organisation (SBK) on April 10,
1991 following the political terminaton of the SNR 300 project. End of June 1991
INB closed its Kalkarsite office and workshops. With a few exceptions all INB site
work force was withdrawn and detached to other sites of Siemens/KWU business.
Decommissioning activities will continue in 1992 leaving a workload for approx.
40 men on site.
At SNR 300 the sodium is being returned from the site to the supplier company.
All surplus coolant exceeding the primary and secondary system drainage tank capacity are already shipped. The ceramic liner of the core catcher underneath the
reactor vessel made of depleted uranium oxide (appr. 32 tons) was dismantled,
the material sold and shipped off site.
Activities are going on to sell equipment and components to potential customers
as a contribution to the financing of the decommissioning costs.
The decision of the further use of the Kalkarsite expected for autumn 1991 by the
RWE Energy Management Board was postponed without mentiond of a new reference date. Analysis by GNS is underway to check the usefulness of the reactor
building as an intermediate storage for low level waste.
KNKII has been shut down

On 23 August 1991 after the termination of the SNR project, KfK decided to shut
down the KNK II reactor for final decommissioning.
KNK had been put into operation as a thermal sodium-cooled 20 MWe power
plant in 1971 as version KNK I, after construction started in 1966. In 1975-77 the
plant was transformed into KNK II by receiving a fast MOX core which went
critical in October 1977. KNK II was used predominantly for R + D programmes in
support of SNR 300. Amongst others, a fuel burnup of 175.000 MWd/t was
reached. Mixed oxide fuel of the first core irradiated up to a burnup level of
100.000 MWd/t was reprocessed and the fissile material refabriced into fuel elements and irradiated in the reactor again.
KNK II had received permission to restart on 12 July 1991 after cleaning of three
extension rods of the first shutdown system through wetting by hot sodium. The
licensing conditions asked for a periodical monitoring and rod exercising. On 16
July 1991 operation started at a power level of 80% and on 30 July the power was
reduced to 60% for the first rod exercising. The procedure was carried out

successfully and the cover gas activity was monitored with regard to the existence
of a leaker in the core.
KNK II fuel elements are planned to be reprocessed in Marcoule, France. Since the
final shutdown of the plant 10 fuel elements of the first core have already been
shipped to Cadarache for intermediate storage.
At present, the elements of the second core are being discharged from the reactor tank. After a dry shipping examination in order to find any leaker, the elements are then stored in the sodium-cooled storage tank.
Moreover, installations of the experimental programme have been removed from
the plant. The licensing authorities have been asked for the permission to reduce
the frequency of in-serive inspections and the number of shift personnel. The
plant management and the authorities have also entered into discussions about
the final shutdown concept.
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General
1991
and

had been a difficult year from the point of Indian

India

came

servicing

very close to being unable

obligations.

during 1991 itself.
policies

and

Nothing

to

fulfil

particularly adverse

economy

her
had

debts
happened

The situation in 1991 was the consequence

practices

followed

in

the

earlier

of the

years.

Heavy

borrowing

from public had been resorted by successive Governments for

financing

the

plans.

developmental

expenditure

during

five-year

This had resulted in large internal debt and servicing such

debt

has taken an increasing share of the current

1991

the

taxes

revenues.

debts servicing had accounted for 23% of the

and

widening

duties.

Likewise

revenue

neglecting over a period of

By the end of 1990,

a

During
from

time

gap between the imports and exports had resulted in a

external debt.
60%

earlier

the
large

the total indebtedness was about

of the annual GNP and indebtedness was growing at annual rate

over 8% of GNP.
terrorist
further
financing
high

Deterioration of law and order situation and rise of

activities
to

the
can

in different parts of the

strains on the

economy

of

the

serve as an engine for growth,

Deficit

if it is matched by

inadequate
Inflation
and
same

*

efficient

leads to inadequate

increase

in

the

output

returns
and

production

a

And

it

and

country.

industrial establishments created through such deficit financing.
of

self-discipline

contributed

the

want

of

country

in

the

level

of

on

the

consequently

investments,
inflation.

has been running around 8 to 9% per annum in the late

in 1990 it had crossed the double digit mark and remained at
level during the year 1991.

80's
the

The Government had to tackle

Director, Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic
Tami1 Nadu, India.

Research,

Kalpakkam

the

situation
trend.

with

some

drastic measures to

reverse

the

unfavourable

This included :

a)

Devaluation
exports;

of currency to discourage imports and encourage

b)

Strict restrictions of imports in addition;

c)

Credit squeeze and raising of interest rates;

d)

Curtailment
of developmental expenditure on schemes
were not likely to produce immediate returns;

which

The short term measures (a to d) quoated above have been followed
by

various

reduction
reliance

measures
of

to move in the

of

market

economy,

the role of Government sector in the economy and

on private sector.

investment

direction

Energy sector is being opened

heavy
up

by Indian industries and even foreign companies

for

are being

encouraged to open and operate power stations.
Industrial

production

decreased by about 0.8% during

the

year

1991 while agricultural output had remained unchanged with respect
previous

year.

economy,

Thanks to the contributions of other sectors of

The population had also continued to grow

about the same rate and therefore,

per capita income has remained

virtually unchanged during the year 1991.
was

Yet electricity consumption

9% higher compared to the earlier year.

risen

the

gross domestic product is estimated to have risen by 2.5 to

3% over the previous year.
at

to

during

the

year.

Oil imports

In terms of money value,

oil

have

also

import

has

increased to Rs. 13,000 crores as compared to Rs. 10,000 crores in the
previous year.

In terms of quantities,

increased

20 million tonnes to 24 million tonnes and

from

petroleum crude imports

had

petroleum

product to 10 million tonnes from 9 million tonnes. Rising demand
energy

has ofcourse re-enforced the argument for

developing

energy

as an alternative source as country cannot continue to

for

nuclear
import

energy

at higher and higher cost.

But simultaneously,

the

resource

crunch has also led to* slowing down of the nuclear power programme and
the

construction of the 500 MWe Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors

been

affected.

The overall target of 10 million kilowatt of nuclear

energy by the year 2002-2003
6

million

has

kilowatt

by

appears to have slipped and a figure

the

year 2000 may

be

considered

as

to
more

realistic.
EflSi Reactor Programme :
There is no change in the basic policy for development of nuclear
energy in India.
commercially
the

first

to

Fast Breeder Reactors are required to be

available

supply increasing quantities of nuclear energy

phase programme of deployment of Pressurised

Heavy

when
Water

Reactors would be reaching the limit imposed by indigenously available
natural uranium.
exploitable
million
of

Based on presently proven reserves of

uranium

one cannot expect to support more than 10 to

kilowatt of installed capacity of PHWRs.

the Fast Reactor Programme therefore,

2003

the

first

thereafterwards.
each

reactor
This

will

expected

PHWRs.

15

goal

remains completion by 2002-

in the series of

reactors

which
to

be

enable addition of one 500 MWe

will
built

reactor

year even if the first phase of programme of PHWR is limited

6.0 million kilowatt.

3

The immediate

of the first 500 MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor

become

is

economically

to

The capital cost of installed kilowatt for FBRs

to be comparable to the capital cost

per

kilowatt

for

We expect to launch the construction of PFBR in the next 2 or

years

as

soon

as the over all

economic

condition

shows

some

improvement.
In

the

meantime,

manufacturing development of

components like Steam Generators,

important

NSS

Sodium Pumps, Main Vessel and Inner

Vessel

has

been initiated.

Mechanism

(Primary) has

manufacturers

are

Detailed designs of Control

been

completed

and

Rod

contacts

being established to identify the

Drive

with

the

industry

which

would be entrusted with the responsibility of manufacturing the CRDMs.
Manufacturing
steel

has

technology

been

for making cladding tubes of

developed

and significant progress

D9

has

stainless
been

towards the production of hexagonal wrapper (i.e. Hex-Cans).

made

Inclined

Fuel Transfer Machine for loading and unloading the fuel from the Main
Vessel

has been designed and

has been initiated.

manufacturing of the prototype

machine

It is hoped that these steps will enable

timely

completion of PFBR once its construction is started.
Fas% Breeder Test Reactor :
After

the

construction
completed.

first

and

criticality

in

October

1985,

the

commissioning activities were taken up

balance

and

partly

A fuel handling incident had forced the reactor to remain

shutdown from May 1987 to May 1989.

Since then, the reactor power has

been progressively raised and 1 MWt was reached in April 1991.
In June 1991 it was observed that
a leak of sodium.
the

mechanism

possible

translatory
CRDM.

Consequently sodium, entered in the upper parts of

where

deposits

to

it freezed and got

of

motion

Replacement

required

handle

by

Jan 1992.

partly

sodiura/sodium oxides

in

oxidised.
the

Due

to

mechanism,

its

was prevented warranting the replacement
of

the

CRDM

was delayed

the CRDM was found

deficiencies and had to be repaired.
only

one of the CRDMS had developed

to

have

because
many

the

of

the

flask

construction

The defective CRDM was replaced

During this period the auxiliary neutron

source

(Sb 0 -Be) had decayed and there was a need to replace the source. To
2 3
tide over this need for an auxiliary neutron source,
it was decided

to

add a pre-start up channel using boron coated counters of

sensitivity

to

fission neutrons
to

improve

obtain

adequate count

in the fuel.

year.

that

spontaneous

But

to

FBTR

after

water

In short, due to the problems of

the deficiencies in the handling flasks,

possible

the

the detection systems for measuring small leaks of

of neutron source,
the

from

During the year efforts were also made

into sodium in the Steam Generators.
CRDMs,

rates

higher

and non-availability

had remained shut down for the major part of
overcoming these

difficulties

prove to the full satisfaction of the

it

has

Regulatory

been
Board

the reactor can run continuously for a period of 40 days without

a single safety action.

Clearance has now been obtained for taking up

the last phase of commissioning FBTR vi2.

generation of the steam and

rolling the turbo alternator to produce electricity.
Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor f PFBR)
Engineering
prepared

Design

for

in

support s£

PFBR

: Detailed

parts of core sub-assemblies.

Thermal

analysis have been done for core sub-assemblies.
computer

drawings
and

were

hydraulics

The development of a

code for study of flow blockage in the fuel sub-assembly

is

in progress. Main vessel has been analysed for buckling under seismic,
internal
Axial

and

temperature

gradients.

and asimuthal temperature distributions on the main vessel were

calculated
Flow

external pressure loadings and

for varying spacing of cooling pipes and

Induced

vessel

Vibrations (FIV)

analysis has been done for

cooling pipes and thermal baffles.

structure

reactor

powers.
the

main

Main vessel- core

support

weld joint and the dissimilar weld in the straight

portion

have been analysed for the fatigue and ratchetting. The shape of redan
in the inner vessel has been optimised with respect to buckling

under

seismic

upper

loading

and Na head during spill over condition.
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The

cylindrical
buckling

shape

risks.

has

also

been

detailed

for

avoiding

The temperature distributions on inner

thermal

vessel

have

been re-estimated with an improved approach. Elastic and inelastic 3-D
computations

have

been completed for the inner vessel for 520

- 580

deg C temperature range.
The inelastic analysis computer code 'CONE' has been expanded to
have the capability of performing analysis with viscoplastic

material

model 'CHABOCHE'. This code was used to assess the conservatism in the
elastic analysis

using ORNL model for inner vessel. Detailed drawings

for CRDM, notes on experimental works for two types of CRDMs have been
prepared.

Buckling

analysis of hollow bars of secondary CRDM and FIV

analysis of control plug have been completed.
studies
(IHX)

have been done for Roof Slab,
and

Intermediate

Heat

Exchangers

Core Support Structure(CSS) in order to effect economy

reduction
analysis

Structural optimisation

of quantities of materials.
was made for the

For the

Roof

Slab,

by

detailed

cooling arrangement with jets to determine

the heat transfer coefficient, pressure and temperature distributions.
Thermal

stress

analysis

for temperature asymmetry

in

the

annular

spaces has been completed. The bottom plate of the Roof Slab has

been

analysed

Core

for

Disassembly

the

post buckling behaviour

under

Accident (HCDA) loading conditions.

Hypothetical

Preliminary

thermal

hydraulics analysis for temperature distributions in the hot and
sodium

pools

and

creep-fatigue

subsequent inelastic analysis

damage

for

have been done for various Decay

assessing
Heat

cold
the

Removal

(DHR) conditions.
For

IHX,

computations

material

for

flow

specifications for the

tube,

and temperature distributions,

steady
FIV

of

state
tube

bundle

and creep buckling of a shell have been completed.

Generator

(SG), material specifications for 9Cr-lMo

manufacturing

drawings

for

For

Steam

electrodes

evaporator and reheater

were

Analysis has been completed for the flow and temperature

and

prepared.

distribution

in

evaporator unit and means to achieve uniform flow distribution

SG

have

also

been

analysis

have

been carried out for

specifications
various

fuel

and

investigated.

conceptual

Seismic
pump

and

fracture

discharge

handling equipment

and

storage

mechanics

pipe.

design notes have been

in

Design

prepared

facilities.

for

Detailed

design of In-Vessel Transfer Machine (IVTM) and spent fuel storage are
in

progress.

structural

Efforts

mechanics

applications.
Layout,

are

facility,

Design

Station

continued
more

activity

Auxiliary

to set

up

specific

an

to

continued in the

Systems

such

as

experimental
fast

areas

reactor
of

Plant

ventilation,

air-

conditioning and chilled water systems instrumentation and control and
plant
have

electrical power systems.
been

prepared

and submitted for the review of

Safety Review Committee.
prepared
system

and

indent

required

Preliminary Safety Analysis

Design

Specification and tender document have

raised for the 2300 KW

for

Project

Reports

the sodium pump being

variable
developed

speed

been
drive

indigenously.

Control system architecture for the Distributed Digital Control

(DDC)

system for PFBR has been worked out.
Reactor Physics studies in support of PFBR : The latest basic nuclear
data
set

library

from Japan JENDL-2

has been processed into

for several nuclides of interest and has been

benchmark
benchmark.

critical
Based

assemblies

and

a

on these analysis,

for PFBR design work is being prepared.

- an -

1200

MWe,

multigroup

validated
FBR

against

theoretical

an improved cross section set

Gamma
shield

production

design

are

and interaction cross

being generated from the

sections
recent

required

for

ENDF/B-VI

data

library.
Development of Computational Methods and Computer Codes
The

control rod heterogeneity is being studied using

probability
nodal

methods.

expansion

parallel

A

method

processing

three-dimensional

two-dimensional diffusion code,
has been written and

is

being

simulator has been developed and

code.

collision
based

on

tested.

A

tested

for

a

A space time kinetics code for analysis of

transients in large FBRs is being developed.
A

code for point kinetics and point dynamics analysis

developed.

A

study on the application of adaptive learning

technique for detection of sodium boiling noise has been
statistical

features

and multivariate pattern

its

network

recognition

New

analysis

An integrated

code for the transport of radioactivity in fast reactors and

release into the environment,

calculations

has

been

developed.

cores

isotropic

Neutronics

for the metal fuelled core of PFBR were made.

analysis and passive safety evaluations for oxide,
fuelled

been

made.

methods are being studied for boiling noise detection.
computer

has

of

PFBR

scattering

in

have been carried out.
the radial

shield

Stability

carbide and
The

effect

calculations

metal
of

is

an

being

studied.
An
formation

assessment
and

of Radiological Toxicities associated

with

recycling of minor actinides in PFBR type of

the

reactors

have been made.
Engineering Development "• Engineering Development Division is actively
supporting

the

Breeder Reactor.

development

work

In particular,

required for

the

Prototype

pool hydraulic studies,
8

Fast

sodium pump

development and setting,up of Large Component Test Rig for testing
prototype

components

on

1:1

scale

simulating

reactor

of

operating

conditions is receiving priority.
In continuation of the studies on primary pool hydraulics using a
1/24 scale model,
the

IHX

windows were determined using

velocity
later

radial and circumferential velocity profiles around

fluctations

miniature

anemometers.

found were in agreement with

the

The

measurements

performed on 1/15 scale model and were also comparable to

reported

for the hot pool model of the French SPX-2 reactor

that

concept.

Axial velocity measurements on different IHXs showed that flow sharing
by

proximity and distant IHXs (from the core) was nearly

depended
subject

mainly
to

findings

on

internal

discrepancy in

of

flow resistances

geometrical

of

details.

equal,

individual
The

and
IHXs

experimental

velocity mapping of the hot pool compared well with

the

velocities predicted by THYC-2D code, thus enabling code validation.
A 1/15 scale accurate geometrical model of PFBR primary pool

was

fabricated at CWPRS, Pune as part of collaborative efforts and initial
results have been obtained.

The free level disturbance measured with

capacitance

wave

recorder

fluctuations

and no visible gas entrainment

velocity
different
PFBR

mapping

height

is

in

geometrical

subassemblies

progress.

has

indicated
was

Hydraulic

small

noticed.
tests

Detailed

performed

designs of labyrinths for control of

showed

60% higher loss

shaped labyrinths compared to triangular

level

coefficient

circular grooved

flow

for

on
in

square

labyrinths

for a given overall si2e.
In
were

continuation of the work on reactor sodium pumps calculations

performed to determine permissible pump speed during "three

out

of

four" and "two out of four" modes of pump operation

reactor

power

output

in

case of non- availability of

primary pumps respectively.
of

starting

with

reduced

one

or

two

Based on above studies a pony motor speed

150 rpm was recommended with a 60 KW motor.

pump

with

The case

extremely low circuit resistance has

of

single

also

examined and pump operation at 50% speed found satisfactory for

been
short

duration.
A

special

considered
minutes

coupling

with

tubular

spacer

has

been

for driving the primary pump under inclined condition

max.)

suppliers.
1/3

geared

and feasibility of the concept checked

with

coupling

In continuation of pump hydraulic development, drawings of

model pump and the test rig received from the pump supplier

scrutinized

and

useful comments given.

Mounting

acoustic noise transducers were also finalised'.
the

(24

primary

pump - Non Return Valve (NRV)

arrangements

were
for

A 1/3 scale model of

has been built

at

Fluid

Control Research Institute (FCRI), Palghat and is presently undergoing
tests

for

model

of

constructed

finalisation of its design.
the

spherical

using

A 1/4

seat (support) of

existing

scale

primary

pump

small mechanical sodium pump

approximate
has
and

been
tests

conducted have revealed the soundness of the concept.
Experiments
caused

by

were carried out to study the instability

weir flow over thin thermal baffle and

onset

mechanism
of

violent

fluid sloshing and baffle vibrations was detected whenever fallheights
exceeded

threshold

values.

Regions

of

instability

have

been

determined at various flow rates.
Mode

shapes

experimentally

and

natural

frequencies

were

for a three tube (10 m long) model of PFBR

determined
evaporator

and good agreement found with predictions made using PAFEC Code.
10

A

special

test

section for studying self welding

tendency

of

materials in contact in high temperature sodium has been installed and
experiments
pure

on several material combinations have been continuing in
o
sodium.
Test runs upto 1000 hours at 530 C have not revealed

self

welding in most combinations except between different grades

of

stainless steels where some material transfer was detected.
The

mass

operation
were

transfer

and corrosion in sodium

loop

has

been

in

since beginning of the year and some specimens of 316

S.S.

removed for examination after 6000 hrs of sodium exposure.

316

LN S.S.

specimens are being studied during second phase.

Argon and

hydrogen injections in sodium carried out on FBTR Steam Generator (SG)
were monitored using acoustic transducers mounted on the SG module and
encouraging results have been obtained for low level leak detection.
Sodium
has

Aerosol Detection (SAD) system for the SG casing of

FBTR

been fully commissioned and test results with gramme quantity

sodium

burnt

have

demonstrated excellent response

of

the

of

inhouse

developed SAD system.
Metallurgy and Materials Programme
Metallurgy

Division : A corrosion fatigue machine with an

autoclave

has been procured and installed, with a view to evaluate the effect of
temperature,
fluctuating
Further,
were

hydroxide

concentration and

the

influence

stresses on the performance of PFBR candidate
constant

of

materials.

load Stress Corrosion Craking (SCC) machines

fabricated indigenously.

Scanning
it,

two

sodium

In addition to

these,

the

existing

Auger Microprobe (SAM) has been upgraded by incorporating in

the newly procured detector system and the electron gun

with the necessary instrumentation.

li

assembly

In

a recent study,

the activation parameters for the SCC of 304

SS in NaCl solution has been determined.
and

its

Also,

the role of

relation to crack growth rate in aqueous medium,

studied

for 9Cr~lMo ferritic steels.

hardness
have

The effect of hydrogen

been

on

the

fracture behaviour of 9Cr-lMo steels has been investigated as well.
A

new study on the microbial corrosion in materials used in

condenser
hrs)

systems has been

sodium

period.

The

initiated.

the

The effect of long time (8000

exposure

has also been undertaken

critical

pitting

for

study

potentials have been

in

this

determined

for

nitrogen bearing nuclear grade stainless steels and this study aims at
examining

the

role of nitrogen content in

affecting

the

localized

corrosion.
Regarding the thermodynamics of fission products,
of

Cs,

Ca

and

Sr

have

been

undertaken

the ruthenates

for

thermodynamic

characterisation. The studies were aimed at yielding information which
is

relevant

for

the assessment

of

the

thermodynamic

interaction

behaviour among the fission products of the fast reactor fuels.
The
steels

microstructural

have

been

characteristics

of

austenitic

studied with a view to assess the

effect

strain rate and temperatures as pertinent to metal forming
Further,

significant

progress

has

been

made

stainless

in

of

the

processes.
evolving

a

comprehensive database on the microstructural stability and its change
during
type.

long term aging of ferritic steels of 9Cr-lMo and
The

effect of carbon content and

the prior microstructure

dictated

by

view

arrive at a microstructure which will result in

to

2 l/4Cr-lMo

heat treatment schedule have been investigated,

creep rupture ductility and long life.

12

an

with

as
a

optimal

Materials Development Division : Significant progress was achieved in
the

characterisation of properties of nitrogen alloyed 316

steel

(316LN SS)

application
exhibited
range

in

2.25Cr-lMo ferritic steel and their

the design of fast

breeder

stainless

weldments

reactors.

The

for

316LN SS

higher creep resistance than type 316 SS in the temperature

823-923 K.

Prior

Cold

Work (PCW) was

found

beneficial

for

elevated temperature creep resistance of 316LN SS, while PCW improved
Low

Cycle

Fatigue (LCF) resistance only at

Synergistic
to

low

strain

amplitudes.

interactions between the various damage processes leading

the deterioration in LCF resistance of 316LN SS in the range

923 K

have

been identified for developing suitable

approaches.

Detailed

establishing

the

investigations

have

life

been

prediction

performed

Post-Weld Heat Treatment (PWHT) for

723-

for

optimum

creep

resistance of 2.25Cr-lMo base, all-weld and weld joints. PWHT of 973 K
for 1 hr.

was found to give better creep resistance than the PWHTs of

similar

duration at higher temperatures.

Creep,

fatigue and

creep

fatigue

interaction of rolled 9Cr-lMo plates and their weldments

are

being evaluated for PFBR steam generator application.
A

comprehensive programme for evaluating fracture toughness

and

fatigue crack growth characteristics of reactor structure material has
been

in

progress.

As a part of this,

a new method

for

evaluating

dynamic fracture toughness for brittle crack propagation in steels has
been established. Detailed characterisation of fatigue crack growth in
type

316

description
threshold.

stainless
of

crack

steels

at room temperature has

growth

at

low

load

led

amplitudes,

to

better

i.e.

near

An improved trimetallic transition joint of 304 SS/Alloy

800/2.25Cr-lMo

steel has been developed with an anticipated four-fold

increase in its service life over the conventional bimetallic
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joints.

A similar study on the trimetallic joint of 304LN SS/Alloy 800/9Cr-lMo
steel

has

steels

been

initiated.

The Heat-Affected Zone (HAZ)

is a region associated with many service failures,

in

Cr-Mo

and

hence

its impact properties were investigated in 9Cr-lMo steel and found

to

be

to

significantly

identify

inferior

parameters

for

to that of base metal.
improving HAZ

toughness

Further
is

work

in progress.

Stainless steel welds are known to be sensitive to hot cracking, which
is

generally overcome by retaining a small amount of delta-ferrite in

the

austenite

matrix.

phosporus,

and

beneficial

with

temperatures,

titanium

as

It was found that lower amounts
and a ferritic mode of

respect to hot cracking.
encountered

On

of

sulphur,

solidification

exposure

to

during reactor operation,

are

elevated

the

delta-

ferrite constituent in the austenitic SS welds transforms to secondary
phases which cause embrittlement of the welds,
of the component.

thus limiting the life

It was also found that delta-ferrite transformation

strongly depends on the carbon content of the weld:

welds with higher,

carbon contents thus become more stable at high temperatures.

Work to

optimise composition of stainless steel is also in progress to enhance
its elevated temperature stability.
Post-Irradiation Examination : The hot cell
the

facilities for PIE

provision of dry nitrogen atmosphere having controlled oxygen and

moisture contents (for the purpose of handling carbide fuels from
Fast

with

Breeder

Test Reactor at Kalpakkam) are awaiting

the

the

clearance

from Atomic Energy Regulatory Board for operations.
Sodium

cleaning system using alcohol agitation has been designed

and fabricated.
cutting

A relatively new technique of liquid metal

has been standardised for cutting open
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assisted

stainless steel

Hex-

cans.

This

production

of

dismantling
in

PIE.

fines,

does

not

aerosols

have

the

disadvantage

and thus is ideal

of radioactive assemblies in general,

for

of

the

cutting

and

apart from its use

The studies have included the effectiveness of cutting as

function
level

"technique

of cold work and sensitisation.
and

the

degree

of

Increase in the

sensitisations

enhance

cold

the

a

work

cutting

effectiveness.
The

technique

standardised
sensor
the

for

of

eddy

current

impedance

imaging

two applications i.e (a) for using as

a

has

been

proximity

for stainless steel weld joint (this ability will be used

in-service

components

inspection

of

the

system of the reactor

Prototype Fast Breeder

vessel

Reactor),

and

and

in

other

(b)

for

detection and imaging of cracks and corrosion pits.
A

magnetic

laboratory has been commissioned

developed

equipment

coercivity

meter for soft magnetic materials,

analysis

set

characterising

such

as

magnetic

up.

Encouraging

heat

treated

results

with

hysteresis
and

have

microstructures

loop

tracers,

Barkhausen

been
in

indigenously

noise

obtained

17-4-PH

for

stainless

steels, 2.25Cr-lMo ferritic steels, and mild steels utilising magnetic
parameters.
An

ultrasonic

detection

of

technique has been developed and applied for

different secondary phases in water such

as

the

colloids,

suspensions, and bubbles. Advanced signal analysis parameters based on
autopower
study

spectra have been used to differentiate

the

phases.

This

is important in relation to the detection of bubbles in flowing

sodium.
The
fuel

technique of ultrasonic evaluation of endcap weld joints

elements

of

pressurised
15

heavy

water

reactors

has

of

been

successfully standardised using advanced signal analysis methods.
results

obtained

for

the

detection of

very

small

sised

The

defects

(typically 50 micron long) in a complex thin walled weld geometry have
given enough confidence for using signal analysis approaches towards a
fully

automated and reliable system for inspection of this

important

component.
Acoustic

Emission (AE) behaviour during fatigue crack growth

in

ductile AISI type 316 austenitic stainless steel has been studied. For
the

first time the transition from the stage Ila to lib in the

crack

growth could be successfully monitored by a non-destructive technique.
Irradiation
been
The

Experiments : The problem of high pressure

surmounted

welding

to fabricate a stainless steel irradiation

has

capsule.

capsule 15 mm outer diameter and 100 mm long contains argon at

pressure of 125 kg/sq.cm.

The design of an inert gas welding

a

chamber

for fabricating zircaloy-2 creep capsule has been finalised.
Due

to

irradiation

the

necessity to use very small sised specimens

capsule,

a

technique called Miniature

Disc

(MDBT) was standardised for the determination of the yield
in

stainless

technique

is

coi'relatioiis

steel

specimens.

Bend

in

an

Test

strengths

The specimen size required

3mm diamater and about 200 micron

in

in

this

thickness.

Good

in yield strength values obtained by thi3 technique

and

those obtained by the conventional technique were established.
Radiochemistry Programme
The

activities of the Radiochemistry Programme

studies on liquid sodium and fast reactor fuels.
requirements

of

FBTR,

centered

around

In order to meet the

two hydrogen meters for the cover gas in

secondary loops were designed,

fabricated and calibrated.
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the

These are

to be used for detecting steam leaks in FBTR during reactor
New

electrochemical

hydrogen

sensors,

which

installation in FBTR secondary sodium loops,
of

electronic conduction.

were

start-up.

fabricated

for

exhibited a small extent

After detailed investigations,

the causes

were identified and the design as well as fabrication procedures

were

modified to obviate this problem.
Three
sodium
NaoH

electrochemical hydrogen meters were tested in radioactive

chemistry

loop for well over two months and its

response

injection at 250 degree C was tested to qualify this

meter

to
for

steam generator leak detection during low power operation of FBTR.
A zirconia based risk oxygen meter was developed.
analysis

Primary sodium

revealed the presence of Hg-203 suggesting that some mercury

had fallen into the reactor sodium.

Copper has been identified as

a

suitable trap material to remove Hg-203 from sodium.
An

experimental

Laboratory

to

takes

place

linear

heat

facility designed and set up in

simulate the thermal effects like

when

fast reactor fuels are

ratings,

was commissioned.

restructuring

irradiated
Here

Radiochemistry

under

nuclear

that

various

heating

is

simulated by electrical heating and helium at high pressure is used as
coolant
have

in place of liquid sodium.

shown that fuei-clad gap is closed at 320 w/cm.

suggest

that

FBTR

fuel can be safely

detailed studies are in progress.
laboratory

have

fuel reprocessing.
now

Preliminary studies on FBTR fuel

manufactured

The

A

to

400

results

w/cm.

M/s.
and

Tamilnadu Petroproducts Ltd.,

supplied

bifunctional

3 tonnes

of

BARC,

the

for

Madras, have

Normal

Paraffin

where it is undergoing

phosphinic acid resin was
17

More

results of the studies in the

led to the development of an indigenous diluent

Hydrocarbon diluent to Plutonium plant,
tests.

taken

These

synthesised

and

studied for its extraction behaviour.
uranium

and

plutonium

The resin was found to

selectively over a wide range

of

extract

acidities.

Trialkylphosphates (R PO - with R = Hexyl, Amyl, Isobutyl and Isoarayl)
3
were synthesised, and purification methods arrived at.
Studies were
started on the extraction of uranium using these solvents.
of

diluent

structure

on

Butylphosphate was studied,

the

extraction

of

uranium

The effect
by

Tri-n-

and the distribution coefficient could be

correlated to the solubility parameter of the diluent.

A

project

on developing a non-destructive assay system for reprocssing plants is
nearing

completion.

Prototype On-Line Alpha Measuring units (OLAMs)

and neutron collars are under test. K-edge densitometer and XRF system
is

being assembled.

being

set up.

Components of the remote fibre fluorimeter

are

Erection of the argon atmosphere glove box train

for

pyrochemical reprocessing studies is nearing completion.
Ellfil Reprocessing : Last year Reprocessing

Programme had carried out

a campaign of treatment of irradiated thorium rods from CIRUS to
the equipment developed and separate U-233.
rods,

in

been

taken up for reprocessing.

Since the level of radiation of rods

were

higher,

handling of rods

arrangements

as

viewing

CIRUS and DHURVA

thorium

reactors in Trombay has

water

irradiated

' Another lot of

test

for

shield was devised.

With water

under
shield

water,

providing

provided,

and handling techniques were adopted to handle and

remote

transport

the irradiated rods from shipping flask to safe storage facility which
was
as

specially designed and installed.
a

test bed for

Since the campaign is devised

systems developed some more units

such

sampling systems are being incorporated in the new campaign.
campaign will be taken up shortly.
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as

new

The new

Phase-I
fuels
end

of the lead shielded Mini Plant to process

from FBTR is completed.

systems

is

Phase-II

irradiated

which incorporates the head

being modified to enhance

the

capacity.

On

line

instrumentation features developed in collaboration with RCP are being
incorporated

progressively.

In

this facility,

it is

intended

to

confirm the,process parameters with irradiated mixed carbide fuel
to

operate it as a test bed for analysing the design

larger

plant which is being built to process FBTR

facility

is

initial

features of the

fuel.

expected to be ready by the end of 1992 to

irradiated fuel from FBTR.

and

This

mini

receive

the

This facility will be able to process the

core of the FBTR reactor and can continue to process the fuel

as an interim arrangement till the larger plant is commissioned.
commissioning of the facility is being
construction

of

taken up

Cold

progressively.

the regular plant for the reprocessing of

The

the

FBTR

fuel is in progress.
Other R&D work related to reprocessing of fast reactor fuels were
continued.
electrode

Significant among them being study of corrosion aspects of
materials

study of electrolytic
of

electrode

with

to

be used in electrolytic dissolvers

destruction of organic wastes.
platinum is being

pursued

Central Electro Chemical Research Institute,
the
their

volume

is

being

continued.

collaboration

Karaikudi.

Evaluation

a

pulsed

partitioning

ejector

system.

system has

the

Special coating

Studies

electrolytic destruction of acid in radioactive wastes to

vertical mixer column has been conducted.
using

in

and

of

of
on

reduce

performance

of

A new type of mixer settler

been

developed

for

plutonium

The new system eliminates interstage pumps and

provides high mass transfer efficiency.

A stainless steel dissolver

of electrolytic type was tested for simulation purposes.
19

A temporary

mock

up cell has been erected to develop remote maintenance

as applicable
tools

to the reprocessing plants.

concepts

Remote cutting and welding

have been procured for testing in this set up. Improvements

on.

present manipulator systems are being studied.
Electronics and J. n s t r umen t at i on Pro gramme
The Electronics & Instrumentation Laboratory (EIL) is engaged
the

design

and

development of Electronic Instrumentation

for

in
Fast

Reactors. Work on the prototype Distributed Digital Control System for
PFBR

has been initiated and a preliminary report

submitted.

Safety

Logic System is an important part of the Reactor Instrumentation as it
brings the reactor to a safe shutdown condition whenever predetermined
alarms

occur.

EIL is developing two diverse systems,

fault-tolerant microcomputer and other
the

same.

one

based

on

based on pulse coded logic for

Prototypes have been made and demonstrated to design group

for review and comments.
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1.

Energy consumption in Italy

In 1991, Italy's total primary energy demand increased by 1.5% (see table
1) more than the GNP increase in real terms, causing a slight increase of
the energy intensity and this is an opposite trend in comparison with the
1983-1990 performance (-0.6%/year).
Net electricity import is at about the same level as in 1990 (v5%).
National energy production reaching 31.2 Mtep, represents about the 19%
of the total energy consumtion; one third of it comes from the primary
electric energy (hydroelectric + geoelectric) that was particularly good for
last year's favorable water conditions.
Table 1 - Primary energy requirements/ 1 /in Italy during 1990 and 1991/2/
1990
Mtep %

1991
Mtep
%

Oil derivatives
Natural Gas
Solid fuels
Primary electricity/3/

92.5
39.2
15.8
8.4

56.6
24.0
9.7
5.1

91.8 55.3
41.5 25.0
14.3
8.6
10.7
6.5

-Hydro
-Geo
-Nuclear
Net electricity import

(7.7)
(0.7)
7.6

(4.7)
(0.4)
4.6

(10.0) (6.0)
(0.7) (0.4)
7.7
4.6

100.0

166.0 100.0

TOTAL

163.5

In 1991, the electrical demand increased by 2.1% (see table 2) and the
electric intensity by 1.0%, in agreement with last years trend that was
about +0.9% during the years 1983-1990, representing an electricity
penetration of 33%.

Including storage reserves
Provisional data
0.22kgep/kwh

Net electricity import represents 15% of the total electric demand. The
major contribution to the electricity increase production has been supplied
by the hydroelectric sector allowing a 3% reduction in the thermoelectric
production.
Table 2 - Electricity production and demand in Italy during 1990 and
1991/1/
1990

1991

TWh

%

TWh

%

Thermoelectric Energrv
-Oil derivatives
-Natural gas
-Solid fuels/2/
Primarv Electricitv
-Hydro
-Geo
-Nuclear

178.6
102.7
39.3
36.6
38.3
35.1
3.2
-

82.4
47.4
18.1
16.9
17.6
16.2
1.4
-

172.6
103.8
35.9
32.9
48.5
45.3
3.2
-

78.1
47.0
16.2
14.9
21.9
20.5
1.4
-

Total Gross Production

216.9

100.0

221.1

100.0

Net Electricity Import

+34.7

+35.1

Total Availability
Energy used by auxiliary
production services and
by pumping

251.6

256.2

-16.5

-15.9

Network demand

235.1

240.3

2.

Nuclear research and development in Italy

In August 1991, a new reform law of ENEA was issued, containing some
changes in its attribution. ENEA is now the Italian National Agency for
New Technology, Energy and the Environment. Its principal areas of
activity are:
/1/

Provisional data
^ Coal, lignite and others
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-the development and promotion of renewable energy sources and other
alternatives to hydrocarbon fuels;
-energy conservation;
-research into innovative nuclear fission reactors and into the
development of nuclear fusion;
-assessment, monitoring and protection of the environment and human
health;
-development, diffusion and transfer of innovative technologies into
productive systems, in Italy and abroad;
-licensing and control of peaceful uses of nuclear energy.
As far as the budget allocation is concerned, programme agreements
with the proper Ministries have to be concluded in order to get the
necessary financial resources.
ENEA activity on severe accidents have concerned the study of the
phenomenologies, the development or validation of adequate calculation
methods and the study of the radiological source term.
A relevant part of the activity concerning component and system studies
has been performed in the framework of a contract between ENEA and the
Genesi Consortium (Ansaldo & Fiat).
ENEL has contracts going on with EPRI, GE, Westinghouse, Edf, with the
essential purpose of setting up sound design specifications, while the
contract between ENEL and the Genesi Consortium has the aim of the
development of the designs themselves and their adaptation to peculiar
Italian criteria.
Experimental tests on innovative components of new reactors are an
important step towards the demonstration of attractivness of the plants
themselves, in this respect the principal experimental activities going on,
are the following:
- Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) test for Westinghouse AP-600
reactor. The test will be performed at ENEA's VAPORE facility in
Casaccia, Italy, by ENEA personnel and Ansaldo is providing
engineering and construction support. The first phase of the
programme, to be completed in autumn 1992, will allow the
experimental determination of the dynamic loads that follow the
discharge of the steam into a pool.
- Tests on a prototype of the Isolation Condenser (I.C.) and on two modules
in full scale of the Passive Containment Cooler System (PCCS) for the
General Electric SBWR reactor. At Siet, under an ENEA contract, the
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realization of two test loops is being completed; Ansaldo is now
proceeding under an ENEL contract, to the construction of the two
prototypes to be tested and the tests will be terminated at the beginning
of 1993.

3. Modular systems studies
- Oxide core studies
The cooperation between ENEA and GE concerning the study of an oxide
version of the PRISM core, has continued.
A detailed description of the work going on, has been written out in two
papers presented at the Kyoto conference in October 1991.
A study on the characterization of the oxide fueled PRISM reactor, as an
actinide burner has been done. It is common knowledge that the minor
actinides time evolution shape results in an exponential function toward
an asymptotical equilibrium concentration, different from zero. Therefore
the typical figures, able to characterize the facility as burner are: the time
constants, the equilibrium concentrations and the facility capacity, as
maximum possibility of housing minor actinides without any significant
negative impact on the operational and safety aspects.
Two options were examined: the homogeneous and the heterogeneous.
In the homogeneous solution, the minor actinides can be dispersed either
in the fuel assemblies worsening all the safety parameters, or in the
blanket assemblies with a general improvement on safety parameters. In
the blanket dispersion the relative transmutation rates are rather low, but
there is the possibility of reaching high absolute rates by "over loading"
the blanket assemblies with minor actinides.
In the heterogeneous option, all the minor actinides associated to the
PRISM inventory fuel, have been concentrated in six special housing
assemblies having the fuel geometry, in a depleted uranium matrix. This
solution is safe and effective, in case a suitable overloading is provided.
- PRISM component development
The activity on PRISM component design has been performed mainly by
Ansaldo, partly under a contract with ENEA.
The main activity performed by Ansaldo in 1991 concerned the fuel invessel transfer machine (IVTM). The structural/seismic design evaluation

has been completed and detailed design layout drawings have been
produced based on the latest structural analysis results. Materials have
been identified for the IVTM components.
Moreover, the Ansaldo activity continued on the following areas:
- safety: a preliminary set of the design criteria and requirements for the
containment and the decay heat removal system has been defined;
these criteria are considered to be suitable for the PRISM in the
Italian/European context.
- RVACS (Reactor Vessel Auxiliary Cooling System): an alternative design
solution, where the heat is removed from the containment vessel by an
U-tube air exchanger has been proposed. The layout drawing and the
preliminary thermal-hydraulic performance analysis of the air
exchanger have been produced.
- reactor block analysis: activity has continued with the cost estimates for
the reactor internal structure and the IHX.
- IHX: a review of the PRISM IHX based on the Italian/European design,
fabrication and operating experience has been performed.
- Passive Monitoring device
Current devices of the fission gas monitoring are based on active
components (pumps, filters and so on) and significantly extend the
reactor primary boundary.
The Passive Monitoring Device (PMD) is a static column and relies on the
molecular diffusion, providing the necessary delay time for Ne-23 decay.
It will be mounted on the PRISM reactor head, where it will determine the
presence of radioactive fission gases (Kr, Xe, and so on) released from the
failed fuel pins into the cover gas region.
The prototype construction was completed in July 1991 and after the
device assembling at ENEA Brasimone center, test activities started in
October 1991.
Diffusion tests with Xe-133 tracer in Helium at atmospheric pressure and
various temperatures were performed.
Until now, the following measures have been accomplished:
-PMD subsystems calibration (temperature and pressure detection chains,
metering valves, control panels).
-Energy calibration and efficiency calibration of the nuclear chains at
room temperature (diffusion column at 20°C).

-Room temperature diffusion pre-trials with the aim of testing all PMD
components and procedures.
-Room temperature diffusion test.
-Nuclear chain efficiency calibration in refueling conditions.
-Refueling conditions diffusion tests (diffusion column at 205°C).
-Efficiency calibration in operating conditions.
-Operating conditions diffusion test (diffusion column at 495°C).
-Small thermal gradient diffusion test (top of diffusion column at 495°C
and bottom at 485°C).
-Large thermal gradient diffusion test (top of diffusion column at 220°C
and bottom at 70°C).
Test results were excellent, with good agreement between theoretical
diffusion curves and experimental data (Fig. 1 shows the operating
temperature test results, where C2/C1 is the ratio between top and bottom
concentrations in the diffusion column).
The next step will be the test with sodium to evaluate the potential for
sodium condensation and plugging in the column: these phenomena
could interefere with, or impede the gas diffusion. The test will be
performed at the same temperatures as in reactor.

Figure 1: Operating Conditions Diffusion Test (Jan. 27-28,1992)
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4. Seismic Isolation
- Generalities
A complete description of the Italian activities was presented at the SM on
Seismic Isolation Technology, San Jose, California, USA, 18-22 March
1992.
At present, the R&D work on seismic isolation is mainly being performed
in Italy by ENEA, ENEL, ISMES and ALGA: these were the main promoters
(in 1989) of the National Working Group in Seismic Isolation (GLIS) which
already includes representatives of all the organizations, universities,
companies and designers who are dealing with the new techinique.
A first version of the document for design guidelines for nuclear power
plants using HDLBRs (high damping steel-laminated rubber bearings) is
being prepared and will be soon published: it accounts both for comments
received and the first results of R&D studies in progress in Italy and the
USA.

These activities have been recently extended - as part of a cooperation with
the Italian Standard Authority (UNI) - to other anti-seismic devices, for
application to civil buildings and non-nuclear plants. A cooperation has
also been started by ENEA, ENEL and ISMES with the National Seismic
Service.
Furthermore, the guidelines document will also be extended to nuclear
reactors using bearings different from the HDLRB, under the sponsorship
of the Commission of the European Communities (CEC): this work will be
performed by ENEA, with the cooperation of ALGA, ISMES, Ansaldo and the
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory (LIN) of the Bologna University.
- Tests on rubber specimens
The tests have been performed by ENEA in cooperation with ALGA and
Ansaldo with the aim of improving fabrication processes, controlling
bearing quality and determining rubber properties. As an example, one of
these tests, consisted in denning an accelerated ageing method for the
analysis of ageing effects with the result that a relaxation of pressure
equal to 50% of the initial value after 142 years at nominal temperature
(30°C) was obtained.

- Tests on bearings
A modification of the SYSTEM test machine, to allow for tension on
bearings and to better guide vertical loads, has been accomplished.
New types of bearings have been fabricated: among them some with
dowelled and bolted attachment systems and a central hole which enables
a better centering of steel plates and better bonding.
The first results of the tests in progress on the modified bearings have
showed a reduction of vertical stiffness of about 20%, due to the combined
effects of lower values of shape factor, cross-section area and total rubber
thickness. The results have confirmed the validity of simplified formulas
to compute bearing vertical stiffness and stressed the adequacy of the
single-dowel attachment system for minimizing the deformations of
bearing end-plates.
- Test on isolated structure mock-ups or buildings
Dynamic experiments of structures concerned both full-scale and scaled
isolated structure mock-ups and actual isolated buildings (one of those
forming the SIP Administration Center at Ancona). Both snap-back tests
and forced excitation experiments were performed, to large
displacements (85 mm for the full scale mock-up, 36 mm for the 1/4 scale
mock-up, 107 mm for the SIP building).
Forced excitation tests were both sinusoidal and seismic, with one and
multi-directional simultaneous excitations. Test results have already
demonstrated the adequacy of seismic isolation and have provided data
useful for the comparison with single bearing test results and validation
of numerical models for the analysis of isolated structures.
By applying Italian seismic records that are peculiar to rigid, medium
and soft soils, significant reduction on the motion amplitude has been
obtained (from 60% to 90%).
- Numerical activities
The numerical activities mainly concern the definition of models for
bearings and isolated structures, and their use for test design and the
analysis of experimental results.
Simple bearing models have been set up, and the development of finiteelement (f.e.) three-dimensional (3D) and 2D axisymmetric models is in
progress. Simple models have been based on the results of single bearing
tests: models formed by a spring in parallel to a viscous damper, where
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both horizontal stiffness and viscous damping vary with displacements,
have been developed by ENEA. Models based on hysteretic damping have
also been developed by DISP and ISMES.
Detailed bearing models (Fig. 2) include separate elements for the rubber
and steel plates. A 3D model has been implemented by ENEA in the
ABAQUS computer code. Linear elastic calculations have been performed
with this model. The implementation of an elastic-plastic model for steel
is also being completed, together with that of a hyperelastic model of the
rubber, based on tests on specimens.
Finite-elements models with constant viscous damping have been
implemented by ENEA in the ABAQUS program, and have been used for the
analysis of the previously tested isolated structures, For buildings,
ABAQUS analysis concerns both models where a very large stiffness is
assumed also for the structure and sophisticated 3D f.e. models of the
superstructure (Fig. 3). The first have been found sufficient to describe the
overall motion of the SIP isolated buildings at Ancona.

Figure 2:

3D model of SIP-type bearings; first mode of the
unloaded bearing.

Figure 3:

3D model of the SIP building; first vibration mode
of the superstructure.
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5. Other activities
- Methods
In the reactor physics field, ENEA has continued to collaborate in the
production of the Jef-2 cross-section file and in the implementation of the
data processing code chain.
As far as Monte Carlo development is concerned, a large programme is
in progress to make different codes, more indipendent of the users' input
choices. Presently, the comparison between the Direct Statistical
Approach method developed at ENEA and the automatic generation of
window weight of the Los Alamos Laboratory, is in progress.
As for the integrity of structures, ENEA, under contract with CEA, has
continued the promotion towards universities and research institutes of
the Castem 2000 and Trio Systems. An application, verification and
validation of the modules to study the structural behaviour of concrete
containment buildings has been started.

Ansaldo has supported the EFR design as contributing partner to EFRA
(European Fast Reactor Associates), by partecipating in some working
group such as the design and construction rules committee. Specific
involvement on design process has been related to the definition of a
sodium/sodium heat exchanger for the decay heat removal system with
reduced pressure loss on primary and secondary sides.
-SPX-1
Activities of modification of the auxiliary circuits for the barillet, have
been continued at Ansaldo. Design activities for a ISI machine for the
Steam Generator have also been started in collaboration with CEA and
FRAMATOME.

Assistance to the plant operator for service activities has been supplied.
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1. G e n e r a l

1)

Review

In accordance with the Long-term Program for Development and Utilization of
Nuclear Energy defined by the Japan Atomic Energy Catmission (JAEC), Power Reactor

and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) i s playing the key role in the
development of a plutonium u t i l i z a t i o n system by f a s t breeder reactor (FBR),
which i s superior to the uranium utilization system by light water reactor, aiming
to achieve future stable long-term energy supply and energy security of Japan.

2)

The experimental reactor "Joyo", located in the O-arai Engineering Center(OEC)
of PNC, has provided abundant experimental data and excellent operational records
attaining 43,500 hours operation in t o t a l by the end of 1991, since i t s f i r s t
c r i t i c a l i t y in 1977.

3) On the prototype reactor "Monju", 97.6% of construction works has already been
completed and the function t e s t s are in progress aiming at the i n i t i a l c r i t i c a l i t y
by the end of FY 1992.(Photo)

4)

As for the demonstration fast breeder reactor (DFBR) of Japan, the Japan Atomic
Power Company (JAPC) i s promoting design study under the contracts with several
leading Japanese f a b r i c a t o r s , including Toshiba, Hitachi and Mitsubisi Heavy
Industries, for selection of the basic specifications of DFBR.
The r e l a t e d reseach and development (R&D) works a r e underway a t several
organizations under the discussion and coordination of the Japanese FBR R&D
Steering Committee, which was established by the JAPAC, PNC, Japan Atomic Energy
Research I n s t i t u t e (JAERI) and Central Research I n s t i t u t e of E l e c t r i c Power
Industry (CRIEPI).
P r o g r e s s of t h e design study and t h e r e l a t e d R&D a r e r e p o r t e d t o t h e
Subcommittee on FBR Development Program of JAEC.

- 1 -

5) Recent major emphases on the PNC's R&D are placed on the integrated feedback of
all existing R&D results and experiences to the development of demonstration
reactor.
Furthermore, the overall functional and performance tests of Monju, is another
important key role to attain further excellency of FBR technology, with full
efficient usage of the test results.

6) R&D on following tasks are also in progress for development of the DFBR, for
excellent technology to attain FBR commercialization, and for technological
breakthrough.
0

developnent of advanced fuels

(2) development of advanced large core
(3) higher plant operating temperature
@

simplified advanced piping and components

d ) developnent of rational confinement facilities
(§) developnent of seismic isolation structures
(7) developnent of simplified system without secondary loops
(D development of highly reliable decay-heat removal system
(9) developnent of advanced operational and maintenace technology
®

establishment of rational safety logic

7) In addition to the MOX fuel fabrication at the Plutonium Fuel Fabrication
Facility for Joyo, Fugen (ATR), and BWRs in Japan, a new Plutonium Fuel Production
Facility (PFPF) was constructed at TDkai Works of PNC and MOX fuel production for
Monju is in progress.

8) On the FBR fuel recycling, adding to the experiences at the Tokai Reprocessing
Plant, R&Ds are underway at three Engineering Demonstration Facilities (EDF- | ,
II III , ) and Chemical Processing Facility (CPF), integrating the results to the
design of Recycling Equipment Test Facility (RETF) and future FBR Fuel Recycling
-2-

Pilot Plant.

9) Following the national program on waste management, PNC is also actively
contributing to the area of vitrification of high level liquid waste, geological
disposal of it, and low level transuranium bearing waste treatment, and promotion
of construction of a storage engineering center in Hokkaido.

10) Aiming to the age of future FBR commercialization, further extensive and
effective collaboration with foreign institutions will also have to play an
important role.
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2. Experimental Fast Reactor, Joyo
2.1 General Status

This report covers the activities of Joyo from April 1991 through March 1992.
The operating history of Joyo is illustrated in Fig.2.1.
The 23rd duty cycle was carried out successfully from April 6 to May 31, 1991,
and the total operation time since the date of initial criticality in 1977 is
more than 43,500 hrs. Fig.2.2 shows a core configuration at the 23rd duty cycles
operation. After that, three kinds of the tests were performed from June through
September in 1991, i.e.
1} Power to Melt Test for getting the melt data at fuels center was conducted for
two days in June,
2) Detail Measuring Test of Control Rod worth was from June 29 to July 5 for the
reactor core design of the MK- ||| program which is mentioned later, and
3) Instrumented Test Assembly Irradiation Test for observing the irradiation
behavior of large diameter fuel pins was conducted from 2 to 10 in September.
Moreover, the 9th periodical inspection began from September 11 will be finished
March 27, 1992. In this inspection, one control rod in the third row of the core
was moved to the fifth row for preparation of upgrade from the MK- || core to the
MK— HI core. After the inspection, the 24th duty cycles will be started from
March 28, 1992.
An irradiation test for obtaining the high burnup data of fuel pin bundle for
the prototype reactor Monju (which was begun in February 1987) was completed at
the end of the 23rd cycles. The other many kinds of the irradiation tests, such
as for development of high performance fuels and materials for the demonstration
reactor, etc., are in progress.
The construction of the second spent fuel storage facility was completed by
December 1991. It will be available from April 1992.
A training program for Monju operators has been conducting since 1990.
5

2.2 Joyo Improvement Program (Mark-Ill program)
The purpose of this program is to upgrade the irradiation capability of Joyo in
order to accelerate the rate of the fuels development for the FBR. Higher neutron
flux, modification of heat transfer system, increased number of irradiation
positions, introduction of advanced irradiation technology, and increased
availability factor, are being evaluated.
The principal results obtained are as follows:
It was confirmed that the design specifications of the MK-III core, in which
the neutron fulx will be increased 30 per cent compared with the present core,
could be achieved with maintaining the reactor safety.
To raise the reactor power to 140 MWt (40 % up), the plant heat balance was
determined, such as the reactor outlet/inlet (present value) temperature is 500
°C /350°C (500 °C /370°C ), the dump heat exchanger temperature range is 470 °C /300
°C (470 °C /340°C ), and the primary and secendary coolant flow rates are 122 %
and 107% , respectively.
Fabrication of a new irradiation test equipment which can control the
tanperature of test specimens whithin ± 4 °C was begun so as to be available it
from the 28th duty cycle in 1993.

-6-

1991

1992

Operation hours; U5,393hr
Accumulated
thermal output ; 3,6U5,999MWh
(as of March, 1992)

MK-n (Irradiation Core)
1OOMH Operation

9th anual
inspection
K23)23f23"23"

(2U)2U'(25)25'<26) (27)

Fig.2.1 Experimental Fast Reactor JOYO Operating History

Driver Fuel

63

Uninstrumented Irradiation Subassembly
INTA

1

Neutron Source

1

Materials Irradiation Rig
Control Rod

11
6

Reflector

227

Fig.2.2 Core Configuration during 23rd Operation Cycle
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3. Prototype FBR, Monju

3.1 Construction Schedule

The Monju site is located on the northside of the Tsuruga Peninsula in the
central Japan, facing the Sea of Japan and is surrounded by mountains of
approximately 300-700m high. Since the plant is located inside the Wakasa Bay
Quasi-national Park, its construction works have been carried out with special
attention to the environment.
Major milestones of the construction schedule (shown in Fig 3-1) are as follows;
Oct. 1985 Start of Construction
Apr. 1987 Completion of Construction of the Reactor Containment Vessel
Oct. 1989 Installation of Reactor Vessel
Apr. 1991 Ccmpletion of Construction
May. 1991 Start of Function Test
Spring 1993 Initial Criticality

3.2 Present Status of Construction

Monju construction was 97.6 % completed as of the end of December 1991
including design, components manufacturing, and construction works at site. Major
components such as the reactor vessel, IHXs, SGs, CRDs, main control consoles,
and various tanks are already installed.
Major civil works are also completed (about 9 9 % ) .
Construction of the buildings is currently 98 % completed except for
construction of solid waste storage facility.
Sodium deliveries started in March 1991, and transfer of 1700 tons of sodium was
completed in November 1991.
Equipment installation was completed in April 1991.

-9-

3.3 Function Tests Program
Function t e s t s program i s under extensive development by PNC, JAPC and
fabricators.

The schedule in Fig 3-2 shows the general outline which i s

subjected to further modification depending on the determination of detailed.
Function tests started in May 1991.
Preheating t e s t of the reactor's primary and secondary cooling systems were
carried out, followed by the continuous testing of sodium transfer to these
systems.
In the fuel handling and storage f a c i l i t i e s , t e s t transfer of dummy fuel
assemblies were carried out in air.
Sodium charging tests of the reactor's primary cooling system were completed in
December 1991.

-10-

Table 3-1 Principal Monju Plant Design Characteristics
Reactor Type
Thermal Power
Gross Electrical Power
Core
Equivalent Diameter
Height
Volume
Fuel
Pu Enrichment (Pu fissile)

Sodium cooling loop-type
714 MW
280 MW
1,790 mm
930 mm
2,335 lit.
PuOi - UCb
(Inner core/outer core)

Initial Core
Equilibrium Core
Core (U+Pu metal)

15/20%
16/21%

Blanket (U metal)
Average Burn-up

17.5 Ton
80,000 MWD/T

Cladding Material

SUS316

Cladding Outside Diameter/Thickness
Permissible Cladding Temperature

6.5/0.47 mm
675 °C

Fuel Inventory

(middle of thickness)
Power Density
Blanket Thickness

5.9 Ton

283KW/lit.
Upper 300 mm
Lower 350 mm
Radial 300 mm
1.2
397/505 °C

Breeding Ratio
Reactor in/out Sodium Temperature
Secondary Sodium Temperature
(UK inlet/UK outlet)
Reactor Vessel (height/diameter)
Number of Loops
Pump Position

325/505 °C
17.8/7.1 m
3
Cold Leg

(Primary and Secondary Loop)
Helical Coil, oncethorugh Unit Type
127 kg /cnf g
483 °C

Type of Steam Genefator
Steam Pressure (Turbine Inlet)
Steam Temperature(Turbine Inlet)
Refueling System

Single Rotating Plug
with Fixed Arm FHM
6 Months

Refueling Interval
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'86

85

'87

'88

'89

Start
T

'90
275 KV Receive

'91

'92
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'94
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T

T
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T Containment Vessel Leak Test
• Reactor Vessel
•
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IHX

Pre operational Tests

T SG

! I

T lry Pump

a I
\

T RV Shield Plug
•

lry Sys. Pressure Test
• 2ry Sys. Pressure Test

Plant Const. Permits

Fig.3-1

Monju Construction & Tests Schedule

'95

May

Jan.

1991

In-Air Test

1992

Fuel Loading

In-Sodiuro Test

•

In Ar-Gas Tes^t
CV Leak
Rate Test

C V Leak Rate Test

Dummy Fuel
Loading

CRDM Cooling Sys.
Function Test

RV Preheat

Cooling Sys. & Comp.
Function Test

Sys.

Fuel Handling
Function Test
Sodium Charge

Fuel Handling Sys. Function Test

Fig.3-2

Monju Function Tests Schedule

4. DFBR and PNC s Design Study
4.1 Overview

The Japan Atomic Energy Commission (JAEC) issued Japanese "Long-term Program for
Development and Utilization of Nuclear Energy" in June 1987. In the program, it
was concluded that the research and development for demonstration FBRs (DFBRs)
should be done with the cooperation of governmental and private sectors, and that
utilities should play the major role in design, construction and operation of the
DFBR aiming at the commercialization in the year from 2020 to 2030 through
construction of several FBRs with a step-by-step improvement of technologies and
economics.
The start of construction of DFBR-1 is expected in the late 1990's in the
program.

4.2 Design Study of DFBR

The present DFBR design study by JAPC is based on the decision by the Federation
of Electric Power Companies (FEPC) of Japan to endorse JAPC as the utilities
instrument to develop DFBR.
In June 1990, FEPC decided to start the preliminary conceptual design study of
DFBR to verify technical feasibility of Top Entry Loop type FBR.

It was

concluded that both Top Entry Loop type and Tank type reactors have its own
potential advantages and disadvantages, and have potentials for conmercialization
in future, and the Top Entry Loop type reactor has more flexibilities to adopt new
and innovative designs in future, and that it enables step-by-step realization of
concentrated layout of primary loop components, proving reliabilities of the
components likewise.

In July 1990, the JAPC started the preliminary conceptual design study on a
-14-

600MWe Top Entry Loop Type DFBR under the auspices of the FEPC. About 600NWe was
selected as the plant output considering that it must be large enough to get a
perspective of a full size commercial plant but as small as possible to reduce
the economic burden.
This design study consists of two parts, the conceptual plant design emphasizing
systems and components in primary and secondary sodium loop, and condirmation
tests for investigating the phenomena important to technical feasibility.
JAPC also has performed eveluation study on commercialization scenario to
commercial FBR's. These studies will be sumnarized by the end of FY 1991.

4.3 PNC's Design Study

PNC has defined 10 key technical issues to be attained for comnercialization of
FBRs. In 1988, PNC started plant design study applying the key technologies such
as reactor vessel head acces piping system and performed plant construction cost
evaluation.
For 1990~1991, design study on a 600MWe-size plant has been conducted.

-15-
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5. Reactor Physics
5.1 Calculation Method Development

A three-dimensional discrete-ordinates transport code 'TRITAC has been
developed for accurate calculations of eigenvalue problems and i t s high
performance was confirmed by the NEA-CRP's three-dimensional transport code
benchmark test.
Since a Hex-Z geometry i s more useful and practical than a XYZ geometry for the
neutronics calculations of the FBR core, the development of nodal transport code
for Hex-Z geometry i s in progress.

Currently, three-dimensional transport

equations based on analytical polynaninal expansion nodal method have been derived
and test calculations are being conducted.

5.2 Cross Section Adjustment

Critical assembly experiments on large fast breeder reactor were analyzed by a
current neutronics analysis method for fast reactor core, using the JF-3-J2 cross
section set processed from the JENDL-2 library. It was made clear that there
were a tendency of C/E values for reaction rate and control rod reactivity worth
to become higher along with core radius, in addition to discrepancies between
calculation and experiment. A cross section adjustment was performed not only so
that the radial dependence of C/E values might be solved, but also so that
prediction accuracy of nuclear design of large fast reactor core might be
improved at the same time. Experimental data for cross section adjustment were
taken mainly from critical experiments of 600~1000 MWe class fast reactor cores
which include not only homogeneous cores but also radially and axially
heterogeneous cores. Furthermore, experimental data of Pu-240 and Pu-241 were
added.
As the result of adjustment, the disagreement between calculation and experiment
-16-

has been significantly improved.

As for the prediction accuracy improvement of

nuclear design, a comparison between the bias factor correction method and the
cross section adjustment method was conducted for a lOOOMWe homogeneous core.

It

was clarified that the prediction accuracy of c r i t i c a l i t y , reaction rate and
control rod reactivity worth could be significantly reduced, about 50% for
control reactivity worth, by employing the cross section adjustment method.
Consequently, i t has become clear that the cross section adjustment method i s
quite effective to improve the design accuracy.

5.3

Critical Experiment

As a part of reactor physics research for fast reactor with non-oxide fuel,
c r i t i c a l experiment for metal fuel have been conducted at FCA (Fast Critical
Assembly).

One of the experiments i s a mockup of small, about 600 l i t e r , metal

fuel core, and the nuclear characteristics of the metal fuel core, such as
breeding capability and reactivity coefficients, have been experimentally verified.
Critical experiments for nitride fuel core are scheduled to be conducted from
next year.

5.4

Shielding Experiment and Analysis

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation and United States
Department of Energy started the cooperative shielding experiments program
designated JASPER(Japanese-American Shielding Program for Experimental Research)
at TSF(Tower Shielding Facility) of Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 1985.
Following the Radial Shield Experiment and the Fission Gas Plenum Experiment, the
third and fourth JASPER experiments, the Axial Shield Experiment and the Invessel Fuel Storage Experiment have been completed.
The Axial Shield Expriment was aimed to evaluate the neutron attenuation
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of and the neutron streaming through the different
-17-

axial

shielding designs, such as rod bundle type, central blockage type and central Na
channel type, consisting of the different shielding materials.
various streaming factors were obtained design calculations.

As the results,
Furthermore, the

accuracy of the calculational system to predict a neutron streaming effect along
the fuel subassembly was estimated to be about five percent for the energy
integrated flux.
The purpose of the In-vessel Fuel Storage Experiment was to evaluate the
influence of in-vessel storage on shielding characteristics.
results are under analyses.
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The experimental

6.

Systems and Components

6.1 Control Rod Drive Mechanism

Research on the self-actuated shutdown system (SASS) for the DFBR is in progress.
Based on the partial model test results in-air and in-sodium, a prototypical test
using an actual reactor is being planned.

6.2 In-service Inspection Equipment
Full size model tests for the Monju steam generator tubes and primary pipes have
been completed in November 1991. For the Monju reactor vessel, full size model
tests are in progress and will be completed by March 1992. New techniques, such
as remote inspection technique using optical fiber scopes for reactor vessels,
electro magnetic acoustic and ultrasonic transducers for high temperature use on
reactor vessels, ultrasonic tranceducers without couplant for primary piping
systems are adopted after a series of performans tests at Carai Engineering Center
(OEC).

6.3 Steam Generator

PNC is conducting a conceptual design study for a future FBR plant having steam
generators in the primary heat transport system. To support this concept, the
studies on a double-wall tube steam generator have been in progress to evaluate
the leak detectability, failure probability and the heat transfer characteristic
on the double-wall tubes. The 1MW double-wall tube steam generator model is
operated at full load since November 1991.

6.4 Process Instrumentation

The calibration of fuel subassembly outlet flowmeter of Monju is in progress.
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An out-pile calibration of EMF for Joyo Instrumented Test Assembly was performed
in sodium and a calibration curve was obtained with sufficient accuracy.

For an out-pile calibration of EMF to verify Monju core flow allocation,
production of the EMF and conversion of sodium test loop are in progress. The
test is scheduled to performed in 1992.

For an EMP for Joyo subassembly test rig, coil temperature characteristic test
of 1/4 scale model was performed. And 1/2 scale model EMP for performance test
is under production. This performance test is also scheduled in 1992.
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7. F u e l s and M a t e r i a l s

7.1 Fuel Fabrication

The PFPF (Plutonium Fuel Production Facility) equipped with automated and remote
handling fuel production systems started to fabricate "Joyo" and "Monju" fuels
frcm October 1988.

7.2 Fuel Pin Performance

Fuel pin performance codes for transient state and fuel failure state have been
improved since 1984. with the data of operational reliability tests in EBR-II ,
etc. The modeling of cesium migration has been developed since 1986 to evaluate
the fuel performance of an axial heterogeneous core fuel.
Development of fuel performances code for metal, carbide and nitride fuel is in
progress.

7.3 Core Materials

SUS 316 stainless steel (Monju core material) irradiated over 2.5xlO2 3 n/cnf
(E>0.1 MeV) showed excellent swelling resistace by less than 1.0% volume swelling
under the Monju irradiation condition. Out-of-reactor mechanical property and
sodium corrosion tests of advanced austenitic stainless steels have been completed.
Irradiation tests for the candidate steels have been conducted in Joyo and FFTF.
Two types of ferritic steel were developed since 1984. One is a high strength
ferritic / martensitic steel which is considered as a good material suitable for
a wrapper tube and the other is an oxide dispersion strengthened ferritic steel
(ODS).

The tubing technology for ODS cladding has progressed by hot working

process.
Sodium environmental tests of core materials including hard facing materials for
-21-

uel assembly pads, out-of-reactor tests to evaluate bundle to duct interaction
for large assembly were also conducted.

7.4 Irradiation Experiments

1) Joyo
Advanced austenitic stainless steel cladding fuel pins have been irradiated.
On fuel subassembly using CEA cladding tubes has also been irradiated since
August, 1988. Several irradiation tests for a large diameter fuel pin have
started. A power-to-melt tests was conducted.

2) Foreign Reactors
Phase-I program of operational reliability testing of FBR fuel in EBR-II was
completed and Phase- II program is in progress.
The irradiation of fuel subassembies was completed for SUS 316 and the
irradiation of advanced austenitic stainless steel cladding fuel pins has been
continued in FFTF since November, 1987.

7.5 Development of Advanced Fuels

Study of advanced fuels (nitride, metal, carbide) has been conducted in
technological evaluation of the availability.
Mixed carbide fuel pins have been irradiated since 1983 using the thermal
reactors JRR-2 and JMTR of JAERI.
Carbide and nitride fuel irradiation test is planned in "Joyo".

7.6 Post Irradiation Examination
Construction of PIE facility is in progress to begin the examination of Monju
fuel subassembly and so on from 1995.
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8. S t r u c t u r a l

Design a n d Materials

8.1 Development of Structural Design Method

1) FINAS nonlinear structural analysis program
The enhancement of the general purpose nonlinear structural analysis program
FINAS has been continued since 1986, particularly with respect to inelastic
constitutive models of cyclic plasticity and visco-platicity, large
deformation/buckling analysis methods, shell elements, automatical computation
algorithms, contact problem solution algorithms. FINAS is currently used by
many research engineers at over 30 sites including fabricators and universities.
The current version, V11.0 was released in 1989. The new version, V12.0, which
has more advanced and flexible capabilities in terms of inelastic constitutive
models, 3-D in-surface heat transfer elements, large-scale dynamic analysis,
surface contact analysis is scheduled in 1992.
2) Improvement of Elevated Temperature Structural Design Guide
The following rules are investigated to improve and extend the current
Elevated Temperature Structural Design Guide,
i) Creep-fatigue design methods based on elastic analysis
A new creep-fatigue design method, which is based on the concept of a
generalized elastic follow-up model, is being developed.
ii) Design rules for weldment
A new design approach, taking into account the metallurgical and geometrical
discontinuities inherent in weldment is being pursued,
iii) Strain limit criteria
The ratchetting criteria, which are not provided explicitly in the design
guide for multiaxial stress states, are being investigated.
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8.2 Structural Test and Evaluation

Structural tests are being performed to improve strength prediction methods, to
evaluate the adequacy of elevated temperature design rules, and also to verify
advanced nonlinear structural analysis methods.

1) Thermal creep-fatigue test with small sodium loops (SPTT and STST)
Structural discontinuity model tests to investigate crack initiation and
propagation behavior was completed by the end of 1990 and their evalution is
under way.

2) Thermal transient tests in large sodium loop (ITS)
A vessel model, piping bellows models and two thermal stress mitigation model
tests were completed. An welded vessel model test is scheduled in 1992.

3) Plastic buckling tests (SCFT)
Buckling tests for cylindrical shells subjected to shear loads are being
conducted.

4) Inelastic behavior tests (BHAT)
Inelastic behavior tests of simple structures such as notched plates and
three-bar structure are being performed to verify the advanced inelastic
analysis methods.

8.3 Seismic Test and Analysis
A new shaking table DST, with a size of 2.5mx 3m, a loaded weight of 10 tons and
a maximum acceleration of 3G, was constructed at OEC in 1990. Sloshing and
fluid-structure interaction tests for horizontal and vertical excitations are
being conducted.

A conceptual and feasibility study of a vertical seismic

isolation system for FBR components is started.
-24-

Structural material tests in air, in sodium, in water/steam, and under postirradiation condition have been conducted to revise the Monju Material Strength
Standard and to prepare a new version for DFBR.
The test program in air and in sodium environment is called "Capella" program
and the step-1 program (1985-1987) was already completed. The step-2 program
(1988-1990)are currently underway.
The post-neutron irradiation tests are underway within the scope of neutron
irradiation program "Spica".

8.4 Fracture Mechanics and Structural Integrity Assessment
Both deterministic and probabilistic fracture mechanics approaches are being
developed for the integrity assessment of flawed or cracked structures.
Computer codes being developed at PNC includes CANIS-J for the calculation of
fracture mechanics parameters, CANIS-G for the simplified crack propagation
analysis and CANIS-P for the probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis. Crack
propagation tests of preflawed structural elements, like pipes, plates, and
elbows which are subjected to mechanical loadings, has been performed since 1987,
to validate the applicability of the computer codes in non-creep and creep
regions. Crack propagation tests of a cylinder with circumferenctial and surface
flaws are being conducted at the air-cooling thermal transient test facility(ATTF).

1) Tests in Air
The present Capella step 2 program includes following subjects;
* Improvement of Monju design method on creep-fatigue life, strength of weldment,
inelastic constitutive equations
* Establishment of design and fabrication method of large scale structures
* Modification of material specifications including application of modified SUS
304 and 316 stainless steels
* Application of elevated temperature fracture mechanics
* Development of the material strength standard for high Cr-Mo steels
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A tentative 1989' version of the Material Strength Standard including the
rules for 9Cr-Mo steel and modified SUS 316, and life evaluation method was
examined using test results in 1990.

2) Test in Sodium and Water/steam
A new series of sodium environmental effect tests, according to the Capella
program (1985-1990), were carried out on possible candidate alloys for future
FBRs. Candidate alloys were high Cr-Mo steels, and advanced type (low carbon
and/or high nitrogen) SUS304 and 316 stainless steels. Corrosion and mass
transfer, carbon transfer, and mechanical strength (tensile, creep, fatigue,
creep fatigue) tests in sodium are still continued in the program with emphasis
on modified 9Cr-lMo steel and modified SUS316.

3) Tests in Irradiation Environments
Surveillance tests for the Class 1 components of Joyo have been conducted to
confirm the integrity of the reactor by evaluating irradiation effects of the
same materials.
The test data were used for the planning of Joyo operating program.
Tests for the Class 1 components of Monju to evaluate irradiation effects on
the mechanical properties up to the end of design life and to evaluate
irradiation effects on the Material Strength Standard for Monju are also in
progress.
Both forged and rolled SUS304 steels, Inconel 718 were irradiated in Joyo
using SMIR (Structural Materials Irradiation Rig).
Another test for DFBR has been already conducted to clear the relationship
between creep rupture strength and metallurgical variables such as chemical
composition, grain size and production process. Now new R&D program SPICA step
2 was started with emphasis on modified SUS316.
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8.5 Data Banking System

Material test data are cctnpiled using specific data coding sheets, and the data
inputs to the canputer data banking system SMAT are still continued.
The SMAT currently more than 12,000 data points on 11 different kinds of
mechanical tests (including tensile, low cycle fatigue, creep) for 10 kinds of
FBR structural steels.
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9. Safety
9.1 Thermohydraulics Related to Reactor Design and Safety

Thermohydraulic studies have been conducted for evaluating the physical
phenomena and integrity of the reactor fuel elements and the structures in primary
system during the normal operation, the scram transients, and the early stage of
postulated accidents such as LOPI (Loss-of-Piping-Integrity), ULOF (Unprotected
Loss-of-Flow), UTOP (Unprotected Transient-Overpower) and IDHS (Loss-of-Heat-Sink).
Major emphasis has been placed on eveluation of the thermal striping phenomena
under normal operation condition, on evaluation of the sodium boiling phenomena
under accidental conditions, and on clarification of the mixed to natural
convection phenomena. The subjects covered are: (1) experimental studies for
thermohydraulics of single and inter-fuel susbassemblies, and plenum-channel
thermohydraulic interactions in the mixed convection regime, (2) LOPI simulation
experiments on the PLANDTL facility, (3) code development and validation for the
subassembly and reactor core heat transfer analysis (ASFRE, SABENA),
thermohydraulic analysis in plena (AQUA), and the plant system dynamics
analysis(SSC).
The ability of LMFBRs to remove decay heat by natural circulation is one of the
important safety features of the current heat transport system design. Especially,
understanding of the inter-subassembly heat transfer, the intra-and intersubassembly flow redistribution, the inter-wrapper natural convection, and the
cold fluid penetration into the subassembly from the upper plenum is essential
for an evaluation of the natural circulation decay heat removal capability. To
support the design of passive decay heat removal systems, experimental studies are
in progress using water and sodium as working fluids.
The inter-subassembly heat transfer experiments were completed using the Core
and Ccmponent Thermohydraulic Test Loop (CCTL) during this period.
A fundamental water experient has been done to investigate the cold fluid
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penetration phenomena.

The t e s t section has slab geometry.

A vertical flow

channel i s connected at the top to an upper plenum which has a vertical cold wall
simulating the dipped cooler.

The hot water was supplied into the upper plenum

from the heated flow channel and exits at the top of the plenum.

The onset

condition of the penetration flow was obtained as an empirical formula of Re and
Gr number.

I t has been found that AQUA code predicts the penetration flow

generally and that the turbulence model constants of AQUA should be modified for
the situation of low Re number flow.
A sodium experiments has been carried out with three parallel bundles model for
investigating the intra- and inter-subassembly flow redistribution and the cold
fluid penetration phenomena.
pin

The test section, which consists of three parallel

bundles connected to the upper and lower plena, was installed in the CCTL.

The first phase of experiments, which i s a series of steady state experiments, has
been performed.

The penetration of the upper plenum's fluid into the low power

assembly was clearly observed.

The intersubassembly flow redistribution was

measured quantitatively.
The LOPI simulation experiments which used the PLANOTL facility were completed
during t h i s period.

Parallel channel sodium boiling experiments in the mired

convection range were initiated using PLANDTL facility.
connected to upper and lower plena.

Two subassemblies are

Hence the thermohydraulic coupling of the

plena and subassemblies can be investigated.
Efforts on thermohydraulics and safety analysis code development and validation
are continued for the subchannel analysis codes ASFRE and SABENA,

three

dimensional thermohydraulic analysis code AQUA, and the plant system dynamics
analysis code SSC.
ASFRE i s a subchannel code which calculates a fuel subassembly's transient
single-phase fluid flow and temperature distributions.

The code contains a

distributed resistance model which accounts for the wire-wrap spacers, and also
has the capability of calculating the velocity and temperature fields in the
presence of a subassembly partial blockage.
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During this reporting period, the

inter-subassembly heat transfer experiments under low flow natural circulation
condition were analyzed using ASFRE code. The code validation study is to be
continued. A high-order, more accurate numerical model TVD (Total Variation
Diminishing Scheme) was implemented in SABENA. Code validation was carried out by
simulating an experiment of air bubble behavior on a cylindrical tank bearing
water inside. The loop-type version of SSC (SSC-L) was extensively validated
using LOPI simulation experiments. Also, SCC was utilized for the accident of
the demonstration FBR. Improvement of AQUA code has been made by introducing an
Algebraic Stress turbulence Model (ASM). Thermal striping experiments using
water were analyzed to check the general performance of the ASM employed in AQUA
code. Furthermore, fundamental experiment series were started to investigate the
temperature fluctuation at the reactor core exit. The results are to be used for
checking the applicability of AQUA code to the thermal striping evalution of the
demonstration FBR.

9.2 Degraded Core Research

The degraded core research addresses the fuel subassembly failure propagation in
local fault accidents and the in-vessel physical processes of FBR severe
accidents.

The local fault studies focused on the SCARABEE in-pile test analysis and
reactor application code development/validations. PNC participated in three shots
of SCARABEE in-pile experiment, and has conducted the data analysis. The two
tests, BE+3 and PI-A, have been analyzed to simulate molten pool thermal
behaviors and thermal loading of the hexcan wall using the computer codes SABENA
and FUMES, respectively a subchannel sodium boiling analysis code and a molten
fuel thermal behavior analysis code. The last test, PV-A, has been analysed to
simulate molten fuel behaviors penetrating into an intact subassembly using the
computer codes TAC and SCION, respectively a general heat conduction analysis code
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and a molten material behavior analysis code. Development of the computer code
SCION was finished. The first version of the code was completed. It was used to
calculate initial conditions of a local fault out-of-pile experiment at PNC,
named Discharge test. Discharge test was to concentrate on a melt behavior in a
triangular pin bundle geometry in gas circumstance. The first series of test
were completed, and will be analysed by the code SCION.
The out-of-pile experiments using the MELT- II facility are in progress. A
series of experiments to investigate the erosion behavior of the solid plate by
the high temperature liquid jet was almost completed. A new series of experiments
centered on the thermohydraulic interactions between a molten materials jet and
coolant was started. To investigate the boiling pool phenomena, a new facility
named "POOL" was being constructed. The POOL facility has a 50kw microwave oven
to simulate the dynamics of volumetrically heated boiling pool.

The CABRI-2 in-pile experiment activities are in progress and include pre-and
post-test analysis. In this program a main concerns is to understand the highburnup fuel behavior under mild and long-term transient condition. The whole
core accident analysis code development and applications continued for the
initiating phase using SAS3D, PAPAS-2S and SAS4A, and for the core disruption
phase using SIMMER. The results from both the CABRI-1 and CABRI-2 are integrated
into SAS3D's computational models, and the relevant knowledge obtained is also
incorporated into model improvement of the SAS4A code which is considered to be a
new generation reference code for initiating phase analysis. A PNC-USNRC
agreement for the joint SIMMER-III code development was terminated in 1990. All
the tasks were transferred to PNC,and a preliminary version of SIMMER- III has
been made operational. The formulation and development of individual detailed
models are in progress. For evaluation of LOHRS sequences, e.g., PLOHS and LORL,
development of the APPLOHS code for the core disruption phase, were continued,
including an interface routine with the SIMMER code.
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9.3 Plant Accident Research

FER plant accident research consists of two major activities. One is a study on
a non-radiological sodium fire accompanied by sodium leakage from the
intermediate heat transport system (IHTS), and the other is a study on the
radiological source term, with emphasis being placed on quantifying various
mitigation factors of fission product (FP) release and transport from failed fuels
to the environment. The latter study also includes an integrity assessment study
of the reactor containment with respect to FP leakage during a severe accident.

In the sodium fire study a three-dimensional code, SOLFAS, is under development
to analyze the thermochemical processes of sodium fire and aerosol behavior, with
thermal radiation properties of sodium aerosol being measured. In parallel with
this study the conceptual design and analysis was conducted to develop a
refractory ceramic liner which can withstand sodium leak accident.
In the source term study, several experiments using FP simulants are in progress
in order to investigate the physical and chemical forms of FPs and the
attenuation factor of FP bubble in liquid sodium system after the release from
fuel. For the containment analysis, CONTAIN-IMR has continuously been improved
by collaboration with other U.S. and European users. A series of hydrogen
combution tests was initiated which is intended to quantify combustion condition
in a sodium aerosol atmoshere.

9.4 Steam Generator Safety Research

Current steam generator (SG) safety researches consist of two major activities,
i.e., the improvement of the evaluation method for large demonstration plant SGs
and the development of analytical models for future commercial IMT3Rs which will
use a double wall tube SG in a primary heat transport system instead of a
conventional one in an intermediate heat transport system. Overheating failure
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mechanism of heat transfer tubes are investigated using 3-D structural analysis
code for the former item and an analytical model, HYBAC, of hydrogen bubble
behavior has been developed for the latter one.

9.5 Research on Probabilistic Safety Assessment

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) began in 1982 as part of the R&D on the
Monju prototype reactor.
The purpose of this reseach is to construct probabilistic safety models for the
Monju plant so that an overall safety assessment can be performed. Considerations
to perform this task are as follows:
(1) A systematic evaluation on plant safety will be conducted which is based on
quantitative analysis.
(2) Insights on system reliability and safety enhancement measures will be
provided.
(3) Operation and maintenance procedures will be established on a technical basis.
(4) Information leading to the development of a basic policy for safety design and
evaluation of a large IMT3R will be given.

PNC has developing a systems analysis code network, with this network soon being
able to perform level-1 PSA. Recent efforts have focused on development of PSA
application softwares such as living PSA tool and an operator assistance system.
The developed systems analysis codes include a human reliability analysis support
probram, a Monte Carlo method phased mission analysis program, and a PC-based
level-1 PSA program. The development of an accident sequence analysis system
which examines the accident status during different alarm combinations is also
under way. Furthermore, PNC has initiated the software development for a Living
PSA System (LIPSAS).

Efforts are being made to develop LMFBR component data based on CREDO
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(Centralized Reliability Data Organization), a cooperative project between PNC and
the USDOE, with this work to continue in the IMFBR-related facilities of both
countries. PNC also began the development of a new CREDO data base system which
uses a conmercial relational data base system. To analyze the data a preliminary
component aging failure analysis was carried out for valves and mechanical pumps.
Statistical data on Japanese natural and man-made hazards has additionally been
collected and analyzed.

Systems analysis was performed to update level-1 PSA with respect to internal
events. Minor design changes, updated CREDO data, and several modifications of
modelling assumptions and conditions were reflected in order to requantify core
damage sequences. The overall core damage frequency (CDF) was lowered by a factor
of about six when compared to results obtained last year, and it is much lower
than the future plant reference value of 10 "5 /ry proposed by the INSAG of the
IAEA. Uncertainty and importance analyses which include several sensitivity
studies were also performed using the updated reference case results. In seismic
event analysis a fragility evaluation was conducted based on both the design
analyses and the test data concerning the design basis seismic event. Several
event trees were developed to delineate seismic event sequences.

Component

failures from seismic events were incorporated into fault tree models using
Boolean transformation equation techniques.
Level-2 PSA tasks (consequence analysis) were almost completed, with in-vessel
and ex-vessel physical processes being analyzed for the key core damage sequences
which were identified and quantified by the sytems analysis. Phenomenological
event trees were constructed to both represent complex accident progression
spectra and to include various physical uncertainties. Mechanistic computer codes
developed thus far were used to analyze important accident sequences in order to
realistically assess their consequences and to identify risk-daninant phenomena.
The results were summarizes using complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) curves for off-site source terms. It is concluded that the overall risk
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of a model plant from the core damage sequenes identified in this study is kept
at a sufficiently low level. The probability of containment failure, which would
result in serious radiological consequences, is also shown to be negligibly small.
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10. Fuel C y c l e

10.1 Mox Fuel Fabrication

1) Construction and Fuel Fabrication
R&D on fabrication of \aranium-plutonium mixed oxide (MOX) fuel have been carried
out since 1965 at the Plutonium Fuel Development Facility (PFDF) in Tokai works
of PNC.
The Plutonium Fuel Fabrication Facility (PFFF), which started operation in 1972,
has two fuel fabrication lines for Advanced Thermal Reactor (ATR) (10 ton
MOX/year) and FBR (1 ton MOX/year). It has supplied the fuel necessary for the
operation of ATR Fugen and FBR Joyo.

In parallell with the construction of Monju, construction of the Plutonium Fuel
Production Facility (PFPF) (FBR line; 5 ton MOX/year) started in July 1982, It was
designed to develop fuel fabrication technologies as well as to fabricate fuels
for Monju and Joyo. The construction was completed in October 1987. After
testing operation, produciton of Joyo fuel started in October 1988 as the first
production campaign at PFPF.
The PFPF is currently fabricating fuels for Monju.
To provide MOX fuel for ATRs, PNC is planning to construct a new ATR line (40 t
on MOX/year) at PFPF so that fuels for the ATR demonstration reactor will be
available for startup when needed.
The present Japanese suppliers of uranium fuel and PNC will also cooperate to
make increased use of PFPF to manufacture MOX fuel, for large scale demonstration
of plutonium use in LWRs in Japan.
The initial production capacity of 5 ton MOX/year of FBR line is so designed as
to increase the capacity to 15 ton MOX/year by adding the process equipments, to
cover the fabrication of fuels for Demonstration FBR.
About 112 tonnes of MOX fuel have been fabricated by the end of December 1991.
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2) R&D on MOX Fuel Fabricaiton
Remote control and automatic operation techniques, which are indispensable for
MOX fuel fabrication facilities, are being developed in PFPF. Although it has a
direct maintenance system, persons do not normally have to access to nuclear
materials. It was achieved through various experiences at PFPF.
At PFDF, research on the manufacturing fuels with new materials, new welding
techniques and other aspects of plutonium fuel fabrication will be carried out.
At PFPF, development of fabrication equipment and instruments will be continued.

10.2 Plutonium and Uranium Conversion

PNC developed a co-conversion technology using the microwave heating direct
denitration process (MH method) which converts plutonium nitrate and uranyl
nitrate solution to MOX powder. Compared with the conventional method, it is a
simple process and generates less liquid waste.
The Plutonium Conversion Development Facility (PCDF) (conversion capacity:10 kg
MDX/d), designed for demonstration of the co-conversion technology by MH method,
was completed in February 1983. By the end of December 1991 it produced about
6.6 ton of MOX powder using about 2.6 ton of plutonium. The converted MOX powder
were transported to PFFF and PFPF, in addition to about 1.8 ton of MOX powder
processed at another small scale facility, and are being used for fabrication of
MDX fuel for Fugen, Joyo and Monju.
Since recovered uranium through reprocessing of spent fuel has generally higher
U235 concentration compared to natural uranium, our country has decided to use it
as LWR fuel by re-enriching and mixing it with other enriched uranium and by
mixing with plutonium as fuels for ATR,etc.
In preparation for a large scale recovered uranium conversion facility, various
technical development and design studies are now under way to establish the
continuous production technology by the MH method.
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11. F B R Fuel Recycl ing
In the area of FBR fuel reprocessing, PNC has developed process and equipment with
remote handling technique, through large scale cold mock-up tests at the three
Engineering Demonstration Facilies (EDFs) and laboratory scale hot tests at the
Chemical Processing Facility (CPF) in Tokai Works, on the basis of accumulated
experience in the Tokai reprocessing plant for IWR fuels.
PNC is also designing Recycle Equipment Test Facility (RETF) to conduct engineering
scale equipment tests under hot conditions in order to enhance the technology and
economical efficiency.
PNC and USDOE entered into a joint collaboration agreement where the US shares in
the R&D effort.

11.1 Process Research and Development

1) Head End process
In order to remove the hexagonal wrapper tube efficiently prior to fuel chopping,
a disassembly system with CCfe laser has been developed and tested. A reference
cutting scenario has been established through tests with dummy fuel assemblies.
A prototype test equipment of geometrically safe continuous rotary dissolover
was fabricated and now tested at CRNL. The design is based on the past experience
accumulated at CRNL and the criticality control requirement set by PNC.

2) Chemical Separation Process
Significant information on pulsed-column technology has been obtained through
engineering scale uranium and plutonium tests. Now major effort of solvent
extraction contactor development is paid on centrifugal contactor. Developmental
efforts at ORNL and PNC merged and the design of the prototype contactor for RETF
has been completed in joint effort.
In order to eliminate the generation of secondary salt-bearing waste in the
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purex process, studies and tests on solvent cleanup with salt-free reagents and
electro-reoxidation process for Pu have been continued.

3) Cannon Technology
Development of remote system technology to establish remote maintenance concept
with rack system is now underway. Advanced servomanipulator, roll-in type rack,
remote connector bank, and remote sampling system have been developed.
Materials of process equipment and on-line analytical system are also under
development.

4) Hot Tests at CPF
Irradiated fuel from Joyo, Phenix, and DFR with burnup up to 94000MWD/T have
been reprocessed at CPF. Through these hot t e s t s , informations of dissolution
characteristics dependent on many factors and nuclides behavior in the off-gas
have been obtained.

11.2 Plant Design of Recycling Facilities

1) Recycle Equipment Test Facility (RETF)
Verification of high availability and economical prospects of FBR fuel recycling
are essential for deployment of FBR and i t s fuel cycle.

In order t o accomplish

them at future p i l o t plant, hot engineering demonstrations of important process
and equipment a r e necessary in advance.

Form t h i s viewpoint, PNC i s now

designing Recycle Equipment Test Faciliuty (RETF) t o provide a t e s t bed for
advanced and process.
RETF features a large remote cell which accaimodates both head-end and chemical
process equipment t e s t areas.

Most of the chemical processes will be mounted on

the racks i n s t a l l e d along either c e l l wall.

The maintenance of these chemical

process equipment as well mechanical components w i l l be conducted by using
overhead crane and bilateral servo-manipulator (BSM).
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RETF is scheduled to start hot tests in the late 1990's.

2)

FBR Fuel Recycling Pilot Plant
The purpose of the FBR Fuel Recycling Pilot Plant is to demonstrate the whole

plant a v a i l a b i l i t y and to evaluate the economical efficiency of FBR fuel
reprocessing.
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1. THE CURRENT STATUS OF CONVENTIONAL AND NUCLEAR POWER
1.1. THECURRENT STATUS OF POWER IN REPUBLICS OF
THE FORMER USSR
Still before the disintegration of the USSR and CIS
formation, the Power Program of the country was being
developed. All republics presented information and their
proposals on the state and development of the fuel and power
complex.
The most significant, from our point of view,
information prepared by republican and former Union
structures is presented in Table 1. As Is seen from the
table, the per-head fuel consumption is maximum in the
Russian Federation, 9.3 t/year*', then follow: Estonia,
Lithuania and the Ukraine (7-8 t/year). The minimum per-head
consumption of fuel and energy resources is in the Central
Asian republics Tajikistan and Kirghlzstan (2.3 t/year and
2.4 t/year, respectively). Only four republics are provided
with energy resources of their own: Turkmenia, the Russian
Federation, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan. Moldova, Armenia,
Latvia are least provided with fuel resources.
After passing over to selling of fuel resources at world
prices some republics will have to spend annually substantial
funds (the Ukraine - 9.0, Byelaruss - 3.4, Georgia - 1.2
milliards of US dollars).
But it is not only a matter of figures. The power
industry Is an integral system with its established
technological and economic ties. For its functioning
coordinated actions of all republics are essential. On the
territory of the former USSR the Integrated Electric Power
System has been created. It is hardly probable to ensure
reliable power supply of the republics without the
participation of the European Economic Community.
About 65 % of the total electric power generation fall
*) For comparison, corresponding values for some other countries are as follows: USA - 10.8, FRG - 6.2, France - 5.0,
Japan - 4.4, China - 0.94 t/man year.
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Table 1

POWER RESOURCES STATUS OF THE FORMER USSR REPUBLICS*
Fuel
consumption
ton/man year

Indigenous
power
resources,

AZERBAIJAN

4.5

104

ARMENIA

4.4

4.3

0.9

BYELARUSS

5.4

11.5

3.4

GEORGIA

5.1

19.8

1.2

LATVIJA

5.5

8.1

0.8

LITHUANIA

7.2

24

0.7

KAZAKHSTAN

6.8

127

-

KIRGHIZSTAN

2.4

52

0.3

MOLDOVA

3.6

RUSSIA

9.3

146

-

TADJIKISTAN

2.3

40

0.5

TURKMENIA

4.6

650

UZBEKISTAN

3.1

84

1.0

UKRAIN

7.2

48

9.0

ESTONIA

8.1

75

0.4

1.5

Fuel and power
import cost,
billion t/year

0.9

-

*)
1990 Status, "Energia", £ 7, 1991, p. 44-47

to the share of the Russian Federation.Of 515 mln. t of oil
and gas condensate produced last year, 456 mln. t fall to the
share of the Russian Federation.
The structure of the primary fuel and power resources
reveals that both at present and in perspective the oil-gas
complex will keep its leading role in satisfying the national
economy requirements of the Russian Federation. According to
forecasts, a proportion of oil will decrease (from 38.8 % in
1990 to 25-27 % in 2010), a proportion of gas will increase
(from 38 % in 1990 to 46-49 % in 2010). The share of coal in
the fuel-power balance in the nearest decade will be
approximately stable (up to 14 %) and after 2000 it will
start to increase and will grow to 15-16 %.
The development of electric power in Russia involves not
only meeting its own growing energy needs but also electric
power supply to other States (to Kazakhstan, Central Asia,
the Ukraine).
As a whole, the fuel and power balance of the Russian
Federation will remain to be an active one, as the Republic
does not only meet its own needs but also is a large-scale
supplier of fuel for export. E.g., in 1990, in the Russian
Federation the difference between the produced and used in
the Republic fuel was on the whole 637 mln. t.
1.2. THE STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER
It is known that not all of the 45 power units in
operation comply with the new safety requirements. This is
also true not only for the CIS and East European countries.
The first-generation nuclear power units were designed in
accordance with less stringent standards as compared to the
present-day ones.
By the present time there are realized measures on
increasing the safety level of practically all operating
nuclear power plants.This calls for the appropriate equipment
and control systems supply for replacement and repair, for
training and maintaining at a high level of operating
personnel qualification.
The complex of all these activities with account of the

current economic situation in republics will be difficult to
realize in a short time.
Further development of nuclear power will be promoted,
besides
a drastic rise of prices for fossil fuels, by
research and development activities on safety improvement. In
new reactor concepts a basic approach is involved that is
based on already developed technologies so that for the
introduction of these reactors no prototype plants should be
built but their commercial construction could be started at
once. Within the frame of such an approach the projects of
NPPs with medium-side reactors of 600-800 MWe and with
large-size reactors of 1000-1600 MWe, both thermal and fast,
are being developed. Of course, the pressurized water reactor
remains the main reactor type as yet.
In order to achieve these aims as soon as possible it
would be advisable for us to cooperate with industrial
nuclear states.
In view of a drastic rise of prices for coal, oil, gas,
the NPPs become economically competitive in most republics of
the former USSR. At present the price of electricity
generated at NPPs is much lower compared to that produced by
fossil fuel plants.

2. FAST REACTOR OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
2.1. SOME GENERAL RESULTS
The experience gained in research and operating
activities shows that the problem "sodium-water" does exist
for the reliability of SG operating, but the accidents
related with water penetration In sodium or in a box where
steam generators are located would not cause the irradiation
consequences. For this purpose in the project an Intermediate
circuit and special SG protection system were designed.
Certainly, sodium leaks and possible fires are still
dangerous, but in the design these events are reduced to
minimum. Basic accident of primary circuit loss of coolant Is
to bare the reactor core. In order to avoid this possibility

guard vessel has been provided and siphon effect has been
excluded. It's not expensive, and double wall vessel together
with a low sodium pressure gave a decisive advantage in the
safety of fast reactors in comparison with PWR type reactors.
Another danger of sodium fire is caused by formation of
radioactive aerosols. To reduce a probability of such an
accident we used a pool-type configuration of the primary
circuit, reduced the number of pipe-lines outside the reactor
vessel, and provided the passive means in the design to
eliminate the sodium fire. A danger of fires caused by
secondary sodium leaks is eliminated using the same method.
Thermal effects of sodium burning are considerably less than
effects of organic fuel burning (gasoline - by 4.6 times;
wood - by 1.5 times).
Summarizing, we can affirm that the technical solutions
reduce the fire and irradiation conditions caused by sodium
leak.
Fast reactor operating personnel noted the reactor
stability, ability of self-control using effective feedbacks,
the stability of energy release distribution in time. Due to
a high breeding ratio, during 0.5 year of operation there is
no need to have exceeding reactivity. That is why even with
erroneous manipulation by control rods, the reactor conducts
as a single whole without formation some local critical
masses. It is an important fast reactor advantage to compare
to thermal reactors.
Experience gained is positive and exceeds expected
result. Sodium technology has happened to be simple: coolant
quality control, operating and maintenance, cleaning of
devices from sodium residues, regeneration of cold traps
became ordinary operations.
During fast reactor operation we could not avoid some
sodium coolant problems:
- Oil penetration into sodium of the BOR-60 secondary
circuit.
- Condensation of sodium vapour on cold surfaces of the
BN-350 gas communication and rotating plugs and of the cold
part of the roof of the BN-600 reactor vessel (that one
likely caused the fall of accumulated deposits into sodium
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and resulted in slight primary circuit parameters changes).
- Contamination of sodium by cesium-137 due to fuel
elements failure that made us implement a special
purification of sodium from cesium.
- Tritium accumulation in cold traps is to be considered
during their regeneration.
- Several incidents of sodium leak trough the seal
failures and inflammation which were quickly eliminated.
We can appreciate the advantages of sodium coolant:
- Good sodium corrosion compatibility with structural
materials up to the temperature of 700°C.
- High thermal conductivity.
- low vapour pressure and high boiling temperature.
One may consider that the difficulties to achieve the
sodium circuit reliability are behind now. The most serious
of them were as follows:
- A failure of lntercircuit tightness in steam generator
units of BN-350 (17 occurrences in the period of 17 years)
BN-6Q0 (11 occurrences, 11 years). The majority of incidents
happened during the first operating year and were connected
with deviations in welding technology and testing of welded
zones. The SG's thermal cycling during start-up process is
very Important.
- The design secondary-circuit
overpressurization
protection system in these incidents was effective enough.
The purification of the circuit from contaminants (alkali,
hydrides) in case of intercircuit loss of tightness is not
complicated. However, the repair of failed SG module may not
be possible to guarantee; in our practice there were examples
when a damaged module had to be replaced.
- Cavitation damages of the BN-350 primary sodium pump
impeller in the region of the overflow orifices and a damage
of the BN-600 primary pump shaft and its coupling as a result
of excitation of resonance rotating vibrations in the system
"pump shaft - motor shaft".
- Hydraulic shocks during check valves closing at the
outlet of the BN-350 primary pumps that made necessary to
change their removable parts.
There were no other serious damages in the sodium

circuit valves, intermediate heat exchangers, cold traps,
refuelling systems.
2.2. THE BN-600 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATIONAL
EXPERIENCE
2.2.1. General Remarks
On February 2, 1991 a leak in a reheater module on one
of steam generators was detected. By estimates, 4 kg of water
penetrated into sodium. The corresponding steam generator was
shut off and the reactor was operating at 70 % power for one
week. By means of valves and by freezing of the sodium piping
parts the failed section was localized on water and sodium
sides and the reactor upto its shutdown for operating at
power level of 600 MWe with three steam generators In one of
which two sections were out of work.
The principal operating characteristics of the BN-600
reactor nuclear power plant for the last years and from the
start of operation are presented In the Table 2.
Operating histogram of the BN-600 reactor for 1991 is
shown In Fig.l. During this year there have been two shut
downs of the reactor. The first was caused by the need of
planned repair and maintenance work and core refuelling In
the first half of the year, and the second-mainly by the core
refuelling in the second half of the year.
2.2.2. Radiological Conditions at the BN-600 Reactor
The perspectives of nuclear power development will
undoubtedly depend on the NPP radiation safety level under
various operating conditions. As known, the determing factors
are radioactivety releases to the environment and personnel
radiological doses during repair, Inspection, transportation
and maintenance activities.
RarioactiYe inert gas and aerosol release Into the stack
of the BN-600 reactor during the whole period of operation is
as follows:
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Table. 2.
Main BN-600 reactor characteristics for the last
5 years and from the start of operation
From the
Start of

No. Characteristic Units 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 Operation
up t o
Jan.l,1992

1. Electric Power
output
106kWh 3895 4037 3988 3464
2. Load factor

%

74.11

3. The number of
unit
shut-downs

1

4. The number of
loop
outages

1

3670

40992

76.6 75.89 65.91 69.83

66.17

1

2

3

3

1

7

2

67

4

55
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Year 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
Curie 1.2 11.5 5.1 24.7 21.9 7.1 14.4 7.9 2.5 1.43 0.95 0.77

The main components of release are the hazardous noble
radioactive gases. There has been practically no release of
iodine-131, of long- and short-lived nuclides. A considerable
decrease of inert gas activity release after 1987 is
connected with the reduction of activity in the reactor gas
blanket as a result of changing over to the advanced core.
Radioactivity release is a few curies per day, at a permitted
level of 500 curies.
A study of the radiological characteristics - on-site
gammabackground, atmospheric fall-outs, flora and fauna
radioactivity, - has revealed no radiation effect of the
BN-600 reactor upon the environment.
2.2.3. Operating Experience with the Core
As was noted in our previous papers, in the BN-600
reactor the reference core design had been used till 1986.
Its characteristics were as follows:
- relatively high linear power value on fuel pins (upto
540 W/cm);
- movement of the core fuel subassemblies from the
periphery to the centre with their rotation through
180°.
5-year operation experience has shown that the design
concept of the core does not allow to achieve high fuel
burn-ups. Therefore, in 1986 work on the BN-600 reactor core
modification was begun aimed at creating more favourable
conditions for fuel pin operation. Core design with an
increased height (from 75 cm to 1.0 m, at the expense of a
corresponding decrease of the axial blanket and gas plenum
height) has proved to be more preferable. There were used
three instead of two zones of different fuel enrichment. All
these have allowed to reduce essentially the linear power
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rating of fuel elements, has eliminated operations on
movement and rotation of fuel subassemblies.
At present (the end of March - the beginning of April)
the 26 t h run of the BN-600 reactor core is coming to an end.
The core is operating without untight fuel elements. This run
is characterized by that in this period the change-over to
the core with maximum fuel burn-up of 10 % h.a. was begun,
the maximum dose being 75 dpa. The core has been charged
with fuel subassemblies the fuel pins of which have an
increased height of the fuel column (1030 mm instead of 1000
mm) due to a decreased height of the lower axial blanket.
Maximum values of linear power rating and cladding
temperatures remained close to the former ones (475 w/cm and
696°C, respectively). The fuel subassembly duct material is
EP-450 Type ferritic-martensitic steel (13Cr-2Ni-Nb-P-B), the
fuel pin cladding material is ^C-68 cw austenitic steel
16Cr-15Ni-2Mo-2Mn-Ti-P-B).
The performance of fuel subassemblies with such a
combination of materials has been validated by positive
experience of irradiation of experimental fuel subassemblies.
In all, in the BN-600 reactor core there have been irradiated
250 fuel subassemblies with ducts of EP-450 steel and fuel
pin clads of EP-847 cw steel (16Cr-15Ni-3Mo-Nb), EP-172 cw
steel (16Cr-15Ni-3Mo-Nb-B)3C-68 cw steels. Of them, 11 fuel
subassemblies (1397 fuel pins) have reached burn-up > 10 %
h.a., 5 fuel subassemblies (635 fuel pins) > 11 % h.a..
Maximum burn-up was 11.7 % h.a., maximum dose 90 dpa. Now
work on preparation of the required documentation and
specifications to change over the BN-600 reactor core to a
burn-up of 12 % h.a. is under way. The conceptual design has
been
developed,
irradiation
of
experimental
fuel
subassemblies is carried out.
Similar work is carried at the BN-350 reactor. In this
reactor core 50 fuel subassemblies with ducts of EP-450 steel
were Irradiated. Maximum fuel burn-up is 11 % h.a., the
maximum dose - 92 dpa.
In the 4 9 t h run there were discharged 6 experimental
fuel subassemblies with a burn-up of 13 % h.a.. Cold-worked
austenitic
steel
was
used
for fuel
pin clads,
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ferritic-martensitic steel - for ducts.
2.3. BN-350 REACTOR
The BN-350 reactor has been operated since 1973 at the
rated power level (electricity and fresh water production).
Reactor parameters are shown in the Table 3.
As it was described in our previous report, in January
1989 water into sodium leaks happened in the evaporator
modules of two Chechoslovak made steam generators. Since that
time four loops has been in operation, reactor thermal
capacity being of 70 %.
There is additional data on steam generator loss of
tightness: sodium leakage from the evaporator vessel took
place as a result of the wall burnthrough caused by
sodium-water reaction after one tube failure (Fig.3). The
mass of sodium leaked is appreciated to be 1 t. Sodium poured
into the guard vessel, surrounding SG modules, where it was
extinguished by means of the nitrogen supply; the increased
content of nitrogen
was maintained until the metal
temperature was lowered. The vessel wall burnthrough occurred
because of the SG module design: there is little distance
between the wall and tubes, and the spray of water from the
failed tube was directed straight to the wall.
Now one of the two steam generators is completely
repaired, and the other is under the repair. Operating
histograms of the BN-350 reactor are shown in Fig.2..
2.4. BOR-60 REACTOR
In 1991 experimental studies have been carried out on
the BOR-60 reactor in order to detect sodium boiling and gas
cavities appearance in the experimental core fuel
subassemblies.
The BOR-60 facility is the first experimental nuclear
power plant with the fast reactor of thermal capacity up to
60 MW and electric capacity up to 15 MW. The BOR-60 reactor
has been played a great role in validation of principal
engineering solutions for the BN-350 and BN-600 reactors. On
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Table 3,
BN-350 reactor parameters in 1991
Parameters

Units

Thermal capacity
Electric capacity
Desalinated water production

MW
MW
t/day

Value
520
80
80000

Primary sodium temperature:
- reactor inlet
- reactor outlet

°C
°C

288
437

Secondary sodium temperature:
- steam generator inlet
- steam generator outlet

°C
°C

420
260

Superheated steam:
- pressure
- flowrate
- temperature

MPa
t/hour
°C

4.5
750
405
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this reactor fuel subassemblies and steam generator modules
of large power reactors designed in the USSR were tested. In
recent years on the reactor Yast experimental studies on new
fuel technologies, structural materials have been conducted.
Since its commissioning (28.12.69) up to the beginning
of 1991 the B0R-6O reactor had operated on power for 115832.5
hrs. The plant availability factor during 21 years of
operation was 60 %. The total power output was as follows:
- thermal
225013 MWh
- electric
31777 MWh.
2.5. THE BR-10 REAGTOR OPERATING EXPERIENCE
In 1991 the BR-10 reactor was operated with the 90
%-enrichment uranium mononitride core at a rated power level
of 8000 kW. In the reactor core and nickel reflector channels
experimental samples and devices were irradiated with fast
neutrons. In the core, regular irradiation of sulphur In
order to obtain radioactive phosphor-32 was carried out.
In the three vertical reflector channels the Irradiation
devices with a high flux of moderated neutrons (up to 10 1 4
n/cm2s) were tested. Water was used as moderator. It Is
assumed to generate molybdenum-99, mercury-197, aurum-198,
Iridium-192, iodine-131, cadmium-109, tungsten-188, etc. in
these channels.
Work is nearing completion on creation of a plant for
polymer film irradiation for the production of nuclear
membranes with a pore density up to 109 pores/cm2 . For this
purpose in the graphite thermal column of the reactor an
uranium target is placed that will irradiate the moving film
with fission fragments. After chemical processing the film
will be used for filter fabrication. Experimental irradiation
and etching of the film activity will be lower than
10~7Ci/kg.
On the B-3 neutron beam the fast neutron irradiation of
oncologLc patients was carried out. From the beginning of the
work 160 patients have been treated with a good effect.
In the reactor channels, colourless Jewelry topazes were
irradiated. After Irradiation the topazes became intensively
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coloured.
There were continued measurements of concentration of
tritium in primary and secondary sodium, in cover gas, in the
interspace of the reactor vessel and primary piping, as well
as in the technological rooms atmosphere.

3. POWER UNITS WITH THE BN-800 REACTORS
On the design stage the safety stresses became general.
The project was reconsidered twice to satisfy the new safety
demands. The decay heat removal system, based on passive
principles, improved reactor control system, antiseismic
devices and solutions, considerably reduced sodium piping
system drastically changed the quality of the project
concerning safety. The last significant change is dealing
with a new core concept which assumes practically zero sodium
void effect of reactivity. The construction of reactors
started simultaneously both on Beloyarsk and South Urals
sites in 1986 and simultaneously was stopped in 1990 because
of the negative public attitude to the atomic energy due to
Chernobyl accident, and because of the economical crisis In
the country as well. Recently, the consent of the South Urals
local authorities and government was obtained to continue the
plant construction.
It was taken into account:
- The Chelyabinsk region where the power plants are
going to be built suffers the lack of electrical power.
- In the neighborhood, the "MAYAK" plant dealing with
the fissile fuel of VVER-440 reactors is situated, and here
the plant for the mixed uranium-plutonium
oxide
fuel
fabrication is being built.
- On the plant "MAYAK" four reactors for military
purpose plutonium production were shut-down, and the problem
of unemployment of well-qualified personnel must be solved.
Additionally, some ecological reasons are in favour of
the power plant building. The complex commissioning that is
expected till the end of the century permits us to implement
for the first time the full fuel cycle.
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On the basis of the analysis of the design and research
and development work performed we have come to a deep
conclusion of its perspective, high operation and economic
characteristics. The main thing here is the development and
testing of all design components at the operating BN-600
reactor. The BN-800, as is known, is an advanced version of
this reactor. During the past more than ten years period of
highly reliable BN-600 operation all basic technological
solutions used in the BN-800 have been confirmed.
The unit capacity of 800 MWe is very suitable for the
present-day power systems of many countries.

4. WORK ON LARGE-SIZE REACTOR DESIGN
4.1. SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON POWER LEVEL
Last year due to funds limitations work on the BN-1600
reactor project was carried out with relatively small forces.
Primary emphasis was focused on estimating the effect
of a power level on the following important characteristics
of the reactor and of the power unit as a whole:
- Economical characteristics
- Safety
- Reliability
- Feasibility.
As a result of research and development work performed
the following preliminary results were obtained.
Capital cost. It has been found out that the most
effective way to reduce the components structure metal demand
and, respectively, the fast reactor costs, is to Increase
their unit power with minimization at the same time of the
number of equipment operating in parallel loops (pumps, heat
exchangers, steam generators, etc.), I.e., due to their
maximum enlargement in size.
Comparative characteristics of structural metal demand
(tons/MWe) for the 1600 MWe three-loop reactor are presented
in the Table 4.:
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Table 4.

Reactor

Reactor
unit

Heat transport
system,
including SG

NSSS

VVER-1OOO

0.91

2.20

3.11

BN-1600

1.55

1.20

2.75

EFR-1500

1.50

1.15

2.65

PWR-1300

0.59

1.55

2.04

The BN-1600 reactor by its metal demand compares
favourably with the present-day thermal reactors. So, there
are some reasons to state that by means of an increase of
fast reactor power up to 1600 MWe, the development of a
number of optimum design solutions and optimization of
parameters it will be possible to improve considerably the
economic characteristics of the LMFBRs and to solve the
problem of their competitiveness relative to other sources of
energy.
Nuclear and engineering safety. Calculations have shown
that with increasing of core size and reactor power above
1000 MWe, at an optimum core characteristics and fuel type,
it is possible at the same time to fulfil the following
conditions: SVER < 0 and BR c o r e > 1 characterizing reactor
nuclear safety.
The engineering safety problems - reliable tightness of
the radioactive circuit, decay heat removal systems operating
on the basis of passive principles, -are successfully solved
In a large size reactor.There is a possibility to accommodate
in a large-sized vessel all auxiliary systems with
radioactive coolant (cold traps, intermediate sodium storage
for spent fuel subassemblies, etc.), special heat exchangers
for decay heat removal connected to the sodium-air heat
exchangers. As a result, there are practically precluded
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radioactive coolant leakages from ramified auxiliary systems
of conventional design, in specially arranged parallel decay
heat removal channels heat is removed due to natural
circulation of coolant.
Operational reliability. Calculations were carried out
using statistical data on reactors in operation in our
country: BN-600, BN-350, BOR-60. The following circuit design
was considered: 3 primary pumps, 6 intermediate heat
exchangers, 6 secondary pumps, 6 steam generators and two
turbines. It has been found out that at improvement of some
equipment units with due regard for the available operating
experience the BN-1600 NPP load factor at a level of 70-80 %
can be assured.
Feasibility. Analysis and design experience have shown
that all in-vessel components of the 3-loop reactor (pumps,
heat exchangers, the central column, etc.) can be carried by
rail in the assembled form and the vessel can be assembled on
site using the developed techniques.
4.2. MAIN LAYOUT DECISIONS
Pool concept with arrangement of all the equipment in
the reactor vessel was adopted for the primary system.
The plant's secondary system consists of three loops,
each of them icluding two IHXs, SG, secondary pump, installed
in cold leg and secondary pipelines, the thermal expansion
compensation of which is provided by the use of multi-layer
bellows.
BN-1600 reactor is placed in a pit, the concrete walls
of which are covered by leaktight metal lining. The pit
lining above the reactor head goes over into protective dome
under which control rod drives, primary pump drives and
in-reactor refuelling mechanisms set are located.
The plant equipment Including secondary pumps is placed
inside
45
m
diameter
concrete
containment.
Air
heat-exchangers of DHR system and SGs are located in separate
boxes outside the containment, (see Fig. 5 ) .
BN-1600 reactor design represents a tank with
toroidal-spherical bottom and flat head (Fig. 6 ) . Reactor
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head has a box-like structure. The lower head plate is
protected by thermal insulation, cooling of the head is
provided by air supply through special channels.
Core diagrid is mounted on a special support structure
at the reactor vessel bottom. A core catcher designed for
localization and cooling down of core fragments at
beyond-design accident is set up under the diagrid.
Primary coolant pumps and IHXs are arranged in
penetrations of reactor head that supports them. Compensation
of thermal expansions between primary system equipment
and reactor vessel structures is executed by compensation of
pumps discharge pipelines and gas gates, making IHXs openings
in the "hot box" leak tight, excluding the leakages between
hot and cold reactor cavities.
Central column with reactor control rod drive mechanisms
is mounted on rotating plug besides refuelling mechanisms.
The drives are of two types based on active and passive
principle of operation. The first type of drives is an active
one actuating by the signals coming from control system. The
second type of drives with several varieties is a passive
one.
Above there was presented one of the reactor designs
under consideration - with the increased vessel height,
practically without in-vessel neutron shielding. At present
the developments of other versions aimed at choosing the
optimum one are carried out.

5. FAST REACTOR R&D, DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING
ORGANIZATIONS
Fast reactor R&D., design and manufacturing activities
are carried out by research institutes, design and
construction organizations of Russian Ministry of Nuclear
Power. The main participants of the project are as follows:
- Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (Obninsk) scientific supervisor of the design;
- Experimental Machine Building Design Bureau (Nizhny
Novgorod) - general design organization of the BN-350, BN-600
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and BN-800 reactors;
- Experimental Design Bureau "Hydropress" (Podolsk) general design organization of the BOR-60 reactor and BN-350,
BN-600 and BN-800 steam generators;
- Research Institute of Non-Organic Materials (Moscow) general design and technology development organization of
fast reactor core elements;
- Sankt-Petersbourg Research and Design Institute of
Complex Power Technology - general design organization of the
NPPs with BOR-60, BN-350 and BN-800 (South Urals site)
reactors;
- Sankt-Petersbourg Research and Design Institute
("Atomenergoproject") - general design organization of the
NPPs with BN-600 and BN-800 (Byeloyarsk site) reactors;
- Research Institute of Nuclear Reactors (Dimitrovgrad)
- Irradiation tests of fuel, absorber and structure
materials, fuel cycle, sodium technology;
- "Polymetall" works (Moscow) - design and technology
developing enterprise of absorber rods;
- "Atommash" Machine Building Factory (Volgodonsk) - the
BN-800 reactor and equipment manufactures;
- Machine Building Factory* (Podolsk) - manufacturing
enterprise of the BN-350, BN-600 and BN-800 reactors and fast
transfer equipment (SG, IHX).
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1. OVERVIEW

The U.S. civilian nuclear power research and development program continues to focus on
advanced large and mid-size light water reactors, advanced liquid metal fast reactors, and
modular high temperature gas cooled reactors. This paper discusses the Advanced Liquid
Metal Reactor program, which is composed of a small, passively safe fast reactor coupled with
a metal fuel cycle that incorporates actinide recycle, and an emerging effort to process LWR
spent fuel for LMR fissile material, and to enhance the LWR waste management.
The liquid metal reactor concept has a sound technology base, with some three decades of
research and development both in this and other countries. An existing network of government and industry research facilities and engineering test centers in the United States is
currently providing test capabilities and the technical expertise required to conduct an aggressive advanced reactor development program. Notable among the research facilities is the
Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) in Idaho
and the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) at Hanford, Washington. Subsequent to the DOE
directive to shut down the Fast Flux Test Facility in early 1990, significant effort was placed in
finding international financial support for this reactor. This initiative was not successful.
Therefore, although there may be a potential future mission for the FFTF, the Secretary of
Energy announced on March 13,1992 that the FFTF will be put in a standby condition starting
April 1,1992.
Current U.S. Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR) activity is focused on providing a
reactor and fuel cycle system with improved safety margins, better economics, and an attractive
waste management (actinide recycle) option. Special attention is being directed to passive
safety features, large design margins, modular plant construction, standardized plant design
leading to simplified licensing and shorter construction schedules, factory fabrication, advanced instrumentation and control systems, the development of robotic systems, the use of
high performance materials, and the option for on-site fuel processing.
The United States has made substantial progress in achieving ALMR program objectives.
After a competitive period, a decision was made in 1988 to select the General Electric ALMR
concept known as PRISM (Power Reactor Innovative Small Module) for advanced conceptual
design. Significant accomplishments have been achieved in design, licensing and economics,
even though the original schedule has been stretched due to funding limitations. The Department of Energy's role is to advance the concept to a sufficient level that would enable private
sector and/or international interests to further development and construction of a full size
prototype plant.
A key strategy within the U.S. ALMR program is to evaluate the potential of metal fuel based
on the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) concept developed at ANL. The technology supports
practical actinide recycling. The metal fuel cycle is designed to recycle and burn its own minor
actinides, and has the potential to be a very effective utilizer of the Pu and minor actinides
generated in the LWRs. The entire ALMR system can thus extend uranium resources by a
hundred-fold, making nuclear essentially the same as a renewable energy source.

The scientific principles involved in the IFR concept have been shown to be soundly-based,
surpassing expectations in several instances. The IFR Program is developing a comprehensive
technology and is now preparing the definitive technology demonstration of the economic
feasibility of the concept. The development effort includes large scale irradiation of the
U-Pu-Zr ternary alloy metallic fuel to provide the basis for commercial fabrication specification; optimization of the flowsheet for the IFR pyroprocessing method for efficient fuel recycle
and waste management; design and testing of plant-scale pyroprocessing equipment; characterization of the many inherent passive safety aspects of the IFR systems for effective
exploitation of these characteristics in practical reactor and systems designs; and evaluations
of capability of the IFR to interface with LWR and other programs.
The United States has been active in international cooperative activities in the fast reactor
sector since 1969. Over the ensuing years, joint programs evolved which benefitted all parties
and lowered research and development costs. Such cooperation continues, even though the
fast reactor program direction in the U.S. differs from the primary direction in Europe and
Japan, as more areas of common technology are identified for joint development and application.
2. ALMR PLANT DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND LICENSING

The objective of the power plant design and licensing work is to complete sufficient conceptual
and preliminary design activities to:
• Determine commercial plant systems economics, safety margins, licensability, and
develop acceptable waste management options.
• Establish the licensability of the evolving design.
2.1 Reference Concept

In late 1988, DOE focused its future LMR activities on the Power Reactor Innovative Small
Module (PRISM) design concept. Accordingly, GE was awarded a 5-year contract for Advanced Conceptual Design and Preliminary Design for DOE's Advanced Liquid Metal
Reactor (ALMR) Program. During the subsequent period, GE consolidated an industrial
ALMR Team to continue conceptual design and nuclear licensing assessment work. The
industrial team includes GE, Babcock and Wilcox, Bechtel, Burns and Roe, United Engineers
and Constructors, Byron-Jackson, Foster-Wheeler, and Westinghouse, with Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL), Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and Westinghouse
Hanford Company (WHC) providing technology and test support. Arrangements also have
been made for substantial international participation in the program.
An overall project goal is to demonstrate the safety and performance features of the ALMR
by test of a full-size prototype reactor and thereby provide a basis for Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) certification of the design as soon as the year 2005.

2.1.1 The Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR)
2.1.1.1 Overall Plant

The ALMR design has evolved from the PRISM design initiated by GE in 1980. The
fundamentals of this design remain unchanged, and the enhancements made since it's selection
as the ALMR in 1988 improve its economic viability and licensability. The overall design
approach includes:
• Compact reactor modules sized to enable factory fabrication, economical shipment to
both inland and water-side sites, and affordable full-scale prototype testing to confirm
safety and performance features.
• Use of liquid sodium as a coolant, which permits operation at atmospheric pressure, a
design margin to boiling greater than 400 degrees C (700 degrees F), and elimination of
the need for a pressurized primary system and thick-wall pressure vessels.
• Passive shutdown heat removal for loss-of-cooling events, designed to be invulnerable to
operator error and equipment failures.
• Passive reactivity reduction to safe, stable state for undercooling and overpower events
with failure to scram, to provide abundant time for ultimate shutdown to cold conditions
by subsequent operator action.
• By a combination of prevention and mitigation, protection against severe accidents such
that EPA protective action guidelines are met with sufficient margin to make the exercise
of formal public evacuation plans unnecessary.
• Capability for substantial breeding to provide security for the United States against
long-term fissile uranium shortage;
• Capability to utilize as fuel the long-life actinides from spent LWR fuel.
• Capability to utilize dismantled weapons plutonium as fuel.
The target commercial ALMR plant utilizes nine reactor modules arranged in three identical
479 MWe power blocks for an overall plant net electrical rating of 1437 MWe (Figure 1). A
power block has three identical reactor modules, each with its own steam generator, that jointly
supply steam to a single turbine generator (Figures 2 and 3). Table 1 lists general design data.
Smaller plant sizes of 479 MWe and 958 MWe would use one or two of the standard power
blocks, thus providing size flexibility to the utility in meeting its projected load growth. The
reactor module, the intermediate heat transport system (IHTS), and most of the steam
generator system are underground, an approach that has an estimated cost benefit in meeting
requirements for radioactivity containment, seismic design, sodium fire mitigation, and protection from external threats such as sabotage and missiles.
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TABLE 1
PLANT PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Overall Plant
- Net Electrical Output

1437 MWe

- Net Station Efficiency

33.9%

- Number of Power Blocks

Three

- Number of Reactor Modules:
— per power block

Three

—per plant

Nine

Power Block
- Number of Reactor Modules

Three

- Net Electrical Output

479 MWe

- Steam Generator Number

Three

- Steam Generator Type

Helical Coil

- Turbine Type

3600 rpm, Tandem
Compound
Four Flow - 33.5-inch Last
Stage Bucket

- Turbine Throttle Conditions

1400 psia/776 F

- Feedwater Temperature

380 F

Reactor Module
- Thermal Power (Core)

471 MWt

- Primary Sodium Inlet/Outlet Temperature

640 F/905 F

- Primary Sodium Flow Rate

45,600 gpm

- Intermediate Sodium Inlet/Outlet Temperature

555F/820F

- Intermediate Sodium Flow Rate

45,030 gpm

Reactor Core
- Fuel

U-Pu-Zr Metal
(Oxide Backup)

- Refueling Interval

20 months
(12 Mo. for backup)

- Compound System Doubling Time
for Breeding

135"-

All nuclear safety-related systems and buildings are enclosed within a double-fenced and
barricaded high security area. The steam generator system is physically separated from the
nuclear portion of the plant; this system and the IHTS connecting it will be built to upgraded
industrial standards.
The reactor module, (Figure 4), is about six meters in diameter and has a shipment weight of
about 725 tonnes, not including removable internal components that are shipped separately.
The primary boundary for the core coolant and cover gas, which operate at approximately
atmospheric pressure, is comprised of the reactor vessel, the reactor head closure and fittings,
and the intermediate heat exchangers. The reactor containment (Figure 4) is a second
leak-tight pressure-retaining boundary that completely encloses the primary boundary; it is
comprised of a lower containment vessel surrounding the reactor vessel and an upper containment dome enclosing the closure head.
The reference fuel for the ALMR is metallic uranium-plutonium-zirconium alloy. The ferritic
alloy HT9 is used for cladding and assembly ducts to minimize swelling associated with long
burnups. A heterogeneous arrangement of blanket and driver fuel is used, with six control
rods (Figure 5). Refueling occurs after 20 months of operation, with one-third of the core
being changed each time; this results in a 5-year fuel life (150 MWd/kg peak burnup). Metal
fuel provides excellent negative reactivity feedback for loss of cooling and transient overpower
events. Metal fuel also provides competitive fuel costs.
For safety margin in the event of loss of the primary sodium pumps, three gas expansion
modules (GEMs) have been added at the core periphery (Figure 5). The GEMs are hollow
assembly ducts, closed at the top and open at the bottom, and are filled with helium, the same
as the vessel cover gas. When the pumps are running, the gas is compressed into the upper
portion of the duct, and sodium extends up into the active core region. When the pumps are
not running and the inlet pressure therefore is lower, the gas expands and pushes the sodium
level down to below the active core region, which increases the neutron leakage from the core
and, with the small ALMR core, significantly increases negative reactivity.
2.1.1.2 Innovative Safety Feature of the ALMR Plant
Modular Reactor in Underground Silo
The reactor modules and the intermediate heat transport systems are underground, providing
improved protection from tornadoes, missiles, and sabotage. The small thermal ratings of the
individual reactor modules ease the task of decay heat removal, and reduce the potential
consequences of a core damaging accident.
Seismic Isolation
The reactor module and its safety related systems rest on 25 seismic isolators (Figure 4). The
isolators decouple the system from horizontal accelerations in the high frequency range, which
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is of greatest importance in establishing design margins. The system is being designed to have
the capability to meet 0.5g safe-shutdown earthquake criteria.
Passive Decay Heat Removal
Normal reactor shutdown heat removal is through the IHTS and steam generator to the turbine
condenser and external heat sink (Figure 3). The auxiliary cooling system (ACS) provides an
alternative means of heat removal by direct cooling of the steam generator with forced or
natural convection atmospheric air around the steam generator shell. An extraordinarily
reliable decay heat removal system is provided by the safety-grade reactor vessel auxiliary
cooling system (RVACS). In the rare event that the IHTS becomes unusable during power
operation, for example because of a main sodium pipe break or sodium dump, the reactor will
scram and the RVACS will automatically and passively come into full operation. Temperatures will rise and heat transfer to the atmospheric air that is always circulating upward around
the containment vessel (Figure 4) will increase until equilibrium between reactor heat generation and RVACS cooling is established. The core bulk outlet sodium temperature peaks at
about 607 degrees C (1125 degrees F) after about 30 hours, with substantial margin below
structural limits and over 345 degrees C (620 degrees F) margin to boiling (Figure 6).
Redundancy of the air flow passages, the characteristic of thermal radiation (dominant heat
transfer mode) increasing much more than proportional to rising temperatures, and substantial
margins in the design, make the RVACS extremely tolerant of accidental events, such as flow
blockages and surface fouling. For example, a massive structural collapse that blocked the
equivalent of 75 percent of the air ducting would result in peak temperatures below the ASME
Level D structural limit set for the design. An even more extreme case involving complete
blockage of the air passages could be accommodated without exceeding ASME Level D limits
for over twelve hours.
Gas Expansion Modules
In the first phase of the FFTF passive safety tests conducted in 1986, identification and
modeling of core inherent feedbacks, such as Doppler and thermal expansion reactivity
feedbacks, were the primary objectives. Feasibility and performance testing of a passive
reactivity feedback device, the Gas Expansion Module (GEM), was also included.
The GEM is a reactivity feedback device developed at FFTF that increases neutron leakage
from an LMR core during events caused by a loss of pumped primary coolant flow. It acts as
a variable reflector when placed in the inner row of the core reflector. A helium gas bubble
trapped inside the assembly expands when core inlet pressure decreases and expels sodium
from the assembly. The sodium loss decreases the reflection of neutrons back into the core.
The resulting negative reactivity feedback contributes to passive reactor shutdown in the
unlikely event that the protection system fails to operate. Five key safety related issues have
been identified with GEMs; 1) in-situ testing and demonstration of its performance, 2) predictability and repeatability of reactivity feedback, 3) reactivity feedback stability during
operation, 4) safety of inadvertent GEM reactivity insertion and 5) component reliability.
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FFTF Phase 2A passive safety testing conducted in November 1991, focused on the fourth
issue, GEM reactivity insertion caused by primary pump start-up with the core in a near-critical
state. In preparing for and completing the phase 2A tests, considerable additional supporting
data and experience was gained on the first three issues. While the core changed considerably
between the two test phases, the computer codes predicted GEM worth well, the worth and
feedback insertion characteristics were shown to be well represented by the transient analysis
models, and in-situ worth testability was again demonstrated and the process refined.
Reactivity Shutdown and Control
The requirement established for the reactivity shutdown and control system is that the
probability of failure to shut down be less than 10" per demand. The insertion of any one of
the six rods will bring the core to shutdown. Each rod can be inserted into the core in three
different ways: rod run-in by the plant control system, gravity drop initiated by the reactor
protection system, and fast, forceful run-in initiated by the protection system. The reactor
protection system is safety grade, automatic, well separated from the non-safety grade plant
control system, and located entirely in the reactor module vaults away from the control room.
A second and diverse reactivity shutdown system is provided for the very unlikely event that
all control rods fail to insert. This "ultimate" shutdown system when activated by the operator,
drops boron balls into the central core location (Figure 5) and will bring the reactor to cold
shutdown independent of the control rods.
The requirement established for the selected ATWS (anticipated transients, without scram)
events are: no significant fuel failures, high margin to sodium boiling, and long-term structural
temperatures maintained below the ASME Level D primary system boundary limit
(700 degrees C, 1300 degrees F). Figure 7 shows the reactor behavior under a combined
condition of loss of forced primary flow and loss of heat removal by the IHTS at full power
and without scram. Through the passive reactivity feedbacks and the passive air flow heat
removal, the core outlet sodium temperature settles below the established temperature limit
of 700 degrees C (1300 degrees F), and high margin to sodium boiling is maintained. Although
the fuel clad interface temperature exceeds the 700 degrees C limii for fuel-clad eutectic
formation for several minutes, no fuel failures are expected.
Figure 8 shows the reactor behavior under an accidental rod withdrawal at full power without
scram, adding 40 cents reactivity at the maximum capability of the control system, 2 cents/sec.
The power peaks at about 170 percent and settles at about 135 percent of rated power. The
sodium and fuel temperatures again settle out below the 700 degrees C (1300 degrees F) limit,
and no fuel failures are expected.
Although the ALMR has a positive sodium void effect, this is an acceptable design for four
major reasons. First, it can be shown that the probability of core voiding is low, well within
the residual risk category of less than 10 /year. Second, it can be shown that the consequences
of core voiding are tolerable, with the primary system boundary capable of sustaining energetics an order of magnitude greater than the theoretical maximum expected values for the
small ALMR metal fueled core. The containment boundary, which surrounds the primary
system boundary, provides an additional barrier against radiation release to the environment.
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Third, spatial and time sequenced incoherence effects, coupled with other negative reactivity
effects, limit the insertion of positive void reactivity to acceptable levels considerably less than
the theoretical maximum, and to low reactivity insertion rates. Fourth, design changes
required to reduce the theoretical maximum positive void worth adversely affect other safety
characteristics such as increasing burnup reactive swing which increases the amount of positive
reactivity the control rods must hold down, and increasing power density which reduces
temperature margins to centerline fuel melting.
Containment
The primary system boundary consists of the reactor vessel, the seal-welded reactor head
closure, associated isolation valves, control rod drive housings, instrument drywalls and the
surfaces of the intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs). The primary system is completely sealed
during power operation and provides a strong barrier designed to contain severe core disruptive events without leakage. Preliminary assessments indicate that several hundred
megajoules of mechanical energy or gross core melting could be contained by the core support
and primary system structures. The expected energy release from a severe event in the small,
metal-fueled core is not more than a few tens of megajoules, and the metal fuel is expected to
resolidify under most conditions in a porous, coolable form.
The containment completely surrounds the primary system and represents a separate pressure
retaining, low leakage boundary. It consists of the containment vessel, which backs up the
primary vessel, and the upper containment dome, which backs up the head closure (Figure 4).
During power operation, all sodium and cover gas service lines are closed with double isolation
valves at their penetrations through the containment, and all other penetrations in the reactor
head closure are seal-welded. There are no penetrations in the reactor or containment vessels.
If a leak should occur in the reactor vessel, the containment vessel will retain the primary
sodium. The two vessels are sized such that the reactor core, the stored spent fuel assemblies,
and the IHX inlets will always remain covered; thus normal flow paths are preserved for
cooling.
Even though the primary system boundary is designed to contain severe core disruptive events,
the assumed design basis for the containment is such an event with the simultaneous breach
of the closure head penetration. It is further assumed that the cover gas escapes through the
reactor head closure and carries with it 100 percent of the fission gases and lesser fractions of
the other radioactive materials and that air enters the primary system, resulting in a pool fire
that consumes all the oxygen available in the containment dome. The resulting pressures and
temperatures are within the containment dome design levels of 1.7 bar (25 psig) over-pressure
and 370 degrees C (700 degrees F) temperature. The low leakage rate results in radiation
dose levels of less than 1 rem whole body at the plant boundary for the first 36 hours.
2.1.13 Safety Approach
There are several elements in the safety design approach for the ALMR.
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First, the basic ALMR design is conservative. During power operation the reactor is hermetically sealed, all sodium and cover gas service lines in the head closure are closed with double
isolation valves, and all other penetrations are seal-welded. There are no penetrations in the
reactor vessel below the head closure. The pressure in the reactor cover gas is approximately
atmospheric during power operation. At full power the bulk sodium temperature exiting from
the core is 485 degrees C (905 degrees F) and the peak fuel pin linear power is 305 W/cm
(9.3 kW/ft). These selections give substantial temperature margins to design limits: over
400 degrees C (720 degrees F) to sodium boiling, 140 degrees C (250 degrees F) to fuel
centerline melting, and 150 degrees C (250 degrees F) to fuel clad eutectic formation.
The reactor and its safety-related systems are seismically isolated in the horizontal direction.
The relatively small reactor diameter results in a structure that is stiff in the vertical direction
and eliminates the need for vertical isolation. The isolator bearings are each an assembly of
steel plates laminated with rubber, a design that has been commercially developed and used
in non-nuclear applications, and is being further developed and tested to qualify for nuclear
service. The reactor system seismic design basis is 0.5 g for safe-shutdown earthquakes, with
structural margins to accommodate safely more severe, very low probability earthquakes that
approach 1 g acceleration.
Second, very reliable engineered protective systems are provided in the design, for example,
the highly automated plant control system (PCS) will maintain the core outlet sodium temperature within specified limits during power operations, including automatic "runback" of the
power to a low level if necessary. If an emergency event develops too rapidly for the PCS to
control, then the safety-grade reactor protection system (RPS) located at the reactor module
will independently respond by "scramming" the reactor (rapid insertion of the six control rods).
The RPS includes substantial internal diversity and redundancy and, thus, is extremely reliable;
the probability of it failing to shut down the reactor is estimated to be less than 10" per demand.
Third, the ALMR is designed so that passive heat removal and reactivity shutdown characteristics will come automatically into play to bring the reactor to a safe, stable state in the
unlikely event that there is failure of the active systems.
Fourth, the reactor primary coolant and cover gas boundary and internal structures are
designed with large strength margins so that even in the extremely unlikely event that sodium
boiling or fuel melting occurs, the reactor primary coolant and cover gas boundary will not be
breached and there will be no leak of radioactive materials from the reactor.
Fifth, the ALMR design includes full containment around the reactor to provide barriers
against radiation release in the extremely unlikely event that there is a breach of the reactor
primary coolant and cover gas boundary.
This approach utilizes both accident prevention and accident mitigation features, and is
consistent with the NRC policy concerning advanced nuclear power plants. The objective is
to achieve for the ALMR design a probability less than 10" per plant-year that there will be
an accident with a radiation release at the plant site boundary greater than 1 rem whole body
dose for the first 36 hours after initiation of the accident or greater than 25 rem whole body
17

dose at a distance of ten miles from the plant thereafter. The 1 rem limit over the first 36 hours
is consistent with release limit guidelines proposed by the NRC staff for advanced nuclear
reactor designs intended to not require a rehearsed public evacuation plant. The subsequent
25 rem limit is consistent with current federal regulations.
2.1.1.4 Fuel Cycle and Waste Management

The reference fuel for ALMR is metallic U-Pu-Zr alloy being developed by Argonne National
Laboratory as described in Section 3.
During power operation, plutonium in the driver fuel will be consumed by fissioning, and new
plutonium will be created by U238 atoms in the blanket and fuel assemblies capturing neutrons
to make Pu239. With the present reference design, slightly more fissile Pu will be made than
will be consumed. The estimated compound system doubling time (CSDT) for breeding Pu
is about 125 years, which is consistent with current costs of fissile material and DOE cost
estimating guidelines for the ALMR program. However, the ALMR has a capability to
achieve a CSDT of about 60 years, for utilization when expected future increases of fissile
material costs occur and extension of nuclear fuel resources is desired.
At each refueling shutdown, new driver fuel assemblies (containing Pu239 and U238) and new
blanket assemblies (containing U238) will be put into the reactor, and spent fuel and blankets
will be taken from the reactor to the fuel cycle facility. In this facility, Pu239 will be recovered
and used to enrich new fuel, more U238 will be added to provide fertile material, and
radioactive wastes will be prepared for disposal. Startup cores of new ALMR plants will use
plutonium from processing of spent fuel from LWRs and/or from other ALMR plants in
operation.
Spent fuel from reactors contain minor actinides, specifically americium, curium and neptunium, which have extremely long radioactive lives. In the reference IFR metal fuel cycle,
the minor actinides will be processed with the plutonium and returned in the new fuel to the
reactor. In a fast neutron spectrum, such as in the ALMR, the minor actinides will fission as
part of the fuel, creating thermal energy while being reduced to short-lived fission products.
Ultimately, these and the other fission products will be taken from the fuel cycle as waste
products.
If LWR spent fuel is used as the Pu source for ALMR startup fuel, the minor actinides can be
included with the Pu for disposal by fissioning them as a constituent in the ALMR fuel. At the
present time there are approximately 100 GWe of LWRs in the U.S. The rate of production
of Pu and minor actinides as spent fuel constituents from these plants and their potential future
replacements is estimated to be sufficient to provide for startup of the equivalent of approximately one 1437 MWe ALMR per year. Thus, with a relatively moderate rate of
deployment of ALMRs in the next century, this approach could provide a means to reduce
substantially the challenge of disposal of long life, high level wastes coming from LWRs.
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2.2 Licensing
2.2.1 Regulatory Review
Both the ALMR design team and the NRC recognize the desirability of interaction with each
other during the design process to assure regulatory approval of the final product. A Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID) was submitted to the NRC for review in November
1986. This document is similar to a Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR), but with less
detail because of the conceptual nature of the design. During 1987 and 1988, numerous
meeting and discussions were held among the design team, the NRC staff, and the Advisory
Committee for Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) in the course of the review. The results of the
review are the draft Preapplication Safety Evaluation Report (PSER) prepared by the NRC
Staff and the review letter by the ACRS reporting the findings.
They generally found the ALMR acceptable, however, they also expressed concerns about the
emphasis on accident prevention to the exclusion of mitigation, and the lack of conventional
containment. Therefore, amendments to the PSID were prepared and submitted to the NRC
in 1990 augmenting the design with additional accident mitigation evaluations and features,
and also adding a low leakage pressure retaining containment dome. The NRC is currently
reviewing these amendments, with a scheduled issue date of November 1992 for the final
PSER.
2.3 Development Strategy
The current advanced conceptual design contract was scheduled for completion in 1992,
however, funding constraints have affected completion of the scope of work on that schedule.
Nevertheless, it remains the Government's objective for the private sector to come forth with
a firm interest to proceed with a preliminary and final ALMR design, as well as constructing
a prototypic module. To that end the industrial design contract team is defining a plan leading
to commercialization of the ALMR. Commencement of the detailed design phase by 1995
could permit completion of safety testing of the prototype and certification of the design by
2005.
3. INTEGRAL FAST REACTOR CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) is an innovative liquid metal reactor concept developed at
ANL. This concept exploits the inherent properties of liquid metal cooling and metallic fuel
in a way that leads to very favorable characteristics of all components of the complete reactor
system and of its associated fuel cycle. The IFR concept consists of five major technical
features: (1) liquid metal (sodium) cooling; (2) pool-type reactor configuration; (3) metallic
fuel; (4) an integral fuel cycle, based on spent fuel pyrometallurgical/electrochemical processing and injection-cast fuel refabrication which could be collocated with a reactor complex; and
(5) a comprehensive waste processing capability. The reference power plant design, PRISM,
is the U.S. application of this concept.
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3.1 IFR Technology Development

The goals of IFR technology development in the U.S. ALMR program are to confirm metal
fuel performance capabilities and to establish the basis for manufacturing specifications,
establish and demonstrate a reference pyroprocessing method for recycle of metal fuel,
evaluate the practicality and benefits of actinide burning as part of an overall waste management strategy, assess passive reactor safety characteristics, and demonstrate fuel cycle
economics. There is sufficient evidence to indicate that, when utilized in conjunction with
advanced ALMR designs such as PRISM, metal fuel has the potential for very favorable
economics and passive safety performance. The IFR fuel cycle is being designed to burn
essentially all of the longer-life actinides present in reactor spent fuel. The fuel cycle is
extremely adaptable; after its initial fueling, the IFR can accept depleted uranium as an
adequate feed, or if desired, it can consume scrap actinides separated from LWRs or from
other sources. By using seed plutonium as a catalyst, the system can effectively burn depleted
uranium. Parallel programs exploring processes for converting spent LWR fuel are at an early
stage of development.
The DOE IFR technology development program includes five elements:
• Fuel Performance Testing. Fabrication, irradiation testing, performance evaluation, and
modeling of metal fuel to demonstrate its performance under normal conditions, and to
provide a basis for manufacturing specification.
• Core Design R&D. Evaluation of major reactor design aspects for metal fuelled cores
and their influence on passive safety response, and on performance and economics.
• Safety Tests and Analysis. Demonstration of IFR and metal fuel response to off-normal
and accident situations, through testing in EBR-II and TREAT.
• Pyroprocess Technology. Development and demonstration of pyroprocessing and waste
treatment processes and their integration into the reference IFR processing flowsheet.
• Spent Fuel Recycle and Waste Treatment Demonstration. Operation of the full IFR fuel
cycle to optimize processes and demonstrate technical and economic feasibility of the
system.
3.1.1 Fuel Performance Demonstration

The primary objectives of metal fuel performance demonstration are to demonstrate, through
irradiation of individual test assemblies and whole core loadings, the economic and safety
performance potential of metallic fuels, and to develop a technology data base, as required,
to support advanced reactor design and licensing processes. The demonstration includes the
fabrication of fresh fuel and components for irradiation in EBR-II and FFTF.
The basic physical properties of the ternary alloy IFR fuel and the fuel/cladding interactions
over a broad range of compositions and operating conditions are being established. Out-of20

reactor experiments are underway to establish the compatibility of the metal fuel with
advanced cladding materials, to characterize the distribution of the alloy elements within the
fuel, to measure the thermal and physical properties of the fuel, and to validate calculational
methods of modeling the fuel behavior.
The irradiation test program has included a comprehensive range of design and operating
parameters. The U-Pu-Zr fuel composition has been varied from 0 percent Pu to 28 percent
Pu with zirconium variations from 2 percent to 14 percent. Three cladding materials have
been used, including the two austenitic materials 316 and D9, and the ferritic/martensitic alloys
HT9 and HT9M. The plenum-to-fuel volume ratio, smear density, linear power, and fuel/cladding temperatures have covered a wide range. The maximum burnup achieved to date is
19.2 atom percent and, in general, the steady-state irradiation performance of the IFR fuel has
been excellent.
In order to generate a statistically significant data base with which to judge IFR fuel reliability,
the standard EBR-II driver fuel alloy, U-5Fs, has been steadily phased out even though fully
reliable to its 8 percent burnup goal level. The EBR-II core conversion is now complete, using
KM-III subassemblies with D9-clad, U-lOZr driver fuel and 316SS-clad, U-lOZr safety/control
rod fuel. The current KM-III driver fuel burnup goal of 10 percent has already been exceeded
on the first qualifications subassembly (16.4 percent burnup). A parallel effort to quality
HT9-clad, U-lOZr (MK-IV) fuel is underway and to date has achieved a maximum burnup of
9.6 percent. Soon, qualifications of Mark-V fuel (U-20Pu-10Zr/HT9) will begin to support
conversion of the EBR-II core to a fuel type which will be used for fuel cycle demonstration.
Irradiation testing in FFTF was initiated to demonstrate that the data base generated in the
shorter EBR-II core (34.3 cm core height) is directly applicable in gauging performance of
commercial LMR cores approximately three times this height. Irradiation of two 169-pin
FFTF fuel assemblies is now complete. The first test, consisting of D9-clad pins with U(0,8,19) Pu-lOZr fuel, was discharged after reaching its goal burnup of 10 atom percent. The
second test, consisting of a limited number of HT9-clad pins with U-lOZr fuel, was discharged
at 5 atom percent burnup. Neither test experienced fuel pin failure. Postirradiation examination results on the Ft'It -irradiated fuel show consistency with the EBR-II generated database.
Measurements of axial fuel growth, gas release fraction, and cladding diameter change were
consistent with extrapolation of short-element data. The axial fuel growth was slightly low (see
Figure 9). Follow-on tests of HT9-clad U-lOZr fuel pins are now under irradiation in FFTF
and have achieved a maximum burnup of 14.7 atom percent without breach. Unique instrumentation in the FFTF has confirmed the magnitude of axial growth expected in this metal
fuel.
Considerable effort is being placed on characterizing the thermal and physical properties of
the IFR fuel, in particular the swelling and axial growth of the fuel and the compatibility of
various fuel compositions with different cladding materials under operating conditions.
Anisotropic fuel swelling has been observed, with the degree of antisotropy a complex function
of burnup beyond the point of initial fuel/cladding contact, at about 2 percent burnup. The
compatibility of fuel and cladding alloys is being studied by a variety of means, including
differential thermal analysis diffusion couples with unirradiated materials, and temperature
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transient testing of segments of irradiated fuel elements or complete fuel elements. The latter
tests, up to moderately high burnup, have shown generally higher temperatures for fuel
cladding interaction than for those tests done with unirradiated samples. At high burnups the
fission products apparently influence the interaction to lower melting temperature. These
results are most likely a consequence of the complex interaction between fuel and cladding
under irradiation.
3.1.2 Safety Tests and Analysis
The overall objective of the IFR safety analysis task is to develop understanding of the
phenomenology which controls safety performance of the IFR metallic fuel, to provide the
experimental data to validate the unique safety features of the IFR, and to fully characterize
the safety features associated with the IFR concept. Primary activities are:
(l)To conduct analyses of reactor operational transients, anticipated-transient-without
scram (ATWS) events, and local faults to establish margins of safety for metal-fueled
IFRs.
(2) To conduct out-of-reactor tests on both unirradiated and irradiated fuel to establish key
fuel behavior data under upset conditions.
(3) To conduct TREAT tests to establish the margins to failure for metal fuel and validate
the modelling and analysis of the transient behavior of metallic fuel under severe
accident conditions.
(4) To conduct analyses to demonstrate the safety margin of metallic fuel for a wide range
of reactor sizes and to apply the analyses to the reference reactor concept.
Following the strikingly successful Inherent Safety Demonstration test series conducted at
EBR-II in 1986, a wide range of design basis accidents (including anticipated, unlikely and
some extremely unlikely transients) have been evaluated for the IFR concept. These events
are found to lead to consequences well within conservatively interpreted acceptance
guidelines. The improved passive safety capability of the pool configuration and the improved
reactivity feedback response of metal fuel lead to the availability of large design margins of
safety. In pool systems, the large primary system heat capacity buffers the primary system so
that no reactor scram is required for any combination of balance-of-plant (BOP) faults. In the
metal-fueled IFR, the reactivity decrement associated with changing power level is small as
compared to oxide-fueled reactors. These basic characteristics and the availability of large
margins are being exploited to develop simplifications in the plant protection system (PPS)
and plant control system (PCS) configurations, leading to the emergence of a new optimum
control strategy that could reduce event frequencies and scram demands to provide robustness
with respect to human error in maintenance or control.
The EBR-II PCS has been substantially automated so as to support further inherent safety
demonstrations in EBR-II, to be conducted with the full IFR core in place. The reactor is
serving as a test bed for advanced control and diagnostic system technology, and a number of
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advanced diagnostic systems are now in place or in testing, including means to nonintrusively
monitor the inherent feedbacks which provide passive safety response. These systems are
providing highly useful in monitoring safety margins and in providing operating simplicity and
flexibility.
In the program to understand metallic fuel performance under severe accident conditions,
while no further TREAT tests have been performed during the past year, analyses of previous
tests with metal fuel have been completed which show that transient heating of this fuel under
accidents conditions produces cladding loadings which are dominated by the plenum pressure.
The similarity of the thermal expansion of fuel and cladding, and the compliant nature of the
porous fuel lead to negligible fuel-cladding mechanical interaction (FCMI) damage of the
cladding. Although the FCMI stresses in the cladding may be significantly early in the
transient, little plastic strain accumulates before fuel creep relaxes the cladding loading to a
hydrostatic state that follows the transient increase in plenum pressure.
Should the accident sequence proceed to fuel melting, the high fuel porosity with entrained
gas retention in the open porosity and a small decrease in fuel density upon melting lead to
little pressurization of the pin prior to the time that the fuel melt zone extends to the top of
the fuel column. This allows molten fuel to expand under the porosity-entrained gas pressure
into the plenum region. Besides delaying fuel failure (to about four times normal power as
measured in a number of TREAT 8-second period overpower transients), this molten fuel
extrusion can provide a significance source of negative reactivity feedback. Once clad failure
does occur, that same entrained fission gas pressure leads to a dramatic dispersion of the
liquid-phase fuel through the breach and out of the pin bundle.
Current activities in the severe accident domain are addressed at translating these understandings of phenomenology into their resultant safety implications and in capturing this
phenomenology in disruption models for the SAS4A severe accident analysis code.
3.13 Pyroprocess Development
A key element of the IFR concept is its unique fuel cycle, based on a combination of
pyrometallurgical and electrochemical processing, or "pyroprocessing". This element of the
IFR Program deals with the development of a compact process for recovering uranium,
plutonium, and other transuranic elements from the irradiated metallic core fuel and blanket
materials, for separating fission products from the actinides, and for re-enriching the core fuel
with plutonium bred in the blanket. To accomplish this, major development efforts are
directed toward flowsheet and process chemistry development, process equipment development, and engineering-scale demonstration of the pyroprocess, including waste
treatment/management.
The process is illustrated in Figure 10. The first step in the electrorefining process for
separation and recovery of actinides consists of the batch dissolution of chopped fuel element
segments. With the electrorefining cell operating at a temperature of 500 degrees C, an
oxidant, CdCte, is added to convert most of the actinides, the sodium from the fuel element
thermal bond, and active fission product metals to their chlorides, which are dissolved in the
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electrorefiner electrolyte, a mixture of LiCl and KC1. The remaining fuel is then anodically
dissolved. A potential is then applied between the electrorefining cell anode and a solid
cathode suspended in the electrolyte salt. Uranium is electrotransported to the cathode and
adheres as a dendritic deposit (Figure 11). The electronegative fission products (noble metals,
transition metals, and some rare earths) remain in the electrolyte salt. When an appropriate
concentration of plutoniumis achieved in the electrolyte, special liquid cadmium cathodes are
installed in the electrolyte and the plutonium and remaining actinides, including an approximately equal amount of uranium, are deposited on the cadmium cathode.
The cathode deposits are removed from the electrorefiner cell at the completion of the
deposition process. Any occluded salt and cadmium is separated from the actinides by
retorting, and the uranium and U-Pu-TRU products are consolidated by melting. The
consolidated fuel material ingots are then transferred to the injection casting system for
fabrication of fuel rods.
The metallic fission products, contained in the cadmium pool at the bottom of the
electrorefiner, are separated by first drawing off the bulk of the cadmium and then retorting
and recovering the cadmium for recycle to the electorefiner. Any insolubles such as oxides or
carbides (e.g., ZrC) are removed from the liquid cadmium by filtration. The metallic fission
products and insolubles, together with the cladding hull segments are then immobilized in a
metal matrix using a material such as copper (other candidate matrix materials are also under
investigation), creating a stable waste form for geologic disposal.
The electrolyte salt is periodically withdrawn and treated to recover any trace uranium and
TRU elements. The treated salt, a non-TRU waste material, is then immobilized by infiltration through a zeolite column where the fission product cations are sorted by a highly effective
ion exchange reaction. Salt molecules are also sorted by occlusion in the molecular cage of
the zeolite. The waste-bearing zeolite is then consolidated into a solid monolithic form by
hotpressing, producing a suitable waste form for geologic disposal.
Flowsheet variations are being tested with a laboratory-scale electrorefining apparatus, with
results being compared against calculations based on an electrochemcial model of the overall
process. Good agreement has been obtained between the measured and calculated compositions of the salt and metal phases. An engineering-scale version of the electrorefiner, capable
of handling cathode deposits of 10 kg, is being used for process development and system
optimization.
3.1.4 Fuel Cycle Demonstration

The objective of this program element is to verify the operability of the pyrometallurgical and
fabrication systems on a production scale and to quantify the economic potential of the IFR
metal fuel cycle. The comprehensive demonstration of all aspects of the fuel cycle under
conditions representative of future commercial practice will be carried out in the refurbished
Fuel Cycle Facility at the ANL-Idaho site over the period 1992-1995, using spent IFR fuel
discharged from the EBR-II reactor. This facility will provide complete fuel service to support
continued EBR-II operation. Modifications to the former Hot Fuel Examination Facility26
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South to include installation of full-scale IFR pyroprocessing unit operations are largely
complete; component checkout commenced in October 1991. The pyroprocessing demonstration will take place on a scale and at a throughput rate which facilitate a reliable economic
evaluation of the process. Once in full hot operation, about 60-90 EBR-II fuel subassemblies
will be processed per year. Unit operations to be demonstrated range from initial fuel
subassembly breakdown to final waste treatment and packaging for disposal. At this time, the
EBR-II complex (Figure 12) will then be in full operation as an IFR prototype, with fuel at
goal burnup levels and fuel being recycled (i.e. processed and refabricated) to the reactor in
a closed fuel cycle. The waste products will be processed and suitable disposal waste forms
will be developed and certified.
4. ALMR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

The objective of this program is to verify the performance, reliability and safety of the ALMR
design. The concept utilizes the wealth of safety and sodium components technology
developed for U.S. reactors, including EBR-II, FERMI, SEFOR, FFTF, and CRBRP. In
selected areas where innovations were introduced to further enhance the reactor and plant
safety, performance characteristics, reliability and availability, supplementary development
programs were initiated. Extensive use is made of the U.S. national laboratories and engineering test centers to establish the required data base.
Concurrent with the design development effort, the technology development is scheduled to
progress through phases of feasibility tests, key features tests, components and systems tests
to safety testing of a prototype reactor module. High emphasis is given to assuring the
structural integrity of components, to characterizing the reliability of safety components and
to establishing design margins and margins beyond the design basis, as required in support of
licensing reviews.
The program includes the demonstration of (1) the design adequacy of sodium components
such as the self-cooled electromagnetic pump, control drives, and ultimate shutdown system,
the in-vessel fuel transfer machine and the steam generator, (2) advanced instrumentation and
controls concepts, (3) advanced technologies such as seismic isolation, life extension of
structural materials, thermal-hydraulics simulation testing, (4) technologies for safety systems
including the reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system, passive reactor shutdown features and
the containment design, and backup, ceramic fuel (oxide) development.
A self-cooled electromagnetic pump is included in the ALMR design, consistent with the
approach to hermetically seal the reactor during operation. The objective of the development
program is to assure, with sufficient confidence, the lifetime goal of 30 years, and a performance capability to deliver 11,500 gpm at 115 psi using reactor sodium for waste heat removal.
This development is considered the logical next step in the development of sodium pumps.
The expected reduction in maintenance work was estimated to provide a two percent improvement in plant availability on a plant wide basis.
To accommodate the elevated temperatures associated with the use of reactor sodium as the
heat sink, electrical insulation materials have been developed which show excellent long-term
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insulation capability. Oven tests conducted with bar samples and coil show a consistent low
leakage current. A series of stator segment tests are being performed at Argonne National
Laboratory to verify the design adequacy of the stator segment, to evaluate fabrication
techniques and establish the design performance in terms of mechanical performance of the
coil restraint system. In the second testing phase, an improved coil constraint design was
demonstrated to adequately accommodate the total number of expected reactor startup and
shutdown cycles. In the Phase III test, the inner stator iron will be replaced by a second
concentric coil (double-stator design) which will reduce the maximum coil temperature and
enhance pump reliability and mechanical performance.
The advanced instruments and control program element includes the design, test, and performance demonstration of new, state-of-the-art instrumentation and control systems, such as for
radiation detection, sodium pressure and temperature measuring, automated plant control,
"smart" sensors and diagnostics, nondestructive testing and in-core neutron flux monitoring.
These will reduce plant cost and improve the licensability of advanced liquid metal reactors.
In the advanced instrumentation for the ALMR program, work continued on the HighTemperature, High-Sensitivity Fission Counter (HTHSFC). The HTHSFC was operated
successfully at 540 degrees C for 500 hours. The HTHSFC will be disassembled to determine
any effects on the components and this information will be used to improve the design.
Work also continued on the long-term task of providing for testing and validation of advanced
control system designs by simulation, with emphasis on development of an intelligent supervisory control system which focuses on investment protection, high availability and reduced
operator workload. System feature fault diagnostics, response to equipment failures, and
mixed automatic and manual operation were successfully demonstrated. The supervisory
control system utilizes advanced computing techniques to meet the high levels of automation
desired for the ALMR. Lessons learned and techniques developed by this activity will be
applied to the advanced controls program demonstration products.
Seismic isolation is included in the ALMR to decouple the reactor and its safety equipment
from potentially damaging ground motions. Flexible isolation elements with high vertical and
low horizontal stiffness are used between the building basemat and the superstructure to
transform high energy seismic input motions into harmonic response cycles, with significantly
reduced accelerations. This approach is very well suited for the low pressure liquid metal
reactor system which has thin-walled components and structures. Some of these components
are flexible in horizontal direction and reduced accelerations lead to reduced stresses and
displacements, or enhanced safety margins. The objective of the technology program is to
demonstrate that the seismic isolation elements perform during earthquakes as designed, with
a high reliability throughout the 60-year design life.
A testing program of various size seismic isolation bearings indicated that a consistently high
horizontal displacement capability can be achieved and the bearings have substantial margins
for accommodating earthquakes beyond the safe shutdown earthquake. Seismic isolation
technology is relatively new to nuclear power plants and has been only used in a special and
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limited applications. However, the general technology is well understood and the application
of seismic isolation to buildings with sensitive contents is rapidly expanding.
The transport of heat from the reactor sodium systems to the conventional steam systems is a
critical process in the system. Several types of sodium heated steam generators have been
developed and tested in the U.S. program including the helical coil steam generator, the
hockey-stick on J-tube, and the double wall tube steam generator. The ALMR program has
selected the helical coil steam generator for the reference design because of expected advantages of this design related to capital cost and reliability. The objectives of the development
program are to develop and qualify the steam generator for a cost target of $75/KWe, a high
reliability (failure rate of < 10 per unit year) and a long lifetime (60 years). The initial phase
of performance testing of a 76MW helical coil steam generator unit was successfully completed
at the Energy Technology Engineering Center and post-test estimation, which include water
and sodium side inspections and the cutting and plugging of a tube section, are in progress.
Research and development is also directed at determining the performance of major auxiliary
systems, including fuel handling, in-service inspection, sodium leak detection, and remote
maintenance. Sufficient test and design verification data are needed so these systems can be
clearly specified and accurately costed. R&D is directed at those critical features that differ
significantly from FFTF or EBR-II operating systems and that offer potential for significant
future cost savings, improved reliability, and/or increases in plant availability.
The backup, ceramic fuel (oxide) Core Demonstration Experiment (CDE) fuel tests continue
to lead the world in burnup in the FFTF. Most of the fuel assemblies and all of the blankets
were discharged from the core in April 1990 after achieving the desired design requirements.
However, five fuel tests remain in-core. A CDE lead test has been in the reactor for
1506 EFPD as of the beginning of March 1992 and has attained a burnup of 229 MWd/MTM
andafastfluenceof3.6xlO 3 n/cm . A second lead CDE assembly and the highest remaining
burnup assembly have burnup levels in excess of 219 MWd/MTM. Two low power assemblies
located at the periphery of the core have both exceeded 106 MWd/MTM.
Development of oxide fuel cycle technologies has continued in the Consolidated Fuel
Reprocessing Program (CFRP) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The technologies developed have spanned a full range of reprocessing functions from receipt, handling,
and storage of spent fuel assemblies through waste treatment and packaging. Both mechanical
(fuel disassembly and shearing) and chemical processes have been developed.
Some of the fuel cycle facility technologies developed through the CFRP are currently being
transferred to the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) in
Japan, to be applied in the Recycle Equipment Test Facility (RETF). This is being done
through an international collaborative agreement between the Department of Energy and
PNC which is jointly funded. Additionally, both France and Great Britain have interest in
specific elements of the technology through other international exchange agreements.
The goal of the DOE/PNC program is continued development of fuel cycle technologies and
technical support of the RETF in Japan. Each piece of equipment in the RETF will be
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prototypical of those in a future FBR fuel recycle pilot plant in Japan and will provide a valid
technology demonstration under hot operating conditions.
One of the early objectives DOE established for the CFRP was to develop advanced technology which would substantially increase the overall availability (on-line time) of reprocessing
facilities. Increased availability would allow annual throughput criteria to be met with smaller,
less costly, hot-cell facilities and processes. This led to development of new technologies for
remote operations, remote maintenance systems, remotely operable and maintainable in-cell
equipment, in-cell equipment reliability, space-efficient in-cell equipment arrangements,
hot-cell layouts, and facility layouts.
Much of these technologies are generally applicable to large hot-cell facility operations and
can be applied beneficially regardless of the basis used for processing operations. Areas of
technology which are generally applicable are:
• Mechanical head-end operations (remote fuel handling, storage, disassembly, and shearing).
• Design of in-cell equipment for remote maintenance.
• In-cell equipment layout/arrangement.
• In-cell remote maintenance systems.
• In-cell viewing systems.
• In-cell microwave signal transmission.
• In-cell process instrumentation/controls.
• In-cell inert atmosphere ventilation system control.
• Waste treatment, packaging, and assay.
• Radiation-resistant components/equipment.
• Improved safeguards utilizing process instrumentation.
• Reliability, availability, and maintainability.
ORNL has pioneered and developed the concept of totally remote operation and maintenance
of mechanical and chemical process equipment in large hot-cell facilities. This technology has
been demonstrated and tested in cold facilities and has been a key element in conceptual
design studies of facility for evaluation of liquid metal reactor fuel cycles, and for design of the
FETF in Japan.
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Many of the concepts jointly developed by the CFRP and PNC are being incorporated into
the reference design of the RETF. Hot testing of these concepts under prototypical conditions
will provide the basis for a proven reprocessing facility with low capital and operating costs,
minimal personnel exposure, improved effluent control, and increased safety and safeguardability. Major DOE developed components/systems currently under cold testing and
evaluation include a laser disassembly machine, a rotary dissolver, and centrifugal contactors
for separations.
ORNL developed a remote maintenance system based on a mobile, highly dexterous, remotely
maintainable, servomanipulator and television viewing. This system, the Advanced Integrated
Maintenance System (AIMS), is well tested, demonstrated, and is being used today to support
activities within the DOE and other federal agencies. The AIMS technology, as well as that
of supporting systems, can be applied to Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) fuel processing facilities.
Since the original objective of this technology was to improve in-cell maintenance, and thus
plant availability, this same benefit also applies to the IFR.
5. TEST FACILITIES
The major facilities advancing the LMR effort are located at three sites within the United
States:
• Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W), Idaho Falls, Idaho
• Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC), Richland, Washington
• Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), Santa Susana, California
In addition to the above facilities, the program utilizes other facilities for advanced reactor
R&D. One of the more prominent of these facilities is the Integrated Equipment Test (IET)
facility at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The IET provides a key capability in fuel
reprocessing technology and is used in a number of international collaborative efforts.
5.1 Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W)
The ANL-W site is the technology center for the U.S. metal fuel development program, for
reactor operations, for metal fuel reprocessing and refabrication, and for waste treatment
demonstrations verifying the closed metal fuel cycle. The facilities are described below.
5.1.1 Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II)
EBR-II, a metal fueled liquid metal reactor (LMR) power plant, has been in continuous
operation since 1964. In 1990, it achieved a plant capacity factor of 71.6 percent. The original
mission of EBR-II was that of a complete pilot plant for proving the liquid metal fast breeder
reactor (LMFBR) system. The reactor, in conjunction with the adjacent Fuel Cycle Facility,
demonstrated the concept of a fast breeder power plant with an integral fuel cycle. During
1968-69, with the successful completion of the original mission, a substantial modification
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program was initiated to convert the EBR-II reactor into a fast reactor test facility, and also
modify the Fuel Cycle Facility for examination capability.
EBR-IFs long and successful operating history provides an important source of information
on the long-term reliability of LMRs. Major programs being conducted in EBR-II include
metal fuel irradiation testing and demonstrating the inherently safe response of a metal fueled,
pool LMR to plant upsets. EBR-II also serves as an important test bed for key features of
innovative LMR designs, such as flexible pipe joints, improved materials and instrument and
control system improvements. Other major tests currently being conducted include those to
determine the efforts of running beyond-cladding breach, and response of oxide fuel to
operational transients in a joint U.S./Japanese program.
The As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) approach to radiation exposure combined
with other EBR-II attributes has resulted in collective man-rem exposures two orders of
magnitude less than for commercial power, light water reactors.
The future utilization of EBR-II includes continued support of the IFR development and metal
fuel performance demonstration program, completion of the Phase II U.S./Japanese program
of oxide fuel operational reliability testing, and irradiation testing of fuels and other materials
for the space and defense power program.
5.1.2 Zero Power Physics Reactor (ZPPR)
The ZPPR is an experimental critical facility in which different reactor core designs can be
mocked-up, operated at a low power, and characterized according to the physics properties of
the core and surrounding regions. The ZPPR provides experimental physics data for the
design of fast reactor demonstration plants and large fast reactor central-station power plants.
Operational and design parameters such as critical mass, control rod worth, power-generation
distribution, breeding-blanket effectiveness, and neutron flux on support structures are
measured for configurations that exactly duplicate the neutronics of the proposed design. Also
measured and confirmed are safety-related parameters fundamental to the demonstration of
a safe design, such as the Doppler coefficient and the sodium-void coefficient.
5.13 Transient Reactor Test Facility
The TREAT reactor is an air-cooled, thermal, heterogeneous reactor used to simulate
postulated reactor transients and transient undercooling events. The primary mission of the
TREAT reactor is to conduct safety-related tests in support of the Liquid Metal Reactor
program. Tests include overpower transient tests on fuels to determine fuel dynamic behavior
during reactor excursions, overpower transient tests to investigate fuel-coolant interaction
phenomena, steady-state power tests with loss-of-flow to investigate coolant expulsion and
related phenomena, and combinations of loss-of-flow and transient-overpower tests. TREAT
also provides neutron radiography services for experimental fuel irradiation programs and
other experiments.
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5.1.4 Hot Fuel Examination Facility (HFEF)

The HFEF consists of an air-atmosphere and an argon-atmospheric hot cell, which provides
capabilities for remote assembly and disassembly of irradiated subassemblies and loops, and
for examination of fuel elements and material specimens. The HFEF examination capabilities
include precision gamma-scanning profilometry and other dimensional measures, weight
determinations, metallography, photographic and visual observations, eddy current and
ultrasonic nondestructive testing, and neutron radiography.
5.1.5 Fuel Cycle Facility (FCF)

The previously designated HFEF-South facility consisting of an air-atmospheric and an
argon-atmospheric cell is currently being modified to provide for the development and
demonstration of IFR metal fuel pyroprocessing and waste processing technology.
52 Westinghouse Handford Company (WHC)

The WHC facility at Hanford continues to serve as an irradiation testing center for LMRs,
fusion, isotope production, space and defense power systems, and cooperative international
programs. Newly redeveloped facilities are being prepared in support of the ALMR program
in facilities originally used for testing components for the FFTF. The key facilities used for
LMR development are described below.
5.2.1 Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)

The Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) is a Class A Nuclear Reactor and has operated in
conformance and compliance with Department of Energy (DOE) requirements. The FFTF
completed over 10 years of basically "flawless" operation (Figure 13 and Figure 14) confirming
the design assumptions and material performance of mixed oxide fuel, sodium reactor systems
and the overall safety and robustness of the modern Liquid Metal Power Reactor. Advanced
core materials have also been developed and tested at the FFTF. Most notable among these
has been the ferritic steel alloy HT9 which has been irradiated to ultra-high neutron fluence
levels with little or no neutron induced swelling and which has been selected for use in the
U.S. ALMR (Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor). FFTF also conducts experiments for the
development of the fusion reactor. A special test zone in the FFTF core allows the continuous
monitoring of tritium production occurring in fusion reactor blanket materials for a variety of
irradiation and thermal conditions.
The FFTF completed Cycle 11 in March 1991, accumulating a total of 416.1 equivalent
full-power days (EFPD) in four subcycles. Cycle 12B operation started in November 1991.
As of the end of February 1992, FFTF had achieved 2212 EFPD since the beginning of
operation in 1980. During this time there has been only one fuel pin from all of the standard
driver fuel assemblies that has developed a leak.
Efforts to find significant private sector and international funding to offset the operating cost
of the FFTF have not been successful. However, recent developments have raised the
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possibility of future Department of Energy missions for FFTF. Even if the potential missions
under consideration for FFTF should materialize, FFTF operation would not be necessary
prior to 1996. Accordingly, the Department commenced on April 1, 1992, bringing FFTF to
an appropriate standby status. The Department will make arrangements for completion of
existing experiments in FFTF at an alternate location.
5.2.2 Fuel and Materials Examination Facility (FMEF)
The FMEF is a modern facility originally designed and built as a fuels and materials examination facility and modified to provide the capability for LMR fuel fabrication and plutonium or
higher actinide storage. The facility has never been fully activated although it met the latest
design, safety, environmental compliance, and safeguards standards.
5.2.3 High Temperature Sodium Facility (HTSF)
The HTSF is the process of being newly reactivated after several years of non-use. Several
ALMR activities are being considered for testing in this facility. Planning meetings are being
held to define the best use of this facility.
5.3 Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC)
The ETEC provides testing capabilities for developmental hardware, software and instrumentation in non-nuclear environments. Due to reduced utilization in programs sponsored by the
Office of Nuclear Energy, consideration is being given to phasing out Nuclear Energy activities
commencing in U.S. FY 1994. Key facilities are described below:
53.1 The Sodium Component Test Installation (SCTI)
The Sodium Components Test Installation (SCTI) is a 70 megawatt (thermal) test facility that
is used primarily for steam generator tests. The sodium heat transport system contains two
35 megawatt (thermal), natural gas-fired sodium heaters, an 8000 gpm main circulating pump,
and supporting services for steady state and transient test operations. SCTI includes a
70 megawatt steam and feedwater system which permits once-through or recirculating operation of test steam generators or tests of other high temperature, high pressure steam and water
systems. The principal operating mode entails delivery of steam to the turbine of the Power
Pak cogenerating system for production of 25.5 megawatts of electricity for distribution to the
Southern California Edison power grid. The SCTI can be operated independently of Power
Pak, particularly for the performance of severe transient tests; these transients would not be
prudent to perform in a nuclear facility, but are safely performed in the SCTI, which has been
designed for this purpose. The facility currently utilizes three separate test positions for steam
generators.
53.2 The Sodium Pump Test Facility (SPTF)
SPTF was designed primarily for large sodium pump testing and the concurrent testing of large
sodium flowmeters. The facility has a flow capacity of 100,000 gpm at 210 psig developed head
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and 1100 degrees Fahrenheit. The system has a turndown capacity to less than 100 gpm.
Electric power is available for motor drives up to 15,000 hp. The system includes two test
stands for large pumps and is designed to produce strong upramp or downramp thermal
transients during pump operation.
5 3 3 The Transient Test Facility (TTF)
TTF is used to simulate the effects of process fluid transient temperatures and seismic and
steady state mechanical loadings on plant components and piping systems. Simulations for hot
water liquid metal slurries and molten salts can be achieved by directing hot or cold highvelocity inert gas through thermally preconditioned test articles. TTF also contains a large
hydraulic loading structure mounted on a massive, steel-reinforced, concrete base, which
permits simultaneous mechanical and thermal stress testing of components up to 32 by 40 by
25 feet. The TTF complex also includes the Fragility Test System (FTS) and the Seismic
Isolation Test Fixture (SITF). The FTS uses TTFs 500,000 lb. seismic mass, which is set in
bedrock, as a base for high-level seismic failure (fragility) testing of piping systems and
components, a synchronous, four-table hydraulic shaker system can provide accelerations up
to 30G. The SITF is a test bed designed and constructed to simulate earthquake effects on
large, flexible bearings that can isolate reactor and non-reactor components, systems and
buildings and other structures from such effects. The TTF is designed to be able to test-tofailure in each of its operating modes.
5.3.4 The Steam Accumulator Blowdown Evaluation Rig (SABER)

SABER is used to evaluate large nuclear and fossil fired steam power plant equipment in a
blowdown mode. Steam flow rate in excess of 10 million pounds per hour can be developed.
Dry or wet steam can be used at pressures to 500 psi, with higher pressures available. Test
article reaction loads can be accommodated to one million pounds, with built-in steam
quenching and fast-acting control valve capabilities. Types of testing that can be accommodated include acceptance, qualification, design development, off-design performance,
noise and vibration, and failure testing.
6. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

The United States has been a strong advocate of international cooperation within the fast
reactor development program. Department of Energy cooperative activities with the other
nations within the International Working Group for Fast Reactors dates back to 1969, and
over the ensuing years the extent of cooperation has increased. Even the 1983 shift in the U.S.
development direction, from large, oxide-fueled reactors to small, metal-fueled ones and from
aqueous fuel reprocessing to pyroprocessing, did not lessen our international cooperation.
The even more recent U.S. emphasis on using fast reactors for actinide recycle is anticipated
to further enhance collaboration.
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6.1 U.S./Japan Activities
Cooperation with Japan in liquid metal reactor technology continues to be the most active
international program. This cooperation covers nearly all aspects of the fuel cycle and focuses
on the recognized, critical problems with, and obstacles to, the eventual deployment of fast
reactors. Agreements exist with the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, the Japan Atomic Power Company, and the Central Research Institute of Electric Power
Industry. The topics of cooperation include fuel operational reliability testing, oxide fuel
reprocessing, double wall tube steam generator testing, and metal fuel pyroprocessing.
6.2 U.S./European Activities
The U.S. continues to exchange technology with the member countries of the European fast
reactor program, the United Kingdom, France, and Germany. Key interest lies in the comparison of the U.S. liquid metal reactor concept with the European concept. In-depth
exchanges have been conducted on the economic bases and the safety criteria and approaches.
7. CONCLUSION
The United States is continuing its development of advanced liquid metal reactors, including
the concept of recycling both the actmides emanating from these reactors and from our
commercial light water reactors. The possible synergism between fast and thermal spectrum
reactor fuel cycles as a means of enhancing waste management by decreasing toxicity of buried
materials continues to receive attention for future commercialization. For the near term,
however, light water reactors of the evolutionary and advanced (passive safe) designs are
expected to provide whatever new nuclear capacity is added to the U.S. grid. Of even more
immediate usefulness to the U.S. electrical generating capacity is the planned life extension
(by 20 years) regulatory process for existing nuclear plants.
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1. BACKGROUND TO THE REVIEW
Total energy consumption in the UK in 1991 was 351.6 million tonnes of coal or coal equivalent (206.8
million tonnes of oil or oil equivalent), an increase of 2.1% on 1990. This is made up as follows:
petroleum 34.1%, coal 30.6%, natural gas 25.5%, nuclear electricity 7.2%, free-flow hydroelectricity (ie
excluding generation from pumped storage systems) 0.7% and imported electricity 1.9%.
Nuclear electricity accounted for 19.5% of the total electricity consumption (from public supply systems') of
about 300 TWh.
Privatisation of the Electricity Supply Industry (ESI), which had been started in England and Wales in
November 1990 with the privatisation of the twelve regional supply companies, and been continued in March
1991 with the privatisation of National Power pic and PowerGen pic, was completed with the privatisation
of the two vertically-integrated Scottish non-nuclear utilities, Scottish Power pic and Scottish Hydro-Electric
pic, in June 1991. The nuclear utilities, Nuclear Electric pic in England and Wales and Scottish Nuclear pic,
remain in state ownership.
Nuclear Electric reported excellent financial results for its first full year of commercial operation in July
1991. On a turnover of £2.2 billion, the company returned an operating profit of £326 million, about 44%
up on the profit levels of the year before when the company was a division of the Central Electricity Generating
Board. Output of electricity during the financial year was 45 TWh, with almost equal contributions being
made by the seven Magnox stations and the five AGR stations. The Magnox stations increased output by
about 8%, and the AGR stations by almost 4%, during the year. Construction of the Sizewell B PWR station
continued to run ahead of schedule and within cost estimates.
Since publication of their first annual report, Nuclear Electric's profits and performance continued to improve
in the first six months of the current financial year, with operating profits up 50% and output up 13% on the
corresponding period last year. Nuclear Electric's Magnox stations at Bradwell (commissioned in 1962),
Dungeness A (1965-6), Sizewell A (1966) and Hinkley Point A (1965) have now been cleared to continue
operation by the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (Nil), subject to continued monitoring of the steel pressure
vessels and operation of two of the stations (Dungeness and Sizewell) under more restrictive start-up
conditions. The case for extended operation of the Trawsfynydd Magnox station, from which tests on pressure
vessel monitoring samples have shown rather more embrittlement than expected, is still under review. The
Oldbury and Wylfa Magnox stations are unaffected by such problems as they have concrete pressure vessels.
Of particular note during the year was the establishment by the Oldbury 1 Magnox unit (commissioned in
1967) of a new world record for continuous operation - 713 days 21 hours and 30 minutes. The previous
world record of about 700 days was held by the Hinkley Point A station.
Scottish Nuclear also announced its first year results. A total of 12.2 TWh of electricity was generated, with
the Hunterston B AGRs passing the lifetime generation milestone of 50 TWh - the first AGR station to do so
- with an annual load factor of 90.4%. Scottish Nuclear returned an operating profit of £42.9 million on sales
of £423 million from its Hunterston B and Torness AGR stations.
British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) increased its profit by £11 million on static turnover and with a slight
reduction of export sales in the 1990-91 financial year. BNFL completed renovation work on its Calder Hall
and Chapelcross Magnox stations necessary to continue operation to at least 40 years from their commissioning dates - 1966 and 1969, respectively. Both Calder Hall and Chapelcross returned annual capacity load
factors in excess of 80%, and'the lifetime capacity factor for Calder Hall, the oldest grid-linked nuclear station
in the world, is still over 93%. BNFL officially opened its new high-level radwaste vitrification plant, built
at a cost of £240 million, at Sellafield. Commissioning of THORP (the Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant)
at Sellafield continues on schedule for operation later in 1992. The BNFL/AEA Technology partnership
which is constructing an 8-tonne/year MOX fuel fabrication facility at Windscale for operation early in 1993,
announced its first order - from the Beznau 1 reactor in Switzerland. BNFL's Sellafield Visitor Centre
continues to be the UK's most successful industrial tourist attraction with over 125,000 visitors in 1991.

The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) - now operating as AEA Technology - reported
a significant increase in operating profit. The four nuclear businesses of AEA Technology (AEA Reactor
Services, AEA Fuel Services, AEA Decommissioning and Radwaste and AEA Fusion) - there are also
five non-nuclear businesses - all continued their successful activities.
AEA Reactor Services acquired a controlling interest in a US specialist engineering company, O'Donnell Inc,
of Pittsburgh, Penn. The new company, known as AEA-O'Donnell Inc, will provide reviews of the behaviour
of existing and future reactor systems, reviews of performance, and structural integrity and failure analyses.
Some services will also be offered to utilities operating conventional fossil-fired generating plant and to the
petrochemical industry. AEA Reactor Services' contributions to the R&D programme supporting the design
of the European Fast Reactor (EFR) are, as in previous years, reported within a coordinated CEA-KfKSiemens-UKAEA report.
The Joint European Torus (JET), which is a collaborative venture involving the European Community,
Switzerland and Sweden and is hosted by the UK Government on a site close to AEA Fusion's Culham
laboratory, produced between 1.5 and 2 MW of power in the first major fusion experiment using a
tritium-deuterium plasma, on 9 November 1991. The peak pulse lasted for about 2 seconds. The first
experiment used 10-20% tritium and further experiments working up to 50:50 mixtures of tritium and
deuterium are planned in a programme extending to 1996.
Following two years of geological and other investigations at Sellafield and Dounreay, UK Nirex Ltd, which
is responsible for the development of the UK's underground repository for low level and intermediate level
radwaste, selected Sellafield as its preferred site. The principal factor influencing the choice was the
generation of about 60% of the material to be stored by BNFL's Sellafield operations. A repository capable
of holding some 2.5 million cubic metres of waste is planned. Construction is expected to begin in 1995,
with the first four (of 24) caverns planned to be ready for use in 2005.
On 25 March 1991, the governments of France, the UK, Belgium and Germany made a joint declaration
asserting their commitment to safe nuclear power as an important and appropriate future energy source for
Western Europe and the world. They expressed their intention to strengthen ties between their nuclear
organisations and to further harmonise nuclear generation, safety and radwaste management policies and
practices.
On 24 September the French and UK governments announced their intention to join Germany (and the US,
Canada and Australia) in insisting on full-scope safeguards as a pre-requisite for all exports of nuclear
material, equipment and technology.
Overall, the UK nuclear industry has been deferring longer-term plans following the announcement, in 1990,
that the UK government intended to undertake a comprehensive review of nuclear power needs in 1994. At
the time of writing, subsequent announcements of any changes in policy by incoming Ministers following
the General Election on 9 April are awaited.
The Nuclear Utilities Chairmen's Group (NUCG, involving Nuclear Electric, Scottish Nuclear, BNFL and
the UKAEA) presented to the Secretary of State for Energy their view that a review of the UK fast reactor
programme is timely, following this with a plan for funding the operation of PFR for three years beyond the
date (31 March 1994) when Department of Energy support funding will end. (The continued operation of
PFR would use SNR-300 fuel, generously offered by SBFC) The hoped-for early resolution of the PFR
operations issue was deferred following announcement of the date of the General Election.
As in previous years, the technical part of the UK's 1991 Report to the IWGFR is principally concerned with
progress with the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) and its associated fuel reprocessing plant and with some
aspects of international cooperation on fast reactors.

2. PROGRESS WITH THE PROTOTYPE FAST REACTOR
2.1 HIGHLIGHTS
The total gross electrical generation"for 1991 was 34,767 MWd, equivalent to an annual load factor of 41.6%.
The principal factor depressing the load factor figure was an ingress of lubricating oil from a bearing on
primary sodium pump 2 into the primary coolant on 29 June which led to the station being out of service fry
the remaining six months of the year. During the period January to June, the monthly load factors were
87.4%, 89.0%, 97.2%, 45.8%, 51.2% and 91.0%, an average of 76.9% for the first half of the year. Figure 1
illustrates the station's operating history for the year.
There were 5 trips and 2 controlled shutdowns (one of the latter at the end of Run 23) during the year. The
PFR operators' total radiation dose for 1991 was 298 mSv.
2.2

NOTES ON REACTOR OPERATING EXPERIENCE DURING 1991

At the end of 1990, having been given consent to start up by the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate in
November, PFR had been operating with a gross electrical output in excess of 240 MWe since 13 December.
The station continued to operate at high power until 17 January 1991 when a station trip was initiated by a
high water level in a DC feed heater. The 'turbine run' had lasted 38 days and was the fifth most productive
and the ninth longest in the life of the station.
Immediately following the trip, work was put in hand to try to resolve a developing problem with the
lubricating oil seal system on a bearing in primary sodium pump 2. To gain access, the reactor gas blanket
had to be depressurised. The work was completed expeditiously and the station returned to electrical
generation on 19 January with gross generation above 240 MWe being reached on 21 January.
Generation was reduced on 4 February when a fault developed on one of the high pressure (HP) feed heaters,
and the heater system had to be taken out of service. The maximum gross generation with the HP heater out
of service was 230 MWe.
A transient in the DC heater system occurred during a routine operation to remove a candle filter, initiating
a station trip, on 15 February. During the subsequent outage, the opportunity was taken to repair the fault in
the HP heater system. The station was returned to generation on 16 February and, with the HP heater back
in service, gross generation above 240 MWe was reached on 19 February.
Generation remained at this level until 13 April when another station trip occurred due to a high water level
in a DC feed heater. In this case the trip was caused by a transient in the feed heater system while carrying
out an end-of-run experimental programme (power coefficient measurements and exercising of the absorber
over their full stroke). The station was returned to high power operation on 14 April to allow the experimental
programme to be completed, and the station was then shut down two days later for Reload 22.
Run 24 officially started when the reactor was taken critical on 6 May, but the start of electrical generation
had to be delayed until 10 May because of the need to clean the magnet face of a shut-off rod and to fit a new
shaft to the steam inlet valve on the superheater of steam generator unit 1.
Gross electrical output had reached 226 MWe by 12 May when a steam/water leak associated with the turbine
blowdown vessel occurred. A controlled shutdown was carried out on 13 May to allow repairs to be carried
out.
The station was returned to electrical generation on 16 May and was operating at a gross output in excess of
240 MWe, when the station tripped on 20 May as a result of maintenance work affecting the control system
of the feed regulator vale on steam generator unit 2. The station was returned to electrical generation within
12 hours of the trip on 20 May, and gross generation was in excess of 240 MWe until 29 June when the reactor
was manually tripped following observation of overheating on the top bearing of primary sodium pump 2.

(The 'turbine run' from 20 May to 29 June was the tenth largest and fourth most productive continuous run
in PFR's history.) Remedial work was expected to take more than a week and, with the shutdown for
Reload 24 scheduled for 12 July it was decided to advance the shutdown and to begin preparatory work for
the planned refuelling and annual maintenance.
It soon became clear that a significant quantity of oil (possibly up to 35 litres) had been lost from the primary
pump bearing and had entered the primary sodium circuit. Replacement of the pump bearing and cleaning
of the primary sodium would be required before the reactor could return to power. To clean the primary
sodium, it was necessary to rebuild the cold trap loop, which required procurement of a new basket, which
was installed early in November. The impurity burden in the primary circuit could be monitored through the
plugging temperature of coolant within the cold trap. When clean-up began this was 225°C but reduced
steadily to below 170cC by the end of the year, when the primary circuit was temperature cycled up to 420°C
and then back to 310°C. This caused the plugging temperature to rise to 180°C, but a further phase of clean-up
which reduced the plugging temperature to 150cC was completed by the end of January 1992.
The top bearing of primary sodium pump 2 was replaced in September and the pump was successfully run-in
at half speed in early November, but when full speed tests were attempted, these had to be stopped as a result
of high pressure in the oil drains tank - over five times the corresponding pressure on primary sodium pump 3.
Further tests showed that the flow route from the bottom bearing and out through the pump case was restricted.
Variations in pump speed cleared the blockage, which is believed to have been caused by oil degradation
products.
Further suspicions of deposition of oil degradation products arose from observations that just before the
shutdown on 29 June there had been indications of temperature increases in a number of core sub-assemblies,
suggesting reduction of coolant flow through the inlet filters.
Attention therefore turned to the primary pump filters and it has been decided, as a precautionary measure
to examine all three of these, as well as some of the core sub-assembly filters, to check their condition.
Removal of the pump filters is a major task never before attempted and further operation of PFR will be
delayed for some months until this work is completed.
In parallel with this work on the primary sodium circuit and the pump, it was also discovered during routine
inspection that a further series of repairs were required to a steam generator vessel. These, and the scheduled
refuelling and planned maintenance, were all completed by November, and reassurance of the Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate that the oil ingress problem has been satisfactorily dealt with is now the principal
task.
When PFR was first licensed by the Nil in 1990 it was recommended that a device should be installed in the
primary vessel to monitor the position, relative to the reactor roof, of the top of a neutron shield rod, any
change in this position being an indicator of incipient failure of the core support structure. This device was
installed in December 1991.

3. PROGRESS WITH PFR FUEL REPROCESSING
Two PFR fuel reprocessinE campaigns were undertaken during the year. In the first, 18 subassemblies at
burn-up levels up to 12%, plus some loose pins from the fuel post-irradiation examination facility, were
processed. In the second, a further 7 subassemblies at burn-up levels up to 17.3%. plus some more loose
pins, were dealt with. At times during the second campaign a plant daily throughput rate of 21 kg of heavy
metal - about 82% of the flowsheet capability - was achieved.
The cumulative total amount of fuel reprocessed to date is now 17.99 tonnes of heavy metal, containing
3.17 tonnes of Plutonium.

4. FUEL CYCLE R&D
As was observed in last year's Report, the reduction of Government funding to the fast reactor R&D
programme since 1989 has led to termination of fuel cycle R&D work. However, valuable information
continues to be obtained from operation of the PFR fuel reprocessing plant and its support facilities and from
development work on the manufacture of thermal MOX fuel.

5. COOPERATION INVOLVING COUNTRIES
OUTSIDE WESTERN EUROPE
Information exchanges and cooperative work programmes conducted under the UKAEA's agreements with
Japan (Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, PNC, and Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute, JAERI), the USA (US Department of Energy) and the CIS (the former Soviet Ministry of Nuclear
Power and Industry) are now coordinated with those of the UKAEA's European Fast Reactor R&D partners.
The occasion of the International Conference on Fast Reactors and Related Fuel Cycles, FR'91, held in Kyoto
in October-November, provided the opportunity for signature of a Memorandum of Understanding to promote
cooperative activities between the European and Japanese Fast Reactor R&D Steering Committees. At a
formal ceremony on 28 October 1991, the Memorandum was signed by Prof. H H Hennies of KfK, the
then-Chairman of the European Steering Committee and Mr J Bouchard of CEA and Mr A M Broomfield of
UKAEA who were at that time Deputy Chairmen. The Japanese Steering Committee signatories were
Mr T Ishiwatari, President of PNC, and Mr M Okabe, President of Japan Atomic Power Company, JAPC,
Co-Chainnen of the Committee. Work to establish a formal agreement structure under the MoU is now in
progress.
Cooperation between the European R&D partners and the Japanese R&D organisations currently proceeds
through a coordinated programme agreed at the November 1990 review meeting of the 1970 UKAEA/PNCJAERI and the 1978 CEA-KfK-Siemens (Interatom)/PNC Fast Reactor R&D Cooperation Agreements.
During the period under review, specialists' information exchange meetings on fuel and core materials
development, on HCDA code development and on structural integrity code development have been held.
A review of cooperation proceeding through coordinated actions under the 1976 UKAEA/USDOE, 1976
BMFT/USDOE and 1977 CEA/USDOE Fast Reactor R&D Cooperation Agreements was held in Paris in
June 1991. New cooperations on EFR and ALMR economics and on the validation of core-mechanics codes
were initiated. During the period under review two specialists' information exchange meetings were held on
EFR and ALMR design concepts. A meeting of CEA, KfK and AEA representatives with a US team Jed by
Tom Hendrikson, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy in USDOE, to discuss Westinghouse-Hanford plans for future operations of FFTF, was also held.
Negotiations of a new multisignatory single agreement between the European R&D organisations and
USDOE, to replace the 1976/7 agreements mentioned in the previous paragraph, have been temporarily
suspended pending the outcome of discussions at US Government/European Community level of legal terms
for the protection and sharing of interest in jointly-developed intellectual property. It has been agreed in
principle that a Memorandum of Understanding to promote closer cooperation on fast/liquid-metal reactor
R&D will be signed by representatives of the US and European programmes to re-establish the negotiation
processes.
The first formal meeting in the series of multinational specialists' meetings agreed by the European partners
and CIS (Russia) at a meeting in Karlsruhe in January 1991, a meeting on structural integrity, was held in the
UK in December. Further meetings on reactor operational experience, safety, steam generators, sodium fires,
wrapper and cladding materials, reactor physics and sodium technology are scheduled. A number of other
specialists' meetings, on safety, reactor operations, steam generators and decommissioning, remaining from
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earlier bilateral programmes initiated by CEA, KfK and UKAEA were held during the year, with joint
participation by all three partners. The UK provided organisation and leadership for the meetings on reactor
operations and on decommissioning.
Under agreements promoted by the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) a 'twinning' arrangement between PFR and BN 600 has been set up. The first visits in each direction of small teams to discuss
operational and safety practices were held in the summer of 1991.
As in previous years, the UKAEA provided the UK delegate to the 24th Annual Meeting of the International
Working Group on Fast Reactors, held in Tsuruga, Japan in April 1991. UK representatives were also
provided for IAEA Specialists' Meetings on 'Mechanical Properties of Structural Materials in Liquid Metal
Environments' (Karlsruhe June 1991), 'Development Goals for Fast Reactors' (Vienna, October 1991) and
'Passive and Active Safety Features of LMFRs' (O-arai, November 1991). The UKAEA hosted a progress
meeting for the IWGFR's Coordinated Research Programme on 'Acoustic Signal Processing for the Detection
of Sodium Boiling or Sodium/Water Reactions in LMFBRs' at Chester in September 1991. The UKAEA is
providing the technical lead for this Programme.
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0.

General

The design work for the 1500 MWe European Fast Reactor EFR was started in
1988. Two years during phase 1 were devoted to the concept design; the subsequent "concept validation" phase 2 will last until March 1993. In autumn
1991 the "concept design '91", CD91, was put forward; its major design features and the R&D suppport are described briefly together with the organisational strucutures.
The European Fast Reactor Utilities Group "EFRUG" presently comprises EdF
(France), ENEL (Italy), Nuclear Electric (UK) and Bayernwerk, PreuBenElektra
and RWE (Germany). For design and construction of EFR the group "EFR Associates" is responsible, combining the companies Siemens (formerly Interatom,
Germany), NNC Ltd. (UK) and Framatome/Div. Novatome (France). The necessary
R&D support is given by CEA (France), UKAEA (UK) and KfK/Siemens (Germany).
The R&D work is executed in the various national research centres ranging from
Dounreay via Bensberg and Karlsruhe to Cadarache. The design work is done at
Bensberg, Lyon and Risley (Fig. 1 and 2 ) .
The present programme of design work extends to early 1993 and is aimed at
producing a detailed consistent design for the nuclear part of the plant and a
non site specific safety report. By that date the basic feasibility of the
main design features will have been underwritten by the joint R&D programme
and there will be an informal assessment of the general licensibility of the
concept by the Ad Hoc Safety Club.
In follow-up the utilities will then be in the position to decide whether to
proceed with the next steps. The key issues of this phase will include the
specification of the plant, the siting, the detailed engineering, licensing
with possibly a public enquiry and the question of ownership and financing.
In the international arena the collaboration with USSR is proceeding well on
the basis of an USSR-Europe Agreement from January 8, 1991; it foresees review
and specialists meetings in the field of fast breeder research.
On the occasion of the Kyoto international conference a close relationship was
agreed between European and Japanese fast breeder R&D groups. By signing a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on October 28, 1991 the exchange of information and experts as well as joint R&D ventures and facility sharing were
foreseen.
Between US-DOE and EFR Associates various meetings took place in the field of
design and cost comparisons for EFR and PRISM plant versions.

- \n
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1.

EFR Design Features

1.1

Introduction

The utilities consortium EFRUG has specified the following design objectives
for EFR:
EFR shall be regarded as the lead plant of a commercial series to be
ordered from 2010 onwards.
EFR shall be of an advanced design which will still be valid in 2010
without substantial extrapolation of the technology.
The design shall be based on a well focussed R&D programme.
EFR shall be an economically acceptable alternative to the present light
water reactor plants.
EFR shall be licensable in all participating countries.
It was agreed between EFRUG and EFR Associates that these design objectives
can best be met by retaining the basic characteristics of the previous national designs SNR 2, Superphenix 2 and CDFR by using the pool configuration and
oxide fuel. Maximum benefit can be derived from experience of the existing
plants PFR (UK), Phenix and Superphenix (France). The envisaged size of 1500
MWe takes best advantage of the economics of scale.
1.2

Technical Aspects

The entire Nuclear Island of EFR will rest on a single foundation and all
buildings will be seismically isolated by rubber isolators tuned to a frequency of about 1 Hertz. The centre of the plant will be the circular reactor
building. It will be supported by an outer annular service building and three
satellite steam generator buildings. A rectangular building will adjoin the
reactor building; it will house the fuel store for fresh and spent fuel as
well as the handling facilities.
The Core of EFR will have three enrichment zones with a fuel management
scheme being based on a five-year residence time. Responsible for the adoption
of the 3rd enrichment zone were cost and operational benefits like enhancement
of the mean discharge burn-up and margins in increased linear rating. The peak
burn-up is set to the target of 20 % (i.e. 190 dpa NRT). A flexible breeding
strategy is agreed for breeding gains between - 0.2 up to + 0.18 (Fig. 3 ) .
Two core options have been selected: an axially heterogeneous core and a
homogeneous core with PE 16 or 15/15 Ti/1.4970 clad. A typical option for the
homogeneous core layout includes 376 fuel subassemblies, 78 breeder subassemblies and an internal store with 238 positions consistent with refuelling
requirements. The core height will be 100 cm which allows the sodium void
coefficient to be optimised with a thickness of the axial blanket of 40 cm.
The Primary System of EFR will comprise six intermediate heat exchangers and
three primary pumps. This will lead to rotating plugs small in diameter and a
primary vessel of 17 m diameter which is substantially reduced in comparison
to Superphenix (21 m ) . By the compactness of the EFR design considerable
emphasis is placed on the thermalhydraulic behaviour of both hot and cold
pools. The intermediate heat exchangers have mechanical seals and valves. The
sodium pumps are designed to include single impellers and sub-critical shafts.
The double rotating shield will be used with both direct and offset arm
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refuelling machines. The above-core structure will accomodate, amongst others,
the instrumentation for delayed neutron detection and fuel assembly temperature control. The vault design includes options for two solutions of the
safety vessel: an anchored version and a hung version with cooled vault liner
(Fig. 4 ) .
In the Secondary System of EFR there will be six intermediate heat exchangers
with six steam generators implying a six loop configuration of similar layout.
The steam generators are once-through, straight-tubed units made of 9CrlMoVNb
ferritic steel. The "regain" concept in which the secondary pump is located at
low level will be applied in the secondary system. The benefits of this
concept are the short pipe routes which will save costs (Fig. 5 ) .
The Decay Heat Removal concept of EFR is based on minimising the dependance on
safety-graded emergency power supplies as far as reasonable in technical and
economical terms. Six dip coolers in the primary vessel will be connected to
six sodium air coolers arranged in high stacks. The main pipes connecting the
components will have low flow resistances to enhance natural convection. The
general approach is to enhance the passive capabilities by use of natural
circulation of the sodium.
1.3

Safety and Licensing Considerations

The overall EFRUG objective in relation to safety is that the EFR should be
licensable in any of the countries of the European Fast Reactor collaboration
with a minimum of changes from the basic design. To achieve this goal some
basic safety principles are applied:
The overall safety level for the EFR design should be no less stringent
than for a contemporary thermal reactor in the countries concerned.
As a result of normal operation appropriate dose limits to the operators
and the public shall be respected and shall be as low as reasonably
practicable (ALARP principle).
All reasonable practical steps shall be taken to prevent accidents and
to minimise the radiological consequences of accidents.
The higher the predicted frequency of a fault or accident condition, the
lower the predicted consequences should be.
The basic safety approach taken for EFR is that of defence in depth; considerable enhancement of the conventional safety systems, however, is foreseen by
the introduction of the so-called "third shut-down level". Its aim is to
exploit and reinforce the natural safety characteristics of the systems and to
exclude core damage even at shut-down systems failure. The following items
represent the most important features of the third shut-down level:
Favourable core geometry and optimised reactivity coefficients;
Optimisation of core restraint system and negative reactivity coefficient from radial expansion;
Enhancement of absorber rod drive line thermal expansion;
Self-actuating absorber mechanism to protect against the inadvertant
withdrawal of the absorber from the core;
Absorber rod magnets connected directly to the incoming supplies (SADE);
Bulk insertion of absorber on shut-down, and
Initiation of bulk insertion of absorber, independent of the reactor
protection system.
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During the design work the core height was reduced from 1.4 m to 1.0 m.
Extensive analyses have been made to assess the mechanical energy release of
the EFR core during the initiation phase of a postulated unprotected loss of
flow accident (ULOF) with various code systems. The conclusion is that for
enhanced prevention measures no sodium boiling occurs; futhermore in most
cases studied by the code FRAX 5B zero or low mechanical energy release was
predicted.
The safety case shall be presented during the year 1992 to the so-called "Ad
Hoc Safety Club" for an extensive review of all aspects. The members of this
club are renowned European safety experts; the kick-off meeting was held on 9
December 1991 in London. There is no single competent regulatory authority in
Europe to whom to turn for licensing a European fast reactor design. There
are, however, already moves in Europe to bring about some harmonisation of
safety requirements and EFR can act as a vehicle to do so.
1.4

Economical Considerations

The approach for competitiveness of EFR is based on investment and generating
cost savings arising from:
Core design for high burn-up;
Design simplicity and compactness;
Limitation of the number of safety graded systems consistent with required safety levels;
Reduction of component weights, building volumes and number of components and systems;
Attention to construction methods for the achievement of short construction times.
Fig. 6 gives the specific weights for the EFR nuclear steam supply system in
comparison to Superphenix. Due to the compact design considerable material
savings could be achieved. (Note: the bar for DHR systems ends at 100 % ) .
With regard to the secondary sodium loop considerable progress has been made
through adoption of the "regain" concept wich allows simplification of the
intermediate heat transfer system. It is characterised by placement of the
secondary pumps to a low location and by use of the dump tank as expansion
vessel. Fig. 7 shows the overall simplifications of the reactor loop design.
The main task till the end of phase 2 is to prepare a convincing cost statement. It was agreed that the goal is to demonstrate that EFR generating costs
are competitive with the generating costs of the PWR assuming comparable
industrial conditions.
Competitive quotations from qualified manufacturers of the European countries
will allow the establishment of a well founded "European" cost structure for
the nuclear island. Components selected for cost quotations will have to
represent the most advanced and novel features of EFR. They will be typical of
fast reactor materials and fabrication technology and they must represent a
significant fraction of the nuclear island costs.
For the fuel cycle cost assessment contacts with the industry via the EFRUG
link are being established. For this estimation a fast reactor commercial
programme and its fuel cycle requirements need definition representing "comparable" industrial conditions already established for the competing PWR plants.

-Ill
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PROGRESS WITH THE R AND D PROGRAMME
2.

FUEL ELEMENT AND CORE MATERIALS (AGT 1)

2.1

Introduction

The collaborative European R&D programme on fuels and core materials is
concentrated on support of the EFR design, whose common parameters are given
in Table 1.
Little progress could be made in the area of fuel pin irradiation due to
shutdown periods of reactors: PFR was only partly available, Superphenix is
shut down since July 3, 1990, Phenix was stopped on September 9, 1990 and KNK
was shut down finally on August 23, 1991. Nevertheless major progress has been
made in the formulation of descriptive design equations for the reference
alloys and the knowledge on sodium-bonded absorber pins has been considerably
increased.
2.2

Irradiation Progress

A summary of the present status of the development and testing of the cladding
materials is given in Table 2.
PE 16 Clad
The highest burn-up of PE 16 clad pins currently in the core is 20.4 % burn-up
(116 dpa NRT). The highest burn-up sub-assembly containing PE 16 clad pins now
in core has reached approximately 15.9 % burn-up, 119 dpa NRT. Pins of the
same design have already exceeded 20 % burn-up in a pilot cluster discharged
intact at Reload 21 after reaching a maximum of 21.1 %, 125 dpa NRT. The
preparation of two wire wrapped sub-assemblies cladded with PE 16 in Phenix is
in good progress. Depending on the date of the restart of PX, the irradiation
could begin end 1994.
15/15 Ti Clad
In Phenix 146 dpa NRT have been achieved with a sub-assembly which had an EM10
wrapper. The associated burn-up is 16.8 at % (149 GWd/t).
Wrapper Irradiations
The highest dose achieved by a ferritic (FV448) wrapper in PFR still stands at
132 dpa NRT. Of the ferritic wrappers currently in core two have now exceeded
120 dpa NRT and irradiation continues.
An EM10 wrapper has reached 146 dpa NRT in Phenix after confirmation of the
high swelling resistance of this material. Tests of mechanical properties
confirm that irradiation has only a small effect on the material behaviour (in
particular on DBTT).
OPS Cladding
The work on the ODS material
partners and also as a result
diation. Therefore at present
planned and the work will be
ODS material.

suffered due to the withdrawal of the Belgian
of the embrittlement of this alloy after irrano further irradiation of this type of ODS is
limited to the out-of-pile optimisation of the
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2.3

Mechanical Properties of Cladding and Wrapper Material

Considerable progress was made to determine out-of-pile properties of the
reference alloys, mainly necessary to establish design equations.
The results confirm the very good behaviour of 15/15 Ti/1.4970, in particular
the ductility remains always above 1 %.
Tensile and Charpy tests performed on irradiated samples and wrapper confirmed
that irradiation has very little effect on the behaviour of the EM 10.
Fracture toughness tests performed between 23 and 600°C on FV 448 irradiated
at 465°C to 46 dpa and 400°C to 30 dpa indicate that irradiation induced
relatively small reductions in toughness.
2.4

Axially Heterogeneous Core Concept

This concept was selected as a candidate design for EFR, following the successful irradiation of pins with axial heterogeneous fuel to 14 at.% burn-up
in Phenix. In a cluster 19 of these preirradiated pins are presently under
irradiation and have meanwhile reached 18.4 at.%.
The first results of post-irradiation examination confirm the good operational
behaviour of this fuel concept, especially with regard to a reduction of the
internal clad corrosion, the latter being considered as a limiting factor for
the fuel pin life.
To increase the knowledge with the heterogeneous concept specific experiments
are under preparation to study various parameters (clad material, breeder
location and geometry) using whole fuel assemblies of the Phenix reactor.
2.5

Absorber Experiments

The thermal conductivity of unirradiated B.C was measured and found to depend
on composition, porosity and temperature.
The knowledge on Na-bonded absorber pins (presently preferred EFR concept) has
increased, because some relevant irradiation experiments were examined during
the last year. One Phenix controJ rod type with 15/15 Ti cladding and shroud
tube reached 126 x 10 capt./cm without any clad deformation. Other experiments with vented SPX-control rod-, type and tubular shroud were irradiated
between 155 and 220 x 10 capt./cm showing no mechanical interaction between
cladding and B.C.
2.6

Common Material Specifications and Descriptive Equations

The formulation of descriptive equations for the EFR reference alloys was a
main topic for material experts.
Design rules for properties of PE16, AIM1 (improved 1.4970/15/15 Ti) and
martensitic wrapper alloy (FV 448-1.4914) have been compiled. They contain
agreed sets of rules describing swelling, irradiation creep, in-pile and
out-of-pile mechanical properties, etc.
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3.

SODIUM CHEMISTRY (AGT

3.1

Introduction

The work in the chemistry area covers:
the behaviour of sodium and components (Mass transfer - models, codes
and measurements -, removal of impurities, cleaning and decontamination
of components, wastes treatment),
the surveillance of the systems (including both out-line and in-line
procedures).
3.2

Behaviour of Sodium and Components

Activity Transfer Code Models and Basic Studies
Estimates of dose rates for primary circuit components are required. Simple
models have been developed to describe the release, transport and deposition
of the corrosion products Mn54, Co60 and Co58 in the primary circuit. The aim
is to assess available input data, starting from the existing codes (CORNAC,
CORONA, CONTAMINATION) and to provide a unified code.
Measurement of Activation, Fission. Activated Corrosion Products and Fuel in
Circuits
Gamma scan in the PFR vault was obtained during PFR reload 19 and indicated a
significantly increase level of caesium 137 consistent with the failed fuel
history. A further gamma scan was performed during reload 21; results are
under analysis.
The description of the behaviour of the contaminating species by models must
continue to be adjusted and validated with the results of measurements in PFR,
Phenix and Superphenix.
Harwell Active Mass Transfer Loop (AMTL)
In order to study the transport and deposition of radioactive species in the
AMTL, a long duration run was completed during which the transport and deposition behaviour of Ca, Mn and Co was investigated in both under and abovesodium environments. To enable investigations to be made in the above-sodium
environment, a specially designed Vapour Transport Vessel (VTV) was built onto
the AMTL.
Hydrogen and Tritium Behaviour
The hydrogen source from the SGU has been tested in SPX. Measurements of
tritium have been made throughout PFR in order to estimate amounts diffusing
from the primary circuit.
Analysis of hydrogen at KNK secondary systems have been continued with different methods. Secondary hydrogen source term has been evaluated for last power
production period in 1990.
The model for the distribution of hydrogen and tritium, devised by KUMAR
(Kumar's model), was applied to EFR, using the agreed KUTIM code. Calculations
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were performed using different parameters for the operating conditions of
primary and secondary cold traps.
Cold Traps
The cold trap PIRAMIDE tests have been performed on the EPINAR circuit at
Cadarache. Their aims were to determine the cold trap maximum capability, the
quality of its filling and its efficiency during the seeding phase and during
the normal operation phase..
These tests have allowed to verify the good impurity distribution picture
using the neutronic transmission method (attenuation of a fast neutron flux
from a source of Californium 252 by the light atoms).
The results are independent of the nature of the impurities which could be
either NaH or Na 2 O.
Cleaning Decontamination and Requalification
A new method has been tested for washing of components: a sequence of pressurization/depressurization permits to reach narrow sections. It has been tested
successfully on a primary pump of Rapsodie. A Na bellow valve has been washed
in ALMANACH before to be re-used. Some washing tests have been performed on
RVC mock-ups filled with inactive sodium, with the ALMANACH loop (Ethylcarbitol). RVC is not destroyed and can be re-used after the cleaning run. ALMANACH
will be used for the development of a new process for cleaning primary cold
traps (alcohol + tetraline).
ACROPOLIS Experiment
In case of large pollution of oxygen in the primary sodium, some chemical
compounds due to corrosion are created. Their behaviour in the liquid sodium
is mainly governed by the oxygen concentration and the temperature. In order
to gain more knowledge on the chemical form and the behaviour of these products (solubility, thermodynamic stability, etc.) a special study ACROPOLIS
has been started in the sodium loop ANAPURNETTE (CADARACHE).
The aim is to produce these compounds under well known operating conditions
and to trap them by crystallisation in a special device. The deposits will be
analysed by several techniques as ESCA (Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical
Analyses) or SIMS (Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy). The oxygen composition in
sodium is monitored by a Harwell Mark II oxygen-meter. The results will
furthermore contribute to improve the interpretation of behaviour of the
impurities in the primary sodium of SPX after the air pollution occurred in
1990.
3.3

Surveillance of the Systems: Out-Line Procedures

Some components of the SNR 300 and KNK II were covered by solid deposits which
caused handling problems. The chemical determination of these samples showed a
conglomeration of sodium, sodium oxide and sodium hydroxide. However, no
sodium hydride could be identified.
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3.4

Surveillance of the Systems; In-Line Procedures

A loss in tightness of a water tube inside a Steam Generator Unit (SGU) of a
fast Reactor is usually monitored by hydrogen detection (HD) systems. Such
systems have demonstrated in the past their ability to detect a leak in a SGU.
However the increase in size of the SGU or the choice of ferritic material
entails improvement of these systems and coupling with acoustic detection in
order to avoid secondary leak or to limit damages to the tube bundle.
Multi-channel hydrogen detection systems are presently under development. They
consist in comparing the hydrogen concentration measured in different parts of
the SGU and provide a great sensitivity. Although the multi-channel system
performs best when applied to a helical steam generator, by using the division
in eight well-separated parts (octants), it can also be applied to straight
tubes SGUs and its application to EFR is under study. Moreover, differential
signal processing allows elimination of normal hydrogen concentration background fluctuations since they occur simultaneously for every channel.
The basic principle of operation of a multi-channel developed jointly by CEA
and Novatome is given in Fig. 8.
The prototype system is presently under test on the SET facility in Cadarache.
The installation consists of:
a six channels module, displayed in Fig. 9.,
a hydrogen injection system.

4.

INSTRUMENTATION (AGT 2B)

4.1

Introduction

In the actual review period the activities and progress made cover the
domains:
neutron flux monitoring,
failed fuel detection and location,
core-outlet temperature monitoring (USTM),
acoustic boiling noise detection (ABND),
sodium flow monitoring.
4.2

Neutron Flux Monitoring

In developing a new high-temperature and high-sensitivity fission chamber a
prototype was fabricated and then calibrated out-of-pile and in-pile with
satisfactory results. After that the chamber was introduced into Phenix near
the core mid-plane in the neutronic control channel. The key parameters of
this chamber type are:
design temperature = 600°C,
sensitivity
= 1 c/s.
Studies have lead to the conclusion that a fission chamber with an increased
efficiency of some 5 c/s theoretically seems feasible but would be difficult
to manufacture and in any case costly.
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Neutron flux measurements were also performed in SPX 1. For the shutdown
situation, the counting rate will be close to 2 c/s considered to be sufficient for starting the reactor.
The measurements have shown the influence of neutron streaming through the
core gaps (BOUPHY channel) on the counting rate stability.
4.3

Failed Fuel Detection and Location

Work on establishing a data base for recording all failed-fuel events was
started by setting up a draft specification for discussion between the specialists. The final specification is scheduled to be ready by mid of 1992.
For the proper dimensioning of the failed-fuel detection system and the
determination of its performance the function for the transfer of the released
fuel from the failed SA to the detectors must be studied. A draft programme
was issued. The tests might be carried out either in THOR or in COLCHIX.
A detailed theoretical study on the possible improvements of the integrated
DND performance was issued. There are two ways for improvement:
the first way would be an efficient reduction of the background noise by
installing a shielding around the detector,
the second way would be the introduction of a layer of moderator material which would slow down high-energy delayed neutrons.
Experiments on calibrating DND detectors with Uranium-Nickel foils as a
fission product source for the emission of delayed neutrons were started in
PFR and in KNK II.
The FERRURE experiment to study signals from failures in breeder elements
been completed. Its aim had been to study the failure evolution and
associated DND signal for an irradiated fertile pin. The evolution of the
signal was found similar to that of end-of-life failures in fissile pins
was high enough to assure detection.
4.4

has
the
DND
and

Core Outlet Temperature Monitoring

The work on a remote ultrasonic temperature measurement (USTM) technique for
breeder SAs was continued. Previous experiments in static sodium had shown
that the variation of the time of flight with temperature of the US signal
could be measured; tests in water had proved that a viable US path existed
also through a flowing and turbulent fluid.
Measurements were carried out of the mean temperature (a line integral) across
the path between the two targets with fixed main channel flow and over the
main channel temperature range of 265 to 420°C. The results of these tests can
be seen in Fig. 10.
The next phase of USTM experiments will imminently take place using the HIPPO
water facility at Risley Laboratories. During these tests a row of six breeder
sub-assemblies are to be monitored as the rig water temperature is increased
from approximately 10°C to 30°C.
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The facility will also be available to independently vary the temperature of
the flow in two of these sub-assemblies, allowing a more representative
measurement of temperature increases of single sub-assemblies within the
ultrasonic beam and the possibility of measuring temperature noise.
To date, the electronic hardware for both the ultrasonic data collection and
for data collection from thermocouples has been assembled and commissioned.
The mechanical hardware which includes a fully adjustable transducer mast has
been manufactured.
4.5

Acoustic Boiling Noise Detection (ABND)

Much of the archive data held in the UK on sodium boiling phenomena has been
re-analysed, with an attempt to establish the information on the absolute
scale. The conclusions are given in Fig. 11, where the results of measurements
in some test loops (KNS, CFNA, SOBOB etc.) are compared with the "background
noise" in various reactors (PFR, KNK, SPX). The results show clearly that
sub-cooled boiling, involving the ejection of vapour into the sodium pool with
subsequent collapse, will be detected readily.
On the other hand, localised boiling, with the sound generated within the fuel
assembly, is much more attenuated. Background noise tends to be of the same
order of magnitude, and the recent work of the IWGFR Coordinated Research
Programme (CRP) to establish detection with adverse signal to noise ratios is
justified.
In performing IAEA benchmark tests archive data from boiling experiments in
the KNS loop at Karlsruhe have been mixed with background noise for a further
survey of analytical techniques by the CRP. Tapes prepared in the UK were
analysed by five other countries: Germany, Japan, India, Australia and Russia.
The most successful analyses were performed by the Indian and Japanese delegates, using quite different techniques. Both demonstrated reliable detection
of boiling signals with an adverse signal to noise ratio of - 12 db.
The PFR acoustic monitor can also be used to monitor the performance of the
shut-off rods. During tests, the acoustic records have been used to demonstrate that the rods are not impeded in their fall.
Ideally, acoustic transmission would be measured by insertion of a calibrated
acoustic source in the reactor, but in the absence of this -as in PFR- an
estimate has been made using selected pulses from the random record.
First, location analysis is used to determine the position of the sound
source, then the amplitude of the recorded signal on each waveguide is used to
determine the effect of distance. It has been shown that the attenuation in
the pool above the core is not inconsistent with the inverse square law,
despite the proximity of the complex core structure to the transmission path.
4.6

Sodium Flow Monitoring

It is proposed to monitor the flow rate inside the LIPOSO by flowmeters based
on the eddy current (EC) principle. The flowmeters are to be installed in each
primary pump in the flow bypass from the high-pressure to the low-pressure
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area. This probe-type EC fiowmeter seems to be the best choice because of its
robustness, its fast response and because it can be easily replaced.
Such a prototype is installed in the thermocouple duct of the primary pump No.
F of SPX 1 since November 1989. At the moment it cannot be stated whether
hydrodynamic instabilities of mechanical vibrations induce signal noise, which
enlarges the response time.
An identical flowmeter was tested on a sodium loop at Cadarache in a similar
local geometry and gave satisfactory results (Fig. 12). An other one was
installed on a secondary pump of Phenix and has worked correctly for two
years.
The evaluation of the EC probe testing at Interatom was finished, and the
final report was released.
For the temperature range from 200 to 500°C the relation between signal and
sodium flow is strictly linear (Fig. 13). Artificial aging and subsequent
immersion in sodium of one probe for some 5700 hours and of two probes of some
6900 hours had no detrimental effect on the probes performance.

5.

CORE PHYSICS (AGT 3)

5.1

Introduction

The European Fast Reactor Partners have continued a close and successful
collaboration in the physics field. The Conrad programme in the Masurca
critical facility at Cadarache has progressed as planned and a programme of
Janus shielding experiments on the NESTOR reactor is going on. Although the
last meeting of the Superphenix start-up analysis task force has been held at
the end of 1990, this activity continues under the heading of "Uncertainties
reduction in large LMFBR cores".
The above studies are aimed mainly to support the design of the common
European Fast Reactor (EFR). This has a large core operated with high fuel
burn-ups. The European partners, at a very early stage of discussions, agreed
to develop a new common core neutronics formula and the associated code
system, namely:
development of a new evaluated nuclear data base, in the frame of the
OECD-NEA Data Bank JEF project,
use of common tools to process the JEF data to produce multi-group
libraries for use in a cell code,
development of a new common cell code (ECCO),
development of a validated application library using the integral
experiments available to the partners and those currently jointly
performed (CONRAD programme) and including the power reactor start-up
experiments, all organized in an Integral Data Bank (BDI),
development of a new common neutronics code system (ERANOS) which will
use as cell code ECCO. This approach represented a "premiere" for the
R and D agreements, the goal being to supply to the Design Companies a
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unique and validated scheme for core neutronics calculations. The same
approach has been defined for shielding, for neutron and photon heating,
and to a lesser extent, for residual heat calculations.
5.2

CONRAD Critical Experiments

The AX1 phase of CONRAD has been realized up to May 91. Five critical configurations have been performed:
a
a
3
.
.
.

clean core without rod followers,
reference core with rod followers (rods up),
configurations with various rod insertions:
inner and outer ring inserted by 30 cm in the core
inner ring inserted by 40 cm, outer ring inserted by 20 cm
inner and outer rings inserted by 30 cm except one rod of the external
ring completely raised.

In addition to various reaction rate profiles, spectral indices and U235
fission maps, sub-critical reactivity measurements have also been performed.
In particular, the reactivity worth of different rod configurations and the S
curves for individual and for a complete bank of rods have been measured.
It has been followed by the AX3 phase for which the size of the internal
blanket has been increased for 20 to 30 cm, shifted to the bottom of the core
and its composition modified to simulate plutonium build-up.
5.3

Nuclear Data and Analysis

A new version of the European basic date file (JEF 2) containing more than 300
isotopes has been developed and used to produce a first application library
from JEF 2 to the cell code ECCO. A new version of ECCO has been tested and is
available for all the partners computers. Further development work is planned
to provide the algorithms for:
subcritical media treatment (in particular improved methods for blanket
data production),
shielding cross-section production,
epithermal data treatment.
A first version of the ERANOS code system, using the ECCO output data is
available and the interface between ECCO and ERANOS is completed. For test
purposes, one can use the preliminary 23 isotopes library based on JEF 2, the
ECCO code and ERANOS to perform a test neutronics calculation. However, the
partners have decided to supply the effort to implement in ERANOS the specific
algorithms (modules) from their own existing codes system, which have been
agreed to replace or supplement the existing algorithms.
5.4

Shielding Experiments

The JANUS series of experiments on the NESTOR reactor at Winfrith were continued with studies of shields containing B.C. The aim of the JANUS phases
4 - 6 was to study the effect of placing small slab shields of boron carbide
(3.8 up to 8.3 cm thick) within a stainless shield region. The phase 7 of the
programme involved a much thicker region of carbide, up to 50 cm, thereby more
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nearly simulating the radial shield of EFR. This phase has been completed. The
8th phase is performed to study a deep penetration of neutrons through sodium.
Six large sodium tanks have been fabricated and tests on the homogeneity of
the tanks proved satisfactory, though the wall of the tanks are slightly
bowed. The tanks will be mounted alongside ASPIS for a concurrent fixed source
experiment using californium neutron sources loaded at the base of the sodium
volume. Gas counter measurements within the tanks will provide the link
between the earlier JASON work at Cadarache and the JANUS sodium experiment.
5.5

Design Parameters Uncertainties

A continuous effort is devoted to the assessment of the uncertainty values to
be associated with the calculation of the major design parameters. Work has
been focused on reactivity coefficients (including Doppler and Na void reactivity), breeding gain and reactivity loss per cycle and on power distributions.
As in the case of previous studies on control rod worth uncertainties the goal
is a unique set of uncertainty values to be recommended to the designers for
EFR. The role of the critical experiment program CONRAD in reducing the
present uncertainty values, has been specified.
Low Na void coefficient configurations and 3-enrichments core lay-outs have
been extensively studied, together with their impact on the overall neutronics
design. Calculations performed by the partners, in the field of low Na void
cores, allowed to consolidate the proposal of the Design Companies. It is
however stressed that specific items like the inter-wrapper Na-void and the
control rod Na-followers void calculations need particular attention and the
use of sophisticated methods.
The problem of neutronic implications of a three-enrichment zones core has
been addressed to find a consensus among R and D partners. The issue of
homogeneous/heterogeneous core options compatibility is now settled satisfactory.
A detailed analysis has also been made on the discrepancies of dpa definition
and application in the characterisation of Phenix and PFR irradiations.

6.

SAFETY (AGT 4)

6.1

Introduction

In the safety domain of FBR work was mainly devoted to the EFR project and the
results are needed for the preparation of a Non-Site Specific Safety Report
(NSSRP) by March 1993. Other results from AGT 4 work will be used in support
of the expected licensing procedures.
6.2

Overall Safety of the EFR 1.0 m High Core

In 1990 EFRA reduced the core height from 1.4 m to 1.0 m. The R&D side performed key calculations on energetic releases from ULOF - one of the classical
initiators for very low probability WCA - with this 1.0 m core. The main
findings and conclusions are:
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The 1.0 m high core has a maximum sodium void reactivity within the
range of previous experience with safety presentations, eg + 4.5 dollars.
With the existing constraints of core size and burn-up there is not much
scope to improve the BDB safety characteristics by more changes to the
core parameters.
The preliminary analysis of the 1.0 m core was of a parametric nature,
with most studies showing a benign outcome. With extreme assumptions an
energetic outcome is still possible. Even the specialists consider that
the energy level is likely to be overestimated, and have identified the
work to be done in the coming months to give better estimates of energy
releases.
6.3. Decay Heat Removal by Natural and Forced Convection in the Primary
System
Emphasis was placed on the use of passive safety systems making best use of
the natural convection capability of the EFR which supplements the safe
removal of decay heat via the water-steam system. Different Direct Reactor
Cooling (DRC) systems (exchangers immersed in the primary pool) have been and
are being studied with various arrangements of external sodium-to-air heat
exchangers, in direct support of the EFR.
Several test rigs are available for these studies. As examples RAMONA and
ILONA are being mentioned in the following.
Steady state (Fig. 14) and transient tests from forced to natural convection
continued in RAMONA with its 1:20 scale 3D water model of DRCs. The influences of different DHX concepts (straight tube-, U-tube-, hybrid-type; Fig. 15)
were investigated as well as the influence of permeable and impermeable ACS
(Fig. 16) for the hybrid-type DHX. The core mass flow is higher and the core
and upper plenum temperatures lower, in comparison to both other DHX types
(Fig. 17). This behaviour will be supplemented by more tests with a wider
range of parameters. A 3D-benchmark experiment was defined and distributed for
a code comparison exercise by the partners.
The 1:5 scale water model Neptun was completed during 1991 at KfK Karlsruhe
(see Fig. 18)
The ILONA test facility, a 1:1 scale sodium model, was commissioned on 22
November 1990 by heating up the loop and the AHX (Fig. 19). 50 % of the
installed radiative power was sufficient to bring the plant to the planned
temperature. The first realistic tests were carried out in February and March
1991. A series of so-called isothermal tests with closed dampers were carried
out to determine the leakage flow of the air dampers.
Although the ILONA stack with a height of 18.4 m is much lower than the stack
reference height for EFR with 37.4 m, the full nominal power of 5 MW could be
removed without operating the blowers. This shows that the capacity of the
ILONA system consisting of AHX, dampers and stack is higher than expected
(Fig. 20). (Note that for EFR a certain fouling of the heat exchanging tubes
is assumed and an air temperature of 35°C. The ILONA bundle was, however,
clean and the air temperature was about 8°C only).
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6.4

Fuel Pin Safety Tests in CABRI

Test programmes involving single pin and multi-pin experiments have been in
progress for some time. From this extensive experimental programme the behaviour of the sub-assembly (coolant, fuel, clad and wrapper) is being used to
validate analytical models.
CABRI-2
The test matrix for the completed CABRI-2 series is shown in Table 3.
Two types of fuel pin were used in these tests: Ophelie 6 (annular fuel, M316
cladding, 5.4 % peak burn-up) and Viggen 4 (solid fuel, 15/15 Ti cladding,
12.2 % peak burn-up).
Five single-pin tests (E3, E9, E9bis, Ell and E12) were successfully completed
since the last report.
Tests E9 and E12 were slow power ramps (1 % PJsec) intended to show the mode
of pin failure in a CRW-type accident situation. No pin failure occurred with
test E9, where shutdown took place at 1347 W/cm p.p.n (peak power node).
Reversible axial expansion of the fuel column of around 3 mm was observed
using the hodoscope. Pin failure occurred at 810 W/cm p.p.n with a Viggen 4
pin in test E12. The results of the two tests, highlighting the differences
between annular and solid fuel and between two levels of burn-up, are still
being analysed.
Test E9bis was aimed to study the failure of a pin with around 20 % of the
fuel molten. For this purpose an artificially weakened (notched) clad (an
Ophelie 6 pin) was used and the test carried out with a slow ramp rate (0.95 %
PJsec). No pin failure was observed up to 1075 W/cm, which was the precalculated rating for the failure of the clad. Even by reducing the sodium
flow linearly over 27 s from 100 % to 60 % no rupture took place.
Test E3 was designed to study the effects of a medium power ramp on a Viggen 4
pin with two-phase coolant (eg partial boiling and soft cladding). The tests
E2 (restrained coolant flow channel, strong clad, liquid sodium) and E13
(unrestrained coolant flow channel, melting clad, two phase sodium) are
belonging to this type of test series. They were performed earlier and can be
compared with E3 (semi-restrained coolant flow channel, weak (soft) clad, two
phase sodium).
First results of E3 are:
axial expansion of fuel column at pin failure of about 2 mm,
first pin failure at 60 cm above the bottom of the fuel column, associated with a weak radial motion of the fuel, as observed by the hodoscope,
evidence of a second failure lower down in the fuel column,
significant fuel motion at the end of the transient.
The last test in the CABRI-2 programme, Ell, was carried out in September
1991. Test Ell is concerned with the early transition phase of a WCA-type
accident, using a Viggen 4 pin. A first power peak reproduced the initiation
phase; and a second power peak was arranged to simulate a possible recriticality event following the freezing and/or blocking of fuel in the coolant
channels.
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The interpretation of the completed tests was being done with the codes FRAX
5B (AEA), PHYSURAC (CEA), SAS 4A (KfK), PAPAS and SAS 4A (Japan). Details are
given in the Status Report issued for the Joint CABRI-2 Committee meetings. As
an example, the analysis of the thermal calibration test E5 (Fig. 6.10) shows
the extent of in-pin fuel melting calculated by the FRAX-5B code for this
non-failure experiment. The FRAX-5B results are presented as a contour map of
fuel melt fractions between solidus and liquidus. The results compare favourably with various post-test measurements of fuel melt limits. The FRAX-5B
calculation has been included in a joint interpretation of selected CABRI-2
tests (E5, E7, E8) which have been conducted by the partners in the CABRI-2
programme.
6.5

Behaviour of Molten Materials

The analysis of the progression of several accident initiators requires the
understanding of the behaviour of molten materials. Molten fuel physics has
been studied worldwide for many years in connection with the movements of
molten fuel following local faults, interactions with sodium, the blocking of
sub-assemblies by fuel ejected from pins, the injection of core material into
the upper plenum and elsewhere, penetration lengths of molten fuel into pool
structures and the erosion or ablation of structures by molten fuel. (Many of
these effects are associated with very low probability events).
Results from EROS (Fig. 21), taken with data from FARO and the MFTF, demonstrate that the ablation of steel structures by a molten jet is very fast only
for metallic jets (order of magnitude of 1 cm per second with an iron jet at
2200°C).
Within the SIMBATH-programme a 37-pin bundle experiment simulating a mild UTOP
accident was successfully performed. . Because of an incoherent onset of the
thermite reaction in the pins within about 200 ms, axial melt movement and
blockage build-up did not develop symmetrically over the cross-section of the
bundle.
The SIMMER-II code was used modified and applies to the SIMBATH programme. The
conclusions will be included in the state-of-the-art report on MFCI phenomena.
The experiment GEYSER 16 has been performed with a steel jet at nearly 3000°C.
The steel was injected in a tube under 1 bar pressure. Within the tube boiling
steel then condensed and froze. A total penetration of about 45 cm was
observed (DP = 4 bars).
Combining the results from GEYSER with those from MFTF, THEFIS and FARO, the
conclusion is that the prediction of how far the melt penetrates into the
structures is lying between the bulk freezing models and the conduction
freezing models.
Experiments on interactions of thermite with sodium were carried out in the
MFTF. The MFTF series B programme started at Winfrith with MFCI tests simulating the horizontal entry of sodium through a wrapper wall into a damaged
sub-assembly.
4 of the MFTF series B tests were performed, with no evidence of any large
energy release.
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6.6

Sodium Fires and Sodium-Concrete Reactions

The European partners have gained considerable experience with calculating the
effects of sodium fires and aerosols, mainly as a result of past experiments
carried out in France and Germany. The status of the sodium fire codes was
reviewed recently, including the validation by combined fire experiments and
the revised requirements of the EFR. For the EFR it will be necessary to
describe consequences of combined sodium fires at leak rates much higher than
15 kg/s in open cells. Therefore a main future task will be to concentrate on
theoretical methods able to verify a simplified approach using the existing
validated codes and then to extrapolate up to high leak rates, eg about 300
kg/s, and to large containments.
Combined Sodium Fires
The last two experiments of the common CEA/DEBENE programme on combined sodium
fires were completed. Both tests involved a 15 kg/s sodium (550°C) jet released from the same point in the centre of the FAUNA cell (ie 2.5 m above the
floor level) but in opposite directions, eg downwards and upwards. Reports are
being prepared.
In the NABRAND code, one improvement consists of a two zone treatment: a hot
zone for the volume around the jet and an outer colder zone. In the FEUMIX
code, the most recent version takes into account the radiative energy from
flame to aerosols and from aerosols to walls. The FEUMIX software was introduced into the PYROS II code package.
The AEA completed a series of sodium aerosol releases into the environment in
1990; and the data were used to validate the APACHE code which models the
chemical nature of airborne hydrated oxides which change from sodium hydroxide
to carbonate.
Sodium Concrete Reactions
The CEA CORNALINE C tests series were completed in mid 1990. The sodium
resistant concrete layer from LAFARGE was tested for 36 h in contact with an
18 kg sodium pool. The temperature of the pool was approximately 150°C (2C),
350°C (2C) and 500°C (3C) under a nitrogen atmosphere. The results looked
satisfactory enough to prepare a more severe test with the same industrial
concrete on a larger scale: specifically CORNALINE LD with a 1000 h sodium
concrete contact on a larger area and with a specified diagram for pool
temperature (550°C initial, decreasing down to 180°C). The results will be
applied to qualify the anchored safety vessel design being studied for the
EFR.
Samples of other concretes have been already tested with sodium fires at KfK.
Depending on the CORNALINE LD results, similar tests with sodium fire could be
envisaged.
At KfK the test series on sodium-concrete interaction have been continued with
a special variant of iron/serpentine concrete.
The comparison between experimental and calculated data from the SORBET code
(representing water transfer and release) showed that it is necessary to
improve the mass exchange laws between solid fraction and pore spaces in order
to take into account transport of water over long periods of time.

•0.05--
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6.7

Local Subassembly Faults

This area is concerned with the study of a wide range of phenomena associated
with the initiation and propagation of damage to fuel pins following undercooling events within sub-assemblies. Both DB and DBB events are included.
Interaction tests between sodium and organic materials (oils, elastomers) were
completed. The conclusions can be summarised as follows: Organic materials, in
particular oil, react rapidly with sodium with a reaction time typically
< 1000 s. The reaction products form particles with a volume which may be
twice as much as the initial volume of the reacting material. The size of the
particles is in the mm range. The experimental results allow a rough estimate
of the particle size distribution. Particles of the observed size can be
circulated in the primary system and thus be transported and deposited in core
sub-assembies. For the modelling of the transport of particles and the formation of blockages, the computer codes EPSOM and FORBIN are nearly complete
following development at CEA Cadarache. Recommendations for the EFR will be
possible when maximum ingress rates for oil and organic materials are defined.
6.8

LIPOSO Accident fPump to Diaarid Fast Failure)

The objective of this study is to investigate the thermohydraulic consequences
of a rupture of a pump-to-diagrid-pipe. In the accident scenario, the flow
decreases rapidly to about 40 % of the nominal flow, local boiling may occur
under some conditions and the temperature transient may lead to pin failures
with fission gas release.
The work progressed in the following items:
The work on dry-out under local boiling conditions is complete.
The TRIO MC code is being developed for flow starvation in the bundle.
The code is available for predicting the hydrodynamic consequences of fission
gas release in a bundle. The further development of this code for the coupling
of thermal effects is in progress.
Effect of fission gas jet impact on neighbouring pins: it was concluded that
the data from earlier work by ORNL, PNC, etc. are not sufficient for an
adequate extrapolation to reactor conditions. Therefore it was decided to
include this study with the objectives of the LIPOGAZ experiment, which is a
sodium experiment using one single pin impacted by a gas jet. Tests started at
the beginning of this year.
Preliminary results indicate that:
the maximum clad temperature is obtained for very low nitrogen gas mass
flow rates (in the order of 0.1 g/s),
the maximum clad temperature depends on the gas temperature (this was
not seen in earlier experiments).
6.9

Beyond Design Basis Accident Studies for Risk Evaluation and Reduction

This series of work includes the development of simplified but well structured
tools for the theoretical evaluation of physical phenomena using integrated
code systems to determine the consequences of partial or total core destruc-
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tion (within the primary containment). The activities also cover the assessment of theoretical models against experiments.
Some results are highlighted in the following.
First results of a parametric consequence evaluation study on plenum gas
depressurisation of highly rated subassemblies in a representative large oxide
fuelled core become available. This study aims at determining the global
reactivity effect following plenum gas depressurisation when initiated at
different axial locations and assuming different design variants for upper and
lower plenum lengths.
Mechanical properties of the highly irradiated (130 dpaF) 15/15 Ti clad
material for different strain rates became available from the CABRI-2 experimental programme. They confirm the high ductility of this clad compared to
316 CW stainless steel.
Following the work programme established by the Task Force on WCA code rationalisation in 1990, code development work concentrated on SAS4A at KfK and
FRAX-5 at AEA-T. A limited effort was devoted to the maintenance and improvement of the modeling of pellet-clad mechanical interaction in PHYSURAC.
Activities are designed to investigate physical processes occuring during the
expansion of hot core materials into the reactor vessel after nuclear excursions. A study sponsored by the European Community investigated various
simplified simulations of the HCDA bubble dynamics which model the relevant
physics with varying degrees of authenticity.
6.10

Primary Containment Response to Extreme Conditions

Good progress has been made both with the code development, of SEURBNUK-EURDYN
for containment loading and EURDYN-3 for structural response, and with the EFR
model representations within these codes. Improvements in the models are
already producing substantial reductions in containment responses, such as a
25 % reduction in maximum central roof deflection due to the effects of
including the Above-Core-Structure (ACS) representation within the SEURBNUKEURDYN model.
A version of the BUBEX code was incorporated within the SEURBNUK-EURDYN code
to improve modelling of MFCI and Q* bubble expansions. Test cases have been
run for the Winfrith SUS01 sodium-thermite experiments. The BUBEX features are
incorporated like an Equation of State facility within SEURBNUK-EURDYN, and
this has the advantage that any further extension and development of BUBEX can
be incorporated easily and quickly.
6.11

Source Terms and Radiological Safety Analysis

The chemical behaviour of the fuel and fission products during the in-pile
tests of the MOL-7C and SCARABEE programmes was assessed. The release fractions for the fission product groups Xe, I, Cs, Te/Sb from the test are 1.0,
0.08, 0.21 and 0.03 respectively.
The main conclusions from the synthesis report on the behaviour of the fission
products during the experiments of the CABRI-1 programme are that the gaseous
and volatile fission products are released completely from molten fuel and
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partially from unmelted fuel. The metallic fission products either remain with
the fuel or are segregated into the molten steel. No further progress has been
made, at present, on the assessment of the results from the CABRI-2 programme.
Effort is however available for this work to continue.
Assessment of the CONTAIN LMR code: the influence of using different construction materials, concrete or steel, for the containment building of a large
fast reactor in a PLOHS-type accident has been investigated. It was shown that
a steel containment would reduce significantly pressure and temperature loads
in the building mainly because water outgassing from concrete structures is
avoided. As a consequence, the radiological source term for the environment
would be reduced.
The AEROSOLS/B1 code has been compared with the experimental results of a
sodium fire in a 400 m confined containment. The results from the study were
in reasonable agreement with the experimental data. This comparison was made
in the framework of a European code comparison exercise previously organised
by the CEC Group CONT ; other codes involved in the exercise were CONTAIN,
PARDISEKO and AEROSIM. The calculated results for the mass suspended exceeded
the experimental values, with a maximum deviation of a factor of approximately
1.5. The calculated median diameter also exceeded the measured value. In
general, these calculated results are conservative. Although the calculated
mass deposited on the wall was underestimated by approximately three, the
results using the AER0S0L/B1 code provided the best agreement.

7.

CORE MECHANICS & THERMALHYDRAULICS (AGT 5)

7.1

Introduction

The work on AGT 5 covers the areas of core static mechanics and core dynamics,
plus inter-wrapper flow and the above core thermocouples in the area of
thermalhydrauli cs.
7.2

Core Static Mechanics

Substantial progress was made in the area of core static mechanics with the
completion to time and to cost of the CHARDIS 3 rig at Risley. The rig was
handed over to the operators on 29th March 1991. The programme of commissioning of the rig was completed in September 1991. This included the assembly of
all the sub-assemblies (S/As) ready for insertion into the rig, the testing
of all the instrumentation and the determination of the behaviour of the
structure of the rig and production of a comprehensive flexibility matrix.
Test work started in the rig in October 1991 with the installation of the
first array of 61 nominally straight S/As (see Fig. 22).
The analysis of the last tests done with the former CHARDIS 2 rig were completed. These gave valuable information showing that the CRAMP code operated
correctly with friction. The first comparisons were also made with Charge/
Discharge tests performed in the CHARDIS 2 rig and calculations using the new
CHARM suite, which adds charge/discharge capability to the CRAMP code. Some
shortcomings were shown in the new routines, which are being improved.
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7.3

-

Core Dynamics

The effects of an earthquake produce one of the principal loading cases which
govern the mechanical design of the EFR S/A and its restraint plane pads. The
core is a complex non-linear dynamic system and the interwrapper fluid has a
significant influence, coupling the S/As together. The CASTEM 2000 code is
being developed to allow the calculation of deflections and corresponding
loads during a seismic event.
Code validation is currently based on the use of the RAPSODIE rig. A new
series of tests is to be performed using some special instrumented S/As to
measure core centre-line displacements and pad impact loads. The manufacture
of the S/As has been completed and commissioning of the instrumentation is in
progress. A new rig, SYMPHONY, which has a better representation of the EFR
interwrapper gaps, is being developed at Saclay.
7.4

Inter-Wrapper Flow

The first phase of the experimental programme with the HIPPO 90° sector model
has been completed, with work concentrating on the position of the interface
between the hot/cold flows (see Fig. 23), the fluctuation of temperature in
the interface region and the velocity profiles. Velocity measurements have
been made using laser doppler anemometry (LDA). Initial comparisons of the
HIPPO interwrapper flow have been done with the ASTEC code (in 3-D) and with
the PHOENICS code (in 2-D). Work is also being done with the TRIO code (in
2-D). The predicted velocity and temperature fields correlate well and
generally show good agreement with the experimental results. Sensitivity
studies continue with these codes. Extrapolation to the reactor condition in
sodium will be made by codes validated against the BNL interwrapper flow
experimental programme, using water and sodium as working fluids.
7.5

Above Core Thermocouples

The performance of thermocouples for the measurement of S/A outlet temperatures has been tested in the FREJYA rig at Risley. Most of the thermocouples
provided a generally satisfactory response, although problems have been shown
with measurements at the edge of the core. Measurements have also been made of
the ACS thermal striping amplitudes.
The definitive response of the above core thermocouples will be obtained in
the JESSICA model (Cadarache), which more accurately models the interwrapper
area.
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8.

REACTOR TANK. HANDLING AND AUXILIARIES (AGT 6)

8.1

Introduction

The AGT 6 area covers the following topics under the general heading of
reactor tank, handling and auxiliaries:
Pool thermal hydraulics, including hot & cold pool and free surface
Roof thermal environment
Decay heat removal
Primary system components
Fuel handling systems.
Progress on these is described in the following paragraphs.
8.2

Pool Thermal hydraulics

In the past year the Hot Pool studies have made significant progress with the
commissioning of several new models and the continued operation of existing
ones. The main areas addressed have been:
flow stability
free surface effects
above core structure (ACS) vibration and thermal striping
transient effects.
Several new models have been commissioned: COLCHIX 4, THOR, FREJYA, ABSINTHE
and JESSICA. For consistency all the models have the same ACS design (xlO)
and are based on the EFR design.
Experimental studies have been performed in COLCHIX 4 (see Fig. 24 and 25) and
THOR of the stability of the jet. These have shown that the margin of stability of the flow pattern is a function of cold flow, and that satisfactory
margins exist.
Free surface effects have also been studied in the models. These have shown
that the disturbance of the free surface is unacceptable in the present
design, with significant quantities of gas entrainment. However, the R&D
partners have been able to suggest and demonstrate a solution to this problem
to the EFR designers. New design requirements concerning gas in the primary
circuit have been identified and the R&D programme in response is being
prepared.
Results from the models suggest that ACS vibration is not a problem. Thermal
striping amplitudes also appear to be acceptable in the design currently
tested. However, it is clear that the definitive design will have to be tested
from all points of view when the design is fixed.
In the cold pool area, pump inlet studies and gas dam studies have been
completed to target. Initial transient thermal loadings data have been obtained. However, to receive data for platelage and diagrid in time will be
difficult if some new models are not produced during 1992, although work is
continuing with the existing tools.
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8.3

Roof Thermal Environment

The requirements in this area have been the subject of much discussion between
the R&D and the designers. Design changes have had a significant influence on
the programme to support the cover gas/roof area. The SAPPHIRE programme has
been dropped due to a change to a light insulation on the roof. However, a
large model, in the style of GULLIVER, will be required in phase 3 to endorse
the roof thermal hydraulic performance.
A more realistic aerosol model has been incorporated in the CGAS code for EFR
calculations. It now offers the interpolative Harwell aerosol theory and Mie
calculation of the aerosol optical properties.
The CGAS code has been used for comparison with the results from GULLIVER.
The cover gas temperatures were found to be insensitive to uncertainties in
emissivity and opacity. CGAS showed that the aerosol produces contradictory
trends, with reduced heat fluxes for increased aerosol thicknesses for an
insulated roof and the opposite for an uninsulated roof.
A catalogue of recommended emissivity values has been issued.
8.4

Decay Heat Removal

Progress on the DHR R&D work shows that a large programme is under way embracing nearly every part and conceivable problem of the DHR system, although the
diverse DHX design has yet to be considered.
RAMONA (1:20 scale 3-D water model of SNR 2 at KfK) has been used for steady
state and transient parametric studies. The NEPTUN model (1:5 scale 3-D water
model of SNR 2) construction has been completed and commissioning tests have
started.
The first tests in the new facility ILONA (sodium facility at Bensberg) have
shown that the DHR capacity of the system, incorporating AHX, dampers and
stack, is higher than expected, indicating that the proposed AHX design is
feasible. A significant programme of tests is continuing.
Commissioning experiments have been performed on the KIWA facility prior to
start of the experimental programme. Early trials show agreement with data
obtained from earlier experiments on BORA II.
Progress has also been made with the complex computer codes in this area.
These include DYANA/ATTICA at Interatom (now Siemens), COMMIX at KfK, TRIO and
DYN at CEA and ASTEC in the UK. However, it has been suggested that sodium
experiments between the core and the upper plenum, backed up by water tests,
could considerably improve code development.
8.5

Primary System Components

Good progress has been made with the testing of seals for the rotating plugs.
Various arrangements have been tested, including a modified Dunlop seal, with
various measurements and an endurance test over a friction distance of 20 kM
(see Fig. 26). Leak rate and friction forces for the modified seal were lower
than those for an unmodified type and lower than the specifications for
reactor operation.
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A programme has been started to determine the resistance of the most common
elastomers for seals to radiation and temperature, separately and in combination. Various characteristics like shore hardness, tensile strength and
elongation at break are determined at the end of each test run.
8.6

Fuel Handling Systems

The first results have been obtained from the STATUS Rig, which tests diagrid
socket hard-facing materials in a representative geometry and simulated
reactor environment in sodium. The first pair of materials tested (stellite on
stainless steel) showed evidence of severe galling, as had been predicted
beforehand, and further tests are in progress.
The CHARDIS 3 rig (see Core Static Mechanics) is intended to be capable of
testing fuel handling operations using its charge machine. However, this
charge machine models a direct lift type, so a design study is to be undertaken to investigate the feasibility of adapting the machine to model a
fixed arm type, possibly using some of the charge machine components from the
former CHARDIS 2 rig.

9.

THERMAL TRANSFER SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS (AGT 7)

9.1

Introduction

The progress achieved and the studies performed on the major components like
steam generator, primary pump and intermediate heat exchanger are described in
the following. This must be restricted by highlighting some important aspects.
9.2

Steam Generator

In May 1991, the straight tube steam generator with bellows compensation was
selected by EFR Associates as the reference design for EFR. A design basis
accident was also defined, related to the design of the EFR secondary system.
The R&D activities have been devoted to thermal hydraulics studies, structural
integrity, sodium-water reaction and leak detection studies.
Thermal hydraulics
In the case of the straight tube steam generator, very uniform flow and
temperature distributions must be guaranteed for all operating conditions.
Benchmark exercises have been defined in order to assess the predictions of 3D
codes such as ASTEC, TRIO and PHOENIX against experimental results.
The results obtained from a NNC 360° steam generator water inlet model showed
that pressure distributions are predicted with an accuracy of about 15 %,
while errors on velocities are in the range of - 30 % to + 35 %.
The Benchmark exercise for tube bundle codes has now reached an interesting
state. The Benchmark involves computer code simulations of the inlet part of
the Superheater and of the once-through-boiler of SNR 300 tested in Holland.
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The codes of the partner countries have been applied to two Superheater and
two once-through-boiler tests (high and low load). Comparisons are made of
mixed mean temperatures, heat balances, detailed axial sodium temperature
distribution and radial steam outlet temperatures.
Velocity profiles measured using Laser Doppler Anemometry have been compared
with those predicted using the ASTEC code and show reasonable agreement
considering the geometry with complex 3D flow patterns and recirculations.
Measurements of gas bubbles transit times from the bundle axis near the lower
tube plate (simulating a tube leak) to the gas collection space have been
made. First results indicate reader-scale transit times of roughly 10-15 s e c 3
depending on leak size (Fig. 27).
A monotubular mock-up to study heat exchanges and pressures drop laws under
EFR operational conditions is under design in accordance with earlier time
schedules. Manufacture is scheduled for 1992 and operation in the SET facility
at CADARACHE in 1993.
Structural Integrity
CEA is developing a non-linear vibration code (GERBOISE) to characterise
detailed tube motions and grid interactions produced by flow excitations in
tube bundle.
AEA is producing a linear code T-VIB for calculation of tube vibrational
levels and conditions for the onset of eddy-shedding and fluid-elastic resonance for heat exchangers. Basic trials of the code are now in progress. A
second code T-FRET is being developed to predict tube wear assuming known or
code-predicted vibration levels.
Tube vibration response in 5 PFR replacement superheater U-tubes (supported by
aluminised Inconel 718 bushes) has been measured at 70 % and 100 % flow by
pulling biaxial accelerometers down their bores. All results compare well with
previously conducted full scale water tests. The final analysis with code
comparison is in hand.
The development of alternative grid coatings is still in progress at AEA.
Plasma deposited nickel aluminide (69 % Ni/31 % Al) survived well after 5000
cycles from 200°C to 600°C. The conclusion reached up to now is that the 69 %
Ni/31 % Al coating shows excellent performance potential, its performance
being only slightly less than that of aluminised Inconel 718.
Sodium-Water Reaction and Leak Detection
The related R&D programme is dominated by the investigations of leak evolution, leak propagation, wastage behaviour and wastage protection measures
and tube bursting phenomena (overheating).
In the domain of leak evolution four experiments with demountable micro leaks
have been performed. The leaks were first blocked and subsequently subjected
to unblocking conditions. It could be demonstrated that wet argon at a temperature of 170°C is able to unblock the leaks effectively.
In order to meet the targets in leak detection which have been set for EFR,
two complementary methods are being developed, a hydrogen detection technique
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with high sensitivity and rather long response time, and accoustic detection
techniques, with poorer sensitivity but high detection speed.
A multichannel prototype hydrogen detection system (see Fig. 3.1) has been
jointly developed by CEA and NOVATOME. Alternative measuring devices for
replacing the mass spectrometers are being studied by Siemens/BGL. A permeation hydrogenmeter is under study at Bensberg for the gas space of the
steam generator. Both systems have given positive preliminary results.
The objectives of the acoustic detection techniques under development are to
detect leaks of 1 to 10 g/s in 1 to 10 s. Two detection techniques are currently being studied. The passive approach consists in listening to the sound
of leaks using both advanced signal processing techniques and/or locations
methods, and can deal with poor signal/noise ratios. The active technique
monitors sound transmission through the SGU which is attenuated by gaseous
reaction products. The overall acoustic detection for EFR will certainly use a
combination of both techniques under a repartition yet to be settled.
Wastage tests on thick plates of the EFR SGU shell caused by leaks in outerrow tubes are being carried out at Dounreay. These tests extend work which
showed that wastage pit diameters were larger than would have been expected
from adjacent tube wastage work and that the rate of wastage damage is reduced
remarkably with increased pit depth.
Tests in the leak rate range of 10-100 g/s (intermediate leaks) are under
preparation. Their objective is to investigate the wastage rate distribution
in tube bundle geometries and the threshold leak rate above which failures due
to overheating of tubes can occur (validation of results of former ASB tests).
These tests will be carried out in the Super NOAH rig at Dounreay.
Nine bottom tube plate tests have been performed until the end of 1990. The
results of the first seven tests can be summarized as follows:
In the low-temperature region, significant wastage on unprotected
adjacent tubes occurs in case of leak.
A wastage grid (vertical plates between the tubes in the weld region) is
not sufficient to give convenient times for leak detection and mastering.
A wastage protection plate has to be placed directly in front of the
tube plate.
A radial gap of 1-2 mm between the tubes and the protection plate bore
walls avoids wastage in the gap area thanks to displacement of the
sodium.
Concerning code development a thermal module has been introduced and validated
in the code MECTUB (calculation of overheating failures). The COTHAA test
results allow for checking of the mechanical modelling and specially for
quantifying the creep law. Detailed results of MECTUB calculations will be
presented in detailed technical notes.
9.3

Primary Pumps

A parameter which could help to reduce the size of the primary pumps is under
consideration: the reduction of NPSH margins towards onset of cavitation; this
would permit an increase of rotating speed.
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The primary pump impeller tested in IRIS was afterwards used in the sodium
CARUSO tests. NPSH values in water and sodium were found to be very similar.
An erosion test at NPSH(d) + 10 % was performed which lasted for 1360 hours
(d = onset of Head Loss). Some slight erosion patterns were seen on two of the
blades.
It is planned to test also in water the same impeller as used in the CARUSO
experiments, because the erosion traces have appeared only on two blades,
indicating that they depend on the geometry of the blades. This phenomenon
shows the great influence of the manufacturing tolerances on erosion onset.
A target for the cavitation criterion of NPSH (formation of 10 mm bubbles in a
1:5 scale model) was defined. If this criterion can be achieved then a significant reduction in pump diameter can be obtained.
Theoretical work on supercritical shaft design has already started at CEA
(Saclay). Two areas of interest were identified: firstly, the provision of
data for immersed whirling shafts to give design guidance and allow improvement of dynamic computer modelling particularly for shafts at or beyond the
first whirling speed. Secondly, the demonstration whether gas entrainment
along the shaft can occur together with the identification of corrective
designs.
ROTOR code calculations have been compared with experimental measurements
realized on the VIBROR test stand. The comparison revealed that the code
accurately computes damping and modal behaviour in the low velocity range as
far as the shaft is centered into the annular space. But it showed also that
the code is not validated near the flutter instability because the VIBOR shaft
cannot run in a sufficiently high operating speed range.
9.4

Intermediate Heat Exchangers (IHX)

The R&D tasks, especially in the inlet region, are mainly related to thermalhydraulic behaviour, the resulting mechanical design and code validation. For
the validation of the codes TRIO and ASTEC a number of test set-ups are in
operation or have been operated.
CLAUDINA mock-up: The analysis of the results of the last campaign is
completed. Further tests have started at the end of 1991.
MORTIMER mock-up: The tests are finished. They principally involved
temperature and velocity measurements at different power conditions. The
measurements were taken for plugged-tube conditions and valved-off
conditions.
GR 16 mock-up: Confirmation tests in forced and mixed convection have
been performed and evaluated. Tests to simulate a plugged tube have been
made afterwards.
Primary inlet flow conditions: These tests are performed in the hot pool
mock-ups COLCHIX and JESSICA. Tests are in progress on COLCHIX 4 in
order to understand the importance of the asymmetric distribution at the
inlet primary window.
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10.

PLANT STRUCTURAL MATERIALS (AGT 9A)

10.1 Introduction
Since start of the European collaboration, a major rationalisation has taken
place, limiting the number of materials to one steel for the primary circuit,
to one for the steam generators and also one for the support structures.
The primary circuit steel is 316L (N), a low carbon austenitic steel with
controlled nitrogen, similar to that used in the French reactor SPX1. In
comparison with the 316 grades, a tight control of the elements allows the
scatter in its different properties to be minimized. Concerning weld metals,
the EFR preferred weld metal compositions for MMA and TIG processes are
19Crl2Ni2Mo and 16Cr8Ni2Mo respectively.
For steam generators the main programme has been devoted to Grade 91, a 9CrlMo
steel with controlled additions of niobium and vanadium.
10.2 Mechanical Properties
Type 316L (N'l Austenitic Steel
Long term tests are running concerning creep, creep-fatigue and effect of
thermal ageing on embrittlenient of base material and welds, and also fatigue
of weldments.
Long term creep rupture tests continue at CEA, AEA, SIEMENS and KFK to investigate the influence of cast to cast variations on the creep rupture
response of type 316L (N) steel.
In terms of stress rupture strength all data are close to the average behaviour of 316L (N) as defined in RCC-MR, but the creep rupture ductility is
sensitive to cast variation and test temperature.
Tests on the effects of short tensile or compressive hold periods on the
fatigue endurance have indicated that for strain ranges of about 0.4 % and
hold periods less than 10 minutes, compressive holds are more detrimental than
tensile hold periods. This is attributed to enhanced surface crack initiation
rather than creep-fatigue interaction.
The effect of thermal ageing on tensile properties has been investigated on
casts aged at temperatures from 500 to 750°C up to 80,000 h. Room temperature
tensile and Charpy V impact properties and sensitisation to intercrystalline
corrosion have been determined. Extrapolation of these data to end of life
condition indicates a minor effect on tensile properties but a decrease in
Charpy impact toughness.
Low temperature irradiatio/i of 316L has revealed that the toughness remains
greater than about 70 kJ/m at doses up to 5 dpa.
Concerning high temperature irradiation, an interim reduction factor for creep
and creep-fatigue at around 550°C had been recommended earlier, but the value
still has to be finalised. The objective of the collaborative experiment is to
evaluate the effects of high temperature irradiation, composition and castto-cast variation on the long term properties of type 316L(N) steel and weld
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this experiment. The specimens are to be irradiated in Phenix and HFR.
Concerning toughness, comparison of various results showed that the fracture
toughness properties of the 316L(N) grade material are superior to those of
the unmodified steel. For the weld metals (17-8-2 and 19-12-2), the results
indicated that the toughness properties of the 19-12-2 welds lay close to the
lower bands of the 17-8-2 material.
Low cyclic fatigue tests of austenitic welds have indicated that the Mo
containing weld metals exhibit higher cyclic endurances than welds without Mo.
The 550°C average data for Mo-containing weld metals are displayed by a weld
factor of 0.8 in terms of total strain range when compared to average type
316L(N) steel data at the number of cycles-to-failure.
Tests are also in progress to investigate the fatigue and creep-fatigue
response of type 316L(N) steel welded with 19-12-2 MMA filler metal. Moreover
creep-fatigue tests including a hold period at the maximum strain of the cycle
have recently commenced.
Ferritic Steel (Mod 9CrlMol
First creep rupture results of 100,000 h tests made between 500 and 650°C
indicate that failure times to date vary from 10,000 to 70,000 h. The most
recent results at 600°C (70,000 h) indicates that rupture ductility decreases
at long durations.
Fatigue tests have been completed at 525°C and further tests are under way
between 20 and 550°C. A preliminary comparison of creep-fatigue data at 550°C
indicated a need to make tests using long hold times and low strain ranges to
produce creep damage levels more relevant to the SGU operating conditions.
Creep-crack growth tests from thick sections at 550°C with 1000 h to 1500 h
duration have been conducted and show clear creep crack propagation, rather
than just crack blunting.
Transition curves of thick section material in different ageing conditions
have been measured. The results show the expected increase of transition
temperature and a decrease of upper shelf with increasing ageing temperature
and time.
Slow strain rate tests have been carried out to study the effects of polluted
Na (90% NaOH/10% Na and 5% NaOH/95% Na), at 350, 475 and 525°C, on the mechanical properties. A preliminary examination of the fracture mode has revealed
ductile failures in both environments at the higher temperatures, even if in
certain of these tests, the ductility was reduced compared with control
specimens tested in Ar.
The susceptibility of mod 9CrlMo to stress corrosion cracking has been investigated in three aqueous media: pure water, aqueous NaOH and NaCl + CL. The
results at present show that mod 9CrlMo does not present any stress corrosion
cracking susceptibility in the three testing media. Even the deep pits formed
in the NaCl + 0 2 after 18,000 hours did not act as initiation sites for
cracking. Concerning welds, fatigue, creep-fatigue, creep rupture and fracture
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toughness tests, corrosion tests and steam oxidation tests on weld metal and
weldments have started. '
Investigation of welding processes is also carried out. Electron beam welding
of Mod 9CrlMo steel has shown porosity problems with thick sections and
thinner sections are to be investigated.

11.

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY (AGT 9B)

11.1 Introduction
The aim of this technical work is the study and the achievement of common
design rules in the field of structural integrity in order to maintain the
required standards for safety and reliability. A very close connection with
the Design and Construction Rules Committee (DCRC) is necessary with the
approach of using the French RCC-MR rules taking into account the improvements
proposed by the UK, German and French Partners.
A large amount of work is being done to validate the design methodology and is
being directed towards the analysis of benchmarks, reflecting the fact that
the R and D programme has reached a mature stage, where a lot of methods have
been established but need to be validated.
The work performed can be summarized into six areas:
General design guidance
Analysis of structures submitted to repeated loading
Inelastic analysis and dynamic analysis
Fracture mechanics
Buckling
Design rules for specific components
11.2 General Design Guidances
Negligible Creep
The aim is to limit the amount of calculation needed when creep temperature
limits are exceeded but creep effects are still not significant. To allow for
limited excursion into the creep regime, a "creep cross over curve" has been
defined as a temperature-time limit chart.
A next step is to eliminate the discrepancies between the low and high temperature analysis rules. The problem arises because the limits on general
membrane, local membrane and primary bending stresses are not scaled in the
same way in the low and high temperatures rules for normal, accidental and
hypothetical levels of loading.
Multiaxial Criteria for Creep Damage
In order to avoid over-conservatism, the work is aiming to take advantage of
the reduction in creep damage which occurs under compressive stress. The
determination of a criterion describing adequately the available experimental
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data for failure under multi-axial conditions implies the knowledge of the
actual tensile stress and needs to be associated with an inelastic analysis.
Margins on Level D Criteria
The related work is based on the practical example of the PFR intermediate
heat exchangers under sodium-water conditions, for which an assessment has
been made by AEA Technology. Three methods have been considered: elastic
analysis, plastic analysis, and plastic instability analysis. There is a
factor 3 between the lowest permitted pressure obtained by elastic analysis
and the highest permitted pressure obtained by plastic instability analysis.
In order to validate the results, AEA has carried out an hydraulic test to
failure on a scale model of the IHX.
In parallel, inelastic calculations have been performed on simple beam structures with rectangular, circular and annular cross sections. These show that
the safety margins between the current criteria and the calculated failure
load depend on the combinations of loads which are applied.
These investigations have shown the need to specify the strain limits which
are applied to the inelastic analysis methods and that guidance is needed on
stress classification when using elastic methods.
11.3 Analysis of structures submitted to repeated loading
Strain Range Enhancement and Elastic Follow-up
When creep fatigue damage is estimated from the results of an elastic stress
analysis, it is necessary to amplify the calculated strain range to allow for
inelastic effects. Such strain range enhancement factors must also take into
account elastic follow-up, in those situations where this can occur.
Fatigue Damage Assessment at Sharp Notches
In geometrical singularities where the notch radius cannot be defined, it is
proposed to perform the fatigue damage assessment at a distance below the
notch tip. This procedure has been validated from low cycle fatigue (10
cycles for failure) to high cycle fatigue (10 to failure).
Alternative Creep Fatigue Prediction Methods
Four methods have been considered for predicting creep fatigue damage:
conventional time and cycle fraction summation,
continuum damage,
damage rate,
strain based and ductility exhaustion summation.
When mean material data are used, the time
methods predict different balances between
diagrams for experimental results analysis
tive interaction diagrams which correspond

and cycle fraction and strain based
creep and fatigue damages, but the
are in accordance with the respecto the best estimate conditions.
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Thermal Striping
Experimental work on thermal striping is undertaken using the SOMITE and
SUPERSOMITE facilities in the UK and the FAENA facility in France.
Calculations have been carried out using existing design procedures modified
to take into account these experimental results. They have predicted an
allowable thermal striping temperature range much lower than both experimental
evidence and plant experience show to be tolerable. Further work is now in
hand to remove this over-conservatism in the method.
Progressive Deformation due to Ratcheting
Two methods are currently under discussion:
the RCC-MR efficiency diagram,
interaction diagrams based on upper bound shakedown theories.
The interaction diagrams have been provided by the Commission of the European
Communities (CEC) Working group on Codes and Standards with the objectives to
give ratcheting limits on load interaction diagrams addressing both radial and
axial thermal gradients in shell structures. When shakedown conditions are
met, the structure is free from ratcheting and progressive deformation is
restricted.
11.4 Fracture Mechanics
Defect assessment below the creep range
Assessment procedures are needed to show that the components are tolerant to
defects. In some cases, additional margins of safety can be obtained by
demonstrating leak-before-break (LBB). In other cases, it is necessary to show
that defects cannot grow through the wall of a component, thus ensuring leak
tightness.
The behaviour of all possible sizes of a defect at a given location within the
structure, may be represented on a LBB diagram in which local and global
instabilities are plotted on axes of crack depth and crack length.
The principles of such an approach are given in Fig. 28. The line b-b represents the maximum flaw sizes at the end of life. If there is a large enough
margin between this line and the ligament instability area, then the component
can be considered to be leak tight.
It is also asked to provide similar procedures for crack growth at elevated
temperature.
11.5 Buckling
Dynamic Buckling
In the thin shell structures of EFR, fluid-structure interaction
postulated seismic event can lead to pressures of the same order of
as the static collapse pressure. Calculation of margins against
taking into account the dynamic nature of the loading is therefore
tial part of the design procedure.

during a
magnitude
buckling
an essen-
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An extensive research programme has been underway for many years and the work
produced a good physical insight into the dynamic buckling phenomena and has
led to a simple design methodology. It makes use of a critical load enhancement factor and a qualification of this method has to be carried out.
Thermal Buckling
The work on thermal buckling has been focused on specific types of component
and particular loading conditions. These include IHX tubes under thermal
expansion, for which analytical solutions have been validated and cylindrical
shells under axial thermal gradients, tension and external pressure.
Progressive Buckling
Progressive buckling is a phenomenon resulting from the interaction between
buckling and ratcheting and it occurs by the progressive increase of the
initial geometrical imperfections under the effect of cyclic secondary stress
combined with a steady primary load. This can led to a significant reduction
in the critical buckling strength of the structure.
In order to study this problem, an extensive experimental test programme has
been performed on tubes with various slenderness ratios and initial imperfections. These have been subjected to compressive axial loading together with
cyclic torsion. The result of these tests confirm the validity of the present
RCC-MR rule to predict the loss of buckling strength under primary and cyclic
secondary loading.
Two models have been evaluated in 1991: the ECHO model to study progressive
buckling under a moving axial thermal gradient in air and the VINIL model
representative of a moving free sodium level.
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COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
Review of Fast Reactor Activities performed during 1991
w. BALZ

1.

INTRODUCTION
The Commission of the European Community continued its fast reactor activities
on the same lines as in previous years, performing harmonisation and research
activities.
COORDINATION AND HARMONISATION A C n v m E S
The Fast Reactor Coordinating Committee (FRCC) pursued the exchange of
information and the discussions of specific problems, e.g. the influence of LMFBR
design characteristics on decommissioning. These discussions were based on the
results of a study performed under the CEC Decommissioning Programme. It was
concluded that decommissioning of fast reactors, in spite of some specific
problems, is not more difficult than that of thermal reactors.

2.1.

Safety
In December 1991 the Council of Ministers approved a Reactor Safety
programme which will be performed as a concerted action. The programme is
mainly centred on the confinement of radioactivity under severe accidents in
thermal reactors, but the inclusion of some fast reactor safety aspects could be
envisaged. The FRCC has asked the Safety Working Group (SWG) discussed
possible topics. So far the development of the CONTAIN code for fast reactors
was found most suitable.
The group had regular reports on highlights from national research and
development programmes and discussed various safety aspects, e.g. the safety
options applied to EFR, the safety of metal fuelled or lead cooled fast reactors.
The group supported the idea launched by the IWGFR to produce a safety R+D
index jointly with IAEA, if all Non-Community countries having a fast reactor
programme are participating.

2.1.1. Whole Core Accident Codes (WAC)
The WAC group continued the exchange of information on code developments
for severe accident analysis in national laboratories and at the EC Joint Research
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Centre and discussed specific modelling aspects, e.g. early transition phase
phenomena. The group also performed further comparative calculations.
An initiative of the IPPE Institute at Obninsk (Russia) to perform comparative
calculations for hypothetical accidents with laboratories in Western Europe was
supported. During a meeting at Obninsk in February 1992, this interest was
confirmed by both sides and a plan of action was set up.
2.2.

Codes and Standards
The activities of the Codes and Standards Working Group (CSWG) are mainly
oriented at the EFR project, but LWR related topics as well as topics of generic
interest will receive an increasing emphasis.

2.2.1. Manufacturing and In-service Inspection
A comparative analysis of life surveillance and extension including LWRs is in
progress.
A review has been completed of the possible effects of sodium on the ultrasonic
inspection of LMFBR components. It is concluded that crack filling by sodium is
likely and would result in a detrimental effect in relation to ultrasonic detection.
A survey has been carried out of in-service inspection methods and experience
gained with LMFBR steam generators. It is concluded that the extent and quality
of the present inspection practices appear to be adequate from a view point of
safety and reliability, although the techniques available are still to be optimised.
2.23. Structural Analysis
A series of studies have been concluded on seismic analysis, e.g. the effect of soil
stiffness and of non-stationary random vibration. The results have been developed
into diagrams for use by the designer.
A comparison of creep/fatigue design rules has been made. The French and UK
rules were found to be similar for the weld case studied, although it was noted
that the RCC - MR code gave a strong penalty in order to dissuade the use of
non-inspected welds.
The effect of constant stress on the fatigue life under cyclic strain conditions has
been studied. It was found that the fatigue life under cyclic strain can be reduced
by the superposition of a constant primary load. A formula has been developed
to describe the effective strain range. It is likely, however, that the interaction
effect is dependent on the strain range applied.
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2.2.3. Materials
For the steel specified for most of the EFR primary circuit (316L-N) a series of
investigations has been made :
- a round robin on fracture toughness for material pre-treated at 650 °C for 3000
h equivalent to end-of-life conditions; the steel was found to be still very tough
- creep crack growth tests; the result was that creep may not have been
dominant mode of crack growth

the

- a data collection for material at low irradiation dose.
3.

RESEARCH PERFORMED AT THE JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE
Safety research is performed at the Ispra Establishment, fuel research at the
Transuranium Institute (ITU) in Karlsruhe.

3.1.

Safety

3.1.1. FARO
The FARO experiments related to fast reactors came to an end in 1990 but some
analysis work is still going on.
In 1991 an analysis of the melt propagation into the sodium pool in two FARO
tests was made. About 100 kg of molten UO2 were poured into 130 kg of liquid
sodium. Mild fuel coolant interactions (FCIs) occurred that prevented about half
of the fuel to penetrate the sodium.
In a first analysis, initial fragment diameters between 10 and 20 mm and drag
coefficients between 0.44 and 2.0, led to penetration distances of about 0.8 m at
the time when the sodium first reached saturation temperature in the upper part.
In both experiments the first FCIs occured when the fuel has penetrated to about
1.0 m. Since these FCIs involve fine fragmentation of part of the fuel as well as
pressure generation it appears that only dispersed fuel and/or frozen fuel
fragments can penetrate liquid sodium much further and that a dense molten fuel
jet would not reach the lower head of a reactor vessel.
3.1.2. European Accident Code (EAC)
During last year the EFR project had set up a task force with the mandate to
examine whether the European Accident Code (EAC-2) or the American SAS4A
code would be the better starting point for a European reference code (EUREF)
for the analysis of the initiating phase of unprotected accidents in LMFBRs.
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In order to show the validity of the EAC-2 models, different CABRI in-pile
experiments were analysed. Reasonably good agreement with the experimental
data was achieved. In particular the novel combination of a detailed fuel pin
behaviour code (TRANSURANUS- developed by ITU Karlsruhe) with the
advanced molten fuel in-pin motion model (CAMDYN) and the channel fuel
motion model MDYN performed well.
The EAC-2 neutronics development is unique for the treatment of the initiation
phase. It consists of the static 3-D hexagonal-z diffusion and transport code
HEXNOD that is based on the nodal method. Together with an efficient cross
section generator and a perturbation theory calculation the code can be combined
with a point kinetics model for time dependent (adiabatic) approach.
The recommendation of the task force of the EFR project was to use the
American SAS4A code as basis for EUREF because it has additional relevant
modules (primary loop treatment, a cladding motion model, a fuel and steel
motion model for the phase after fuel pin break-up) and a more detailed and
faster running sodium boiling model. Moreover many improvements to this code
have been and will continue to be made by Japanese safety analysts.
The task force also recommended to include some EAC-2 models in EUREFrthe
EAC-2 space-time neutronics, TRANSURANUS with its detailed fission gas
model and the advanced cladding failure model, the in-pin motion model
CAMDYN and the main features of the MDYN channel fuel motion model.
The Safety Technology Institute of the JRC Ispra has decided not to continue
work in the fast reactor safety field. The EAC-2 modules and coupling routines
that are needed by the EFR project will be documented and distributed to the
national European Laboratories that continue to work on LMFBR safety issues.
3.2.

Fuel

3.2.1. Advanced FBR fuel development
Destructive post-irradiation examination of a pin of the fast flux nitride irradiation
experiment NIMPHE1 which had been irradiated in the French PHENIX reactor
was carried out in the Karlsruhe hot cells after it had undergone non-destructive
examination in the laboratories of the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA).
The results confirmed earlier observations on the technological potential and the
limitations of this type of fuel. Due to technical difficulties the NIMPHE
irradiation programme came to a temporary halt in 1991 but is to be resumed in
the course of 1992.
Mixed nitride fuel for a high burn-up experiment in a thermal flux (POMPEI) has
been prepared and will be shipped to Petten for irradiation up to 20 a/o in the
Petten high-flux reactor early in 1992.

-5A 19-pin subassembly with mixed carbide fuel had been fabricated with different
oxygen concentrations, and one pin contained pellets produced by "direct
pressing". Non-destructive post-irradiation examination carried out in the
laboratories of KfK showed only minor fuel-clad mechanical interaction in all pins.
A strong correlation was observed between oxygen content and the axial swelling
of the fuel column. Cs had migrated towards the cooler end of the pin and was
deposited within the blanket region. Destructive analysis of the pins is under
preparation.
To minimize the radiological impact of C14 release during dissolution of irradiated
nitride fuel it has been proposed to use the N15 isotope for the fabrication of
mixed nitride fuel. A study was thus undertaken to obtain information on the
distribution of N15 in the different steps of the PUREX process. The results
demonstrated that the only way to recover the expensive heavy nitrogen isotope
consists in recycling the ammonium ion, which might turn out to be rather
difficult.
3.2.2. Work in relation with Minor Actinide transmutation
Analysis of a minor actinide irradiation in the KNK reactor in Karlsruhe lead to
the following results :
- Good agreement between predicted and observed MA concentrations could be
obtained, although, at the present stage of the evaluation it is very difficult to
draw any conclusions on the validity of the cross sections for minor actinides
taken from different libraries.
- One of the most sensitive parameters for the neutron physics calculations is the
local neutron flux. Since the density spectrum in the region of irradiation has
considerable contributions below 1 eV it may be useful to recalculate reaction
rates with an energy group structure that has a higher resolution at low
energies.
- A further improvement of the data is expected with comparative calculations
based on a repeated analysis of the starting material which is currently under
way.
In the frame of the ITU's SUPERFACT programme, four pins containing Am and
Np in different concentrations in an oxide fuel matrix had undergone irradiation
in the French PHENIX reactor. First results of post-irradiation analyses, carried
out at the CEA laboratories in Cadarache and at the ITU, became available,
showing the typical mixed oxide fuel restructuration and the appearance of a new
phase at the fuel surface leading to a slight fuel-cladding interaction. The majority
of the PIE data obtained so far is still undergoing a critical evaluation.

-6A joint ITU-CEA follow-up programme (SUPERFACT 2) concerning the
preparation, irradiation and post-irradiation analysis of minor actinide containing
oxide fuel is under preparation.
Minor actinide containing alloys have been prepared and their properties of
relevance for their irradiation behaviour have been studied under contract for the
Japanese Central Research Laboratory of the Electric Power Industry. The next
phase of this programme will deal with the preparation of fuel samples for a fast
flux test irradiation.
An international working group meeting with participants from five countries (F,
D, Japan, NL, CH) was held at the Institute in June, 1991 in order to organise
joint studies in the development of targets and fuels for the transmutation of longlived radio-toxic nuclides.
3.23. Fuel pin performance code TRANSURANUS
The CAMDYN model describing sensitive in-pin fuel motion was coupled to
TRANSURANUS and the system applied to the CABRI Rig-1 irradiation
experiments with the following results :
- the data obtained are extremely sensitive to variations in fuel and cladding
properties,
- the molten cavity (central void) is bottled up, due to the un-typical radial
power distribution in the experiments,
- the failure location was found to depend strongly on the choice of the materials
properties,
- the numerical reliability, after some corrections, is much better than expected.
The TRANSURANUS code is now fully incorporated in the European Accident
Code EAC 2, and all users of EAC 2 have in this way access to
TRANSURANUS.
3.2.4. High-Temperature proporties of oxide fuels
A series of measurements of the oxygen potential of PHENIX fuel with an initial
composition of (Ua8 Pua2)OL98 was brought to an end. The study was carried out
with a miniature emf-cell developed at the Institute and demonstrated the
variation of AG(O2) with temperature at burn-up levels of 3.8, 7.0, and 11.2 a/o.
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Abstract
The paper has introduced briefly the recent news about
Chinese nuclear program on PWR and FBR. Concerning the FFR
design, some issues under consideration have been presented
including the matches between thermo-parameters of primary
sodium and of steam, the arrangement of control and safety
rods which correspond to first and second shut-down
systems, the structure of inner vessel and the axial length
of subassembly. With regard to the R&D of FBR technology,
some results on sodium technology and on the cladding
materials have been given in the paper. Finally some
progress and troubles on site selection for this reactor
have also been outlined.
1. Introduction
The following factors stimulate China to develop the
nuclear power technology:
•the annual primary energy consumption per capita in
China recently only about a half of the average in the
world, thus energy industries have to be developed steady
during a long time, requested obviously by the enormous
population and economy modernization;
.uneven distribution of general energy resources compared
with the needs by the industries and population;
.the pollution problem by burning coal has caused public
concern. The acid rain already appeared in many areas. Some
big cities have already had serious atmospheric pollution
caused by burning coal.
China has started developing her nuclear power technology
with following general purposes:
.up to the early of next century, nuclear power will play
in the country a supplementary or replacement role in the
regions lack of general energy resources;
.in the middle of next century, nuclear power will be the
important part of total electricity production in China.
To implement these targets China has decided adopting
thermal reactor PWRs matched with FBRs in the future as the
primary strategy of the Chinese nuclear development.
In the end of the year 1991, Qin Shan-1 300 MWe PWR has
connected to the electricity grid. Da-Ya Bay twin 900 MWe
PWRs will
be completed in the year 1993 and 1994
respectively. Qin Shan-2 twin 600 MWe PWRs project has
been approved by the Government, which is in the design
stage.
Since 1987 up to now the development of FBR technology is
pursued under the framework of the State High Technology
Program in China. In the last month the State Council has
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made the authorization for the FFR project which is 65 MWth
and 25 MWe experimental fast reactor. It is planed that the
fabrication of the components and facilities and its
architecture engineering will be started in the year 1996.
The criticality of the FFR is envisaged in the year 2 000.
2. FFR design
The conceptual design of the FFR has been basically
completed in the
end of 1990, which was introduced at the
last meeting^1], but of some auxiliary systems will be
completed in the end of this year.
2.1 Review of Conceptual Design
Since last meeting we have done some fallen back into
review on the conceptual design. The following main points
are considered to be rational and to be kept to the
preliminary design:
.design demands
—main technical selection should be consistent with the
trends of the development of the FBR technology in the
world;
— t h e basic thermo-parameters of commercial fast reactors
should be adopted;
— t h e design is requested to have a self-stability
reactor core and passive decay heat removal system;
— t h e technology used in the FFR must be proved either by
our own laboratory or by others;
—systems and components should be striven to be
simplified so that to get high reliability, due to which
it will be easier to transmit from the FFR to next step.
.main technical selections and design boundary conditions
for the FFRt1^
.main design parameters £^1
2.2 Some issues under consideration
2.2.1 Different arrangements of control rods
Three different arrangements of control rods have been
considered, which are shown in Figs 1-3 and their main
parameters are compared in Table 1. The preliminary
evaluation pointed out that the values of safety rods and
control rods in the three schemes, they all meet
respectively the design criteria for the FFR. MK-II has
better accessibility to each control rods mechanism, which

CT\\0 <X

will facilitate to its maintenance, but the linear power a
little lower than MK-I and MK-I*. Considering the higher
linear power of fuel pins and the larger shut-down margin,
MK-I has been selected.
Table 1 Three core arrangements
Scheme

MK-I

MK-I *

MK-II

no.of fuel subassemblics

82

82

85

fuel roading
Pu/Pu-239/U-235(kg)

121.6/93.2/97.6

121.6/93.2/97.6

126.0/96.6/101.2

no. of safety rods

2

2

2

no. of control rods

7

7

7

2x2.015

2x2.015

2X1.615

3 x 0.487

3 x 0.970

3X1.567

1 x 2.010

1x2.010

1 x 1.470

2x0.300

2x0.300

2x0.420

rods(%AK/K)

1 x 0.220

1x0.220

1 x 0.420

total amount (% AK / K)

8.81

10.90

10.46

5.08

5.08

6.12

3.73

5.82

4.34

value of safety rods
(%AK/K)
value of B.U. compensation
rods(%AK/K)
value of Temp, compensation
rods(%AK/K)
value of coarse regulation
rods(%AK/K)
value of fine regulation

excess reactivity
(%AK/K)
Margin of shut—down

(%AK/K)

2.2.2 Temperature difference at pinch point of steam
generators
Based on the conceptual design of FFR, the temperature
parameters of the primary and secondary sodium, and of
water-steam are listed as follows:
1,IHX primary sodium temperature
inlet/outlet 525/385,°C
2,IHX secondary sodium temperature inlet/outlet 325/505,°C
3,Evaporator sodium temperature
inlet/outlet 456/325,°C
4,Evaporator water temperature
inlet/outlet 225/319,°C
5,Superheater sodium temperature
inlet/outlet 500/456 °C
6,Superheater steam temperature
inlet/outlet 319/480,6C
The coolant temperature distributions of primary,
secondary and of water-steam are shown in Fig.4. The

temperature difference at the pinch point in SG reaches
456-319=137 °C, much higher than usual temperature
difference applied. The solution intended for this issue
would be raise the tertiary circuit pressure and thus the
saturation temperature of water.
2.2.3 Inner vessel
The
3D-thermo-hydraulic
computer
codes
for
flow
distribution and temperature profile of primary sodium are
under preparation, so the thermo-mechanic calculation
hasn't started. It is tried to have an inner vessel with a
near
almost
symmetry
structure
to
facilitate
the
compensation of thermo-deformation of the structure.
2.2.4 Fuel Subassembly
The model of the FFR fuel subassembly has been
successfully fabricated according to the conceptual design.
It is found that the subassembly foot of about 3 00 mm is
rather short compared with the total length of 2600 mm and
it will be unstable when it stands onto the lattice plenum.
It is also estimated the flow will be more 'Uneven in the
plenum chamber. So we will longer this foot up to about
half meters, meanwhile we intend to shorter the total
length by cancelling some shielding section to obtain good
stiffness of the subassembly.
3. Research and development
During past years, the R&D of FBR technology have been
emphasized on sodium technology, materials, fuels and
safety studies, here only first two parts are touched.
3.1 Sodium Technology
Taking experiences abroad as reference and based on our
own experiences of interactions between materials and
sodium with some impurities. The quality standard for
reactor sodium has been preliminarily decided as follows:
C < 30 ppm
0 < 30 ppm
B < 5 ppm
Cd < 5 ppm
Halogen < 30 ppm
Ca < 10 ppm
Li < 10 ppm
K < 200-1000 ppm

This standard of sodium will be used for material testing
sodium loops.
The industrial sodium which is produced from melt
NaCl-CaCl2 compounds by electrolysis contains the calcium
contents of up to 400-500 ppm which is not suitable for
fast reactor application.
The first part of the
multipurpose sodium purification loop (MSPL) <-•*•] is used for
de-calcium by adding NaO2 to produce CaO, then which is
filtrated at low temperature. By this method we could get
sodium with calcium lower than 5 ppmr 2 ]. Some sodium loops,
built during past years have been filled with sodium in our
reactor grade, produced by the MSPL. The de-calcium system
is shown in Fig 5 and 6.
It is intended to design sodium purification loop for the
FFR by enlargement in scale based on MSPL.
3.2 Materials
In Chinese material market there is 316 SS on sale, but
it is not in reactor grade and especially not suitable for
fast reactor core materials. The cladding tubes of 316 Ti
SS for FFR pins have been tri-fabricated in our laboratory,
using twin vacuum smelting and fine rolling technology. The
composition, thermo-characteristics, crystal grain size,
mechanical properties (creep data have not been obtained
yet) of the material and dimension, tolerance and surface
quality of the cladding tube are all satisfactory to design
needs.
The further demonstration for 316 Ti SS will be
emphasized on the interaction properties with sodium and
irradiation performances.
The following facilities for material demonstration have
been almost ready to accept material specimen:
.material corrosion sodium loop
.mass transfer sodium loop
.stress corrosion sodium loop
.fatigue and creep sodium loop
•bi-axial
creep
test
facility
(no
sodium)
and
•cladding-fisssion products interaction test facility
(out of reactor)
The pre-experiments out of reactor on cladding-fission
produces interaction have been done, using the facility
above-mentioned, to study the interaction between cladding
and fission products simulated by Cs,I,Te,Se and by
different oxygen potential with Cr/Cr2O3 (lower oxygen
potential, corresponding to °/M 1.96) and Ni/NiO (higher
oxygen potential, corresponding to0'*1 =2.00). The cladding

materials tested are presented in Table 2.
Table 2 Cladding materials tested
contents
specimen CW%
C

Cr

Ni

Mo

Mn

Si

Ti

P

S

-

-

B

Fe

1

15

0.07 14.97 15.23 1.20

0.73

0.68

0.45

2

15

0.066 17.08 12.75 2.25

1.37

0.67

0.68 0.028 0.016

-

balance

3-1

30

0.040

3-2

0.006 balance

16.8

12.5

3.17

1.67

0.73

0.63 0.016 0.0078

-

balance

29.7 0.042 16.8

12.8

3.18

1.71

0.72

0.63 0.016 0.0078

-

balance

It's found from the experiments that for different
materials tested the maximum interaction depth is about 28
um and non-obvious attack under lower oxygen potential, but
contrary, the deep intergranular corrosion and spalling
section layer were observed and maximum attack depth is
about 100 um under higher oxygen potential. In the
experiments the isothermic test temperature is 700 °C and
test duration 120 h with the contents Cs,I,Ts,Se
corresponding to the burn-up of 100 MWd/Kgt3!.
4. Feasibility study
In China the feasibility study of any big engineering
project have to be made when the budget has been decided to
offer by the government, as said the FFR project has only
gotten the approval for the budget. After the feasibility
study report is approval by the State Planning Commission
the preliminary design could be started, including
architecture engineer design.
For nuclear installation before the submittal of the
feasibility report to the State Planning Commission, it is
necessary to get the approval of the pre-safety analysis
report by the Safety and Protection Department of the China
National Nuclear Corporation if the project is belong to
CNNC, also necessary to get the approvals of the
environment impact report by the State and local government
Environment Protection Administrations.

4.1 Pre-Safety analysis

4.1.1 Transient of power w.ith scram
The reactivity coefficients of MK-1* i.e. Doppler, sodium
density, fuel expansion coefficients have been calculated,
but control rod expansion and core deformation coefficients
not included. Based on these conditions, TOP at low power
and at full power have been calculated, which results are
shown in Table 3 and 4.
Table 3 TOP at low power
power at TOP starting
1 MWt
sodium inlet temperature
300 °C
sodium flow in core
40% of nominal value
given limitation of power protection
35.6 MWt
reactivity adding
rate(C/S)
time up to power
protection(S)
maximum temperature
in fuel(t:)
maximum temperature
at mid—wall of cladding("C)
maximum temperature
in coolant( t )

3.02

2.27

1.82*

1.36

41.85

49.57

59.51

77.32

1714

1672

1677

519

513

507

502

0.90**

0.63

1693

1200

1200

513

516

434

434

501

504

426

452

* related
to
Burn-up
compensation
rod
withdrawal
unforeseen.
** related to regulation rod withdrawal unforeseen.
*** The power is stable before the power protection.
Table 4 TOP at full power
power at TOP starting
102% full power
sodium inlet temperature 400 °C
flow rate in core
91% nominal value
Given limitation of power protection

reactivity adding
rate(C / S)
time up to power
protection(S)
maximum temperature
infuel(t;)
maximum temperature
at mid—wall of cladding(t))
maximum temperature
incoolant(£)

120% full power

1.82*

1.36

0.90"

0.68

7.02

9.78

16.24

21.00

2253

2253

2253

2251

609

609

610

610

585

584

585

585

* related
to
burn-up
compensation
rod
withdrawal
unforeseen.
** related to regulation rod withdrawal unforeseen.
It is seen from Table 3 that the reactor could appear the
property of neutronic self-stability before scram triggered
by power protection if the reactivity adding rate is less
than 0.90 C/s. The temperature are not higher than maximum
value limited for the fuel,mid-wall of cladding and sodium
when one of the burn-up compensation rods or regulation
rods, corresponding to 1.82 C/s and 0.90 C/s respectively
is withdrawn from the reactor at its full power.
4.1.2 Transient of power without scram
It is also interested in two situation for TOP without
scram, which are burn-up compensation rod is unforeseen
withdrawn corresponding to 1.82 C/s reactivity adding rate,
and the regulating rod, corresponding to 0.90 C/s. The
results are listed in the Table 5.

incidents
0.9C/S
withdrawal rod
starting
fuel starts melting
at hot channel *
rod fully out
of the reactor
reactor becomes
stable
1.82C/S
withdrawal rod
starting
fuel starts melting
at hot channel *
fuel starts melting
at channel average*
fuel starts failure
at hot channel

time
(S)

Table 5 TOP without scram
Temp, of fuel at Temp, of mid-wall
outlet temp,
of cladding at
hotspot(t:)
of
sodium(t)
power
hot spot(t:)
(relative)
channel
hot
hot
channel
hot
channel
channel average channel average channel average

0.0

1

2148

1808

585

578

549

546

58.0

1.56

2750

2348

689

674

656

652

62.5

1.60

2790

2393

699

686

663

660

160

1.67

2901

2498

712

702

680

675

0.0

•i

2148

1808

585

578

549

546

28.0

1.61

2750

2375

6<J4

682

657

655

44.0

2.0

3108

2750

769

752

725

~>2l

50.4

2.19

3299

2856

799

781

755

748
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* means the temperature at one node of fuel has reached
melting point, while the fuel is divided axially into 10
section and radially 12 nodes in the calculation
** means the temperature at 8th node of fuel has reached
melting point
From the Table 5, it is found that only the temperature
at one node of fuel has reached melting point in the case
of 0.90 C/s reactivity adding rate. It means that the
reactor will be neutronic self-stable and the all fuel pins
will keep its integrity at the incident of an unforeseen
withdrawal regulation rod in the FFR. However in the case
of 1.82 C/s it will be inverse. It means we have to limit
the raising rate of withdrawal compensation rod, despite of
the completeness of reactivity feedback considered and the
preciseness of the calculation.
4.1.3 Loss of flow without scram
The transient condition of loss of flow without scram has
been calculation in which it is assumed that the reactor is
in normal operation (full power) at the incident beginning
and the duration of inertia rotating' of pumps is 60 second
(conservative assumption). The results are presented in the
table 6.
Table 6 Loss of flow without scram
full temp, at
hot spot of
hotchannel(C)

temp, of mid-wall of
cladding at hot spot
of hot channei(C)

sodium outlet
temp, at hot
channe1(£)

temp, in upper
part of hot
sodium(t:)

1

2352

585

549

549.0

17.0

0.660

2274

915

885

551.6

26.5

0.495

2185

1104

1080

558.3

sodium temp, reaches
maximum at outlet

31.5

0.452

2142

1153

1107

562.0

calculation stops

250

0.362

1881

1077

1013

710.8

incidents

power
time
(S) (relative)

beginning

0.0

sodium starts boiling at
outlet of hot channel*
sodium starts boiling at
outlet of channel average *

* Boiling occurred only at one axial section.
From the calculation we could find that there are no fuel
melting, the temperature at mid-wall of cladding at hot
spot will be over the limiting value and sodium will be

boiling at four axial sections of hot channel and three
sections of average channel.
Based some conservative assumptions, all calculation of
transients presented here are preliminary and improved
calculation will be carried on in the future.
4.2 Site evaluation
It is intended to build the FFR in the China Institute of
Atomic Energy, only 40 Km far away from Beijing City. The
site evaluation has been started.
4.2.1 Site evaluation rule
Which rule or standards have to obey for the site
evaluation of an experimental fast reactor? As we
understand the rule or standard for power reactors are much
higher or more rigorous than for research reactors, for
example the surface faulting must be 8 Km far away from the
power reactor site (according to US ANS, in China 5 Km
according to HAF) but 400 m for research reactors (in
China, the same). If the FFR could be looked as a research
reactor, it will be easier to get approval from the China
National Nuclear Safety Administration and from the
National Environment Protection Authority. But it was
pointed
out
in IAEA-TECDOC-403
Siting
of research
reactors:"Fast
reactors
and
cores with
significant
Plutonium inventory are not considered".
In fact the safety of fast reactor are not worse than
general research reactors. An experimental fast reactor
even though including electricity generation should be
looked as a research reactor, provided that we would make a
detail environmental evaluation, especially to plutonium.
4.2.2 Siting
It is intended to build the FFR in the CIAE. The site
investigation has been started, some of which are given
below.
4.2.2.1 Region geology
It has been realized in the zone having a radius of 20 km
from the site that in the west of 2 Km away there is Ba Bao
Shan surface faulting, in the north of about 2 Km away Lian
Xian Bei surface faulting and in the south of about 4 Km
away there is Lian Xian surface faulting. It is confirmed
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that there is no any surface faulting in this interior
region, by chemical detection method, electrical detection
method and shallow artificial earthquakes.
It is also realized that there was no any surface
collapse for about million years in this region.
4.2.2.2 Earthquakes
We have collected the informations on historical
earthquakes which have occurred in the zone having a radius
of 150 Km from the site since 1983 B.C. up to 1990 A.D. It
is envisaged that the maximum potential intensity of
earthquakes will be 7.3 to 8.0. According to the safety
regulation for nuclear installations, it is asked that the
building will be designed in accordance with intensity 9.
5. Conclusion
The FFR project has been approved by the Government last
month and the engineering target we planned is its first
criticality in the year 2000. But up to now the technical
preparation for this project is still not enough. We will
extensively pursue the 'development using nation's own
technology on one side and pay great attention on oversea's
FBR experiences on other side.
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SWISS BREEDER RESEARCH PROGRAMME
A new initative for a 'Swiss Fast Breeder Research Programme1 has been started during
1991. This was partly the consequence of a vote in Fall 1990, when the Swiss public voted for
maintaining nuclear reactors in operation, but also for a moratorium of 10 years, within which
period no new reactor project should be proposed. On the other hand the Swiss government decided to keep the option 'atomic reactors' open and therefore it was essential to have programmes
which guaranteed that the knowledge of reactor technology could be maintained in the industry
and the relevant research organisations.
There is also motivation to support a 'Swiss Breeder Research Programme' on the part of
the utilities, the licensing authorities and the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). Although these organisations have different expectations and priorities with respect to the ultimate goals, it was
possible to reconcile die interests, and the mutual understanding led to a common programme,
which is entirely safety-oriented.
The utilities recognise the breeder reactor as an advanced reactor system which has to be
developped further and might be a candidate, somewhere in the future, for electricity production.
In so far tfiey have great interest that a know-how base is maintained in our country, with easy
access for technical questions and close attention to the development of this reactor type.
The licensing authorities have a legitimate interest that an adequate knowledge of the
breeder reactor type and its functions is kept at their disposal. The legitimation is justified due to
the fact that the French 1000 MWe fast breeder reactor in Creys-Malville is situated approximately 100 km west of the Swiss frontier. Any incident in this reactor will have direct or indirect
influence on our population in that region.
PSI and the former EIR have had for many years a very successful basic research programme concerning breeder reactors, and were in close cooperation widi EFR. The activities
within this programme had to be terminated owing to limitations in personnel and financial resources.
The new PSI research programme is based upon two main areas, reactor physics and reactor thermal hydraulics. In both areas relatively small but valuable basic research tasks, the results
of which are of interest to the breeder community, will be carried out. It is obvious that a new
research programm, started within a very short time and with activities which are accepted by
EFR, based on existing experimental facilities, experimental techniques and know-how. Some
activities which were already carried out at a very low priority could be resceduled. Because of

these activities we are already in a position to show first results from the different tasks.
The lack of support of the former Breeder Programme led to capacity problems and finally
to a total termination. Therefore one of the problems which had to be solved first was to find a
sound base for the financial support. Furthermore it is essential to finance the programme over a
reasonable period of time to ensure an efficient use of the investments and to guarantee the continuity of the experiments. The financial support which was decided upon, is shared between the
three interested parties, utilities, licensing authorities and PSI, over the next 5 years and amounts
to a total of 5.5 Mio sFr.
For the reactor physics research two almost parallel activities were considered. During the
first period mainly existing know-how will be applied and a step by step familiarisation with the
significance of fast breeder reactor physics is forseen. New pointwise and groupwise cross section libraries based on ENDF/B-VI and JEF 1.1 have been prepared. A large (1250 MWe) sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor benchmark problem was calculated and the eigenvalues, isothermal core fuel Doppler-reactivities, effective delayed neutron fraction and reactivity worths
were compared with a great number of solutions obtained in the past.
During the following periods new methods and models to calculate burnup-cycles of large
breeder reactors should be developped and tested. Data libraries for shielding problems to be
used in the ECCO code will be prepared and shielding problems calculated. Furthermore activities specified through the R&D programme of the EFR will be initiated.
The thermal hydraulics research is conducted to investigate the flow structures produced
by two parallel layers of liquid at different velocities and temperatures. This problem arises particularly on occasions where natural circulation is prevailing and hot and cold streams of liquid
come together. Although some investigations on similar phenomena have been published in the
open literature, more research is needed to cover all aspects for the breeder reactor.
At present, tests are carried out with water in an horizontal glass channel (WAMIX). Two
flow visualization techniques are being used: laser-sheet induced luminescence and image-analysis of videopictures taken with ink injection marking. Based on the image analysis a determination of the frequency of appearance of vortices (time-dependence) could be made. The preparations to put the sodium loop (NALO II) into operation were continued. In this loop an analogous experiment to WAMDC, but with liquid sodium (NAMIX), will be carried out.
In the analytical area the computational thermal hydraulics code ASTEC was further validated by participation in an international benchmark calculation exercise. This code is also used
to calculate the velocity profiles in the boundary layer of the inlet segment of the WAMIX test
section.
It is intended to directly participate in the European and the French R&D programmes for
sodium-cooled fast breeder reactors. Necessary steps to achieve this cooperation have already
been made.
Wiirenlingen, 24.04. 1992
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